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ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes the investigation of the use of Continuous Density 
Hidden Markov Model (CDHMM) for Malay Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). 
The goal of this thesis is to solve the constraints of current Malay ASR that are: 
speaker-dependent, small vocabulary and isolated words, and provides a basis in 
developing speaker-independent (SI) Malay large vocabulary continuous speech 
recognition (LVCSR). Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based statistical modeling is 
used in Malay speech recognition. HMM is a robust and powerful technique capable 
of modeling of speech signals. With their efficient training algorithm (Baum-Welch 
and Viterbi/Segmental K-mean) and recognition algorithm (Viterbi), as well as it’s 
modeling flexibility in model topology, observation probability distribution, 
representation of speech unit and other knowledge sources, HMM has been 
successfully applied in solving various tasks in this thesis. CDHMM which model 
the continuous acoustic space eliminates quantization error imposed by discrete 
HMM. CDHMM performs better than discrete HMM in Malay speech recognition. 
CDHMM with mixture densities which is capable to model inter-speaker variability 
performs well in multi speaker task (99% in isolated words task). The result expects 
its well performance in SI task in the future. A connected words ASR is developed 
and evaluated on Malay connected digit task and has achieved reasonably good 
accuracy with limited training data. Segmental K-mean training procedure is proven 
to perform better than the manual segmentation. The sub-word unit modeling is 
attempted in Malay phonetic classification and segmentation on medium vocabulary 
Malay continuous speech database. Experiments are conducted to investigate 
different feature set and mixture components. The knowledge of continuous ASR 
architecture and sub-word unit modeling gained in this work has provided basis for 
Malay LVCSR. For conclusion, the basic idea of HMM implemented in other 
language domain can be successfully applied in the Malay language domain as well. 
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ABSTRAK 
Tesis ini mengkaji Continuous Density Hidden Markov Model (CDHMM) 
untuk Sistem Pengecaman Suara (ASR) Melayu. Kajian ini bertujuan untuk 
mengatasi kelemahan ASR Melayu terkini, dari segi penutur-bersandar, vokabulari 
kecil dan perkataan berasingan, dan menyediakan asas untuk membangunkan 
Pengecaman Suara Berterusan Vokabulari Besar (LVCSR) Melayu yang penutur-
bebas (SI). Satu model berstatistik iaitu Hidden Markov Model (HMM), digunakan 
dalam ASR Melayu. HMM ialah teknik yang berkesan dalam pemodelan suara, 
kerana ia mempunyai algoritma latihan (Baum-Welch and Viterbi/Segmental K-mean) 
dan algoritma pengecaman yang berkesan, serta pemodelan yang fleksible pada 
topologi, serakan kebarangkalian keluaran, perwakilan unit suara dan pengetahuan 
bagi punca lain. HMM yang diaplikasikan ini, telah berjaya mengatasi pelbagai kerja 
dalam tesis ini. CDHMM yang memodelkan ruang akustik berterusan dapat 
menghapuskan masalah kuantasasi yang disebabkan oleh HMM diskrit. CDHMM 
adalah lebih tepat daripada HMM diskrit dalam ASR Melayu. CDHMM yang 
mengunakan densiti bergabung, memodelkan variasi antara-penutur, berkesan dalam 
kerja pelbagai penutur (99% dalam kerja perkataan terasing). Hasil kajian ini 
menjangka akan berkesan dalam kerja SI. ASR perkataan berhubung yang 
dibangunkan dan dinilai dalam kerja digit Melayu berhubung, mencapai ketepatan 
yang memuaskan dalam data latihan yang terhad. Prosedur latihan Segmental K-
mean disahkan lebih tepat daripada sekmentasi insani. Permodelan unit sub-
perkataan dikaji dalam pengelasan dan sekmentasi phonem Melayu untuk pengkalan 
data suara berterusan Melayu yang bervokabulari serderhana. Experimen dijalankan 
untuk mengkaji pelbagai ciri dan komponen bergabung. Pengetahuan dalam struktur 
ASR berterusan and permodelan unit sub-perkataan menjadi asas untuk membina 
LVCSR Melayu. Sebagai kesimpulan, konsep dasar HMM yang digunakan dalam 
bahasa lain juga boleh digunakan secara berkesan dalam domain bahasa Melayu. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Speech is the primary mode of communication among humans and spoken 
language has become accepted as a natural method for human-machine interaction. Our 
ability to communicate with machines and computers, through keyboards, mice and 
other devices, is an order of magnitude slower and more cumbersome. In order to make 
this communication more user-friendly, speech input is an essential component. Besides 
that, natural speech contains a great deal of information that expressed by human. Even 
an illiterate or person with little knowledge about computer may use speech to operate 
computer. Many disabled people may use a computer with the help of speech input in 
case they are unable to type in keyboard or click in mouse with their hands. For normal 
people or experienced people in computer, they can utilize the speech input ability of a 
computer to significantly speedup documentation writing, email sending and other 
operation with computer. Another advantage of speech input is that it can be used for 
many situations when the hands are already used for important operations such as 
driving a car. Speech enabled dialing and GPS are two examples. With the development 
of Machine Translation techniques, another exciting application called Automatic 
Spoken Language Translation had emerged, which allow people from different countries 
all over the world to be able to freely communicate via speech without any professional 
translator. 
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One of the fundamental challenges of developing a spoken language system is 
the development of a speech recognition component. Research in speech recognition has 
been ongoing for approximately three decades. Much progress has been made during 
that time span. The technology started with very small vocabulary, speaker dependent, 
isolated word recognition systems. Today, the technology has been moved to large 
vocabulary systems, capable of recognizing from 20,000 to upwards of 100,000 words. 
The systems are now speaker independent, working out of the box for any speaker, and 
in some cases even speaker adaptive, learning the peculiarities of a person's speech over 
time. Isolated speech has long yielded to continuous speech in the research environment, 
and more recently, in the commercial marketplace as well, with the introduction of 
systems by IBM and Dragon. Error rates have been reduced dramatically. 
There is a great potential for the application of the speech technology in 
Malaysia especially in the context of Malay speech. There is limited research on Malay 
speech recognition. Furthermore, the research of speech technology in Malaysia is still 
in its infancy stage. The development of the technology is limited to small vocabulary, 
isolated word application and lack of speaker-independency (Sh-Hussain 1993; Lim 
2000; Hong 2004; Rubita et al. 2005). Beside that, such systems are still applying some 
conventional techniques of speech recognition. This constraints the recognition accuracy, 
robustness and adaptability of the systems. 
This research aims to solve the above constraints of current Malay speech 
recognizers and provide a basis study and research on developing a medium vocabulary, 
speaker independent, Malay continuous speech recognition system. This work applies 
more robust pattern recognition techniques in Malay speech recognition. We use 
continuous density hidden Markov modeling (CDHMM), a more powerful modeling 
technique of speech as an alternative to existing techniques such as Discrete Markov 
Hidden Model (DHMM), Neural Network (NN) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). 
CDHMM which is more capable in modeling inter-speaker acoustic variability is 
expected to be able to relax the constraint of speaker-dependency. Although the 
CDHMM is used to solve the speaker-dependent task in this thesis and will provide a 
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basis for solving speaker-independent task in the future. We also extend the existing 
Malay isolated word recognition system to Malay continuous speech recognition tasks 
by designing and developing word-based Malay connected word recognition system. 
This work also includes Malay phonetic segmentation and classification experiments as 
a preliminary research in using sub-word model as modeling unit which is needed in 
developing large vocabulary system This will provide basis on developing sub-word unit 
based Malay medium and large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The current Malay speech recognizers are limited by the following constraints: (1) 
speaker-dependency, (2) isolated words and (3) small vocabulary: 
(1) Lack of speaker-independency. Although there were researches on 
 speaker-independent speech recognition in Malay speech domain, there is 
 still room for improvement on speaker-independent recognition accuracy. 
 Speaker-independent recognition is desirable to use a large number of 
 speech parameters (or features). Thus, a modeling technique that can 
 account for many parameters is needed. Due to the complexities 
 introduced by freeing these constraints and the greater amount of training 
 data available for speaker-independent recognition, efficient and 
 automatic algorithms must exist for training and recognition of the model. 
 Hidden Markov modeling (HMM) is powerful technique that capable for 
 the robust modeling of speech. The currently used acoustic model in 
 Malay speech recognizers are discrete Hidden Markov Model (DHMM). 
 DHMM works considerably well in speaker-dependent tasks but the 
 degradation of accuracy become apparent in speaker-independent tasks. 
 Besides, DHMM suffers quantization error and cause accuracy 
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 degradation. A more efficient modeling algorithm must be adapted to 
 counter this limitation. 
(2) Limitation to isolated word recognition. The current Malay speech 
 recognition system is constrained to isolated word recognition tasks, 
 mainly focused on isolated digit recognition. There is limited research on 
 Malay continuous speech recognition system. There is a need to release 
 this constraint by investigating ways to develop Malay continuous speech 
 recognition system. 
(3) Limitation to small vocabulary tasks. The current Malay speech 
 recognizers are limited to small vocabulary recognition task, such as 10 
 Malay digit recognition. Word model is used as acoustic model. There is 
 limited research on large or medium vocabulary task where the sub-word 
 unit modeling is needed. Lack of research and study to be done on 
 recognition using sub-word units such as phoneme, diphone and triphone. 
 This constraint the recognition tasks to small vocabulary. There is need of 
 applying sub-words as modeling unit in order to establish large and 
 medium vocabulary Malay speech recognition system. 
1.3 Objectives of the Research 
The main objective of this study is to investigate ways to solve the speaker-
dependence, isolated word, and small vocabulary constraints of current Malay speech 
recognizers and to provide preliminary study and research on developing Malay speaker-
independent, medium vocabulary, continuous speech recognition system. To achieve the 
main objective, several sub-objectives are addressed in this thesis as following: 
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(1) To investigate the principle and architecture of HMM based statistical 
 automatic speech recognition system. 
(2) To apply continuous density HMM (CDHMM) ) (Bahl et al. 1988, Poritz, 
& Richter 1986, Rabiner et al. 1985), which directly models the acoustic 
observation without VQ as an alternative to DHMM (Rabiner et al. 1983) 
in Malay speech recognition system. This is to eliminate the quantization 
errors caused by DHMM, thus increase the recognition accuracy. The 
CDHMM which is more capable of capturing inter-speaker acoustic 
variability and thus improve accuracy in speaker-independent (SI) 
recognition task compared to DHMM. The effectiveness of CDHMM is 
tested on speaker-dependent multi speaker task in this thesis as a basis for 
SI task in the future. 
 
(3) To design and develop word-based Malay isolated word and continuous 
 speech recognition system using CDHMM. 
 
(4) To test CDHMM based Malay phoneme classification and segmentation 
on a medium vocabulary Malay continuous speech database as a 
preliminary study and research on sub-word unit modeling. The 
knowledge and experience gained is a basis for developing  the sub-word 
unit based large and medium vocabulary Malay speech recognition 
system. 
1.4 Scope of Research 
The scope of task and the scope of approaches used in this thesis are defined as 
follows: 
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(1) The tasks to be solved in this thesis are as follow: 
(a) The following speech recognition experiments were established: 
• Isolated digit recognition 
• Connected digit recognition 
• Phoneme classification 
• Phonetic segmentation 
(b) All the experiments above are based on Malay speech domain. 
(c) All the experiments above are speaker-dependent tasks. 
(d) The phoneme classification and phonetic segmentation are based 
on medium vocabulary Malay speech database. 
(2) The techniques and approaches used in solving the tasks are as follow: 
(a) The HMM based statistical approach is used to develop the Malay 
 automatic speech recognition system. 
(b) Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC), normalized energy, 
their first and second order derivatives (Delta and Delta-delta) 
(Furui 1986; Furui 1981) are used for feature extraction. 
(c) Left-to-right continuous density hidden Markov model (CDHMM) 
with Gaussian mixture densities (Rabiner et al.1985; Juang et al. 
1985) is used for acoustic modeling. 
(d) Word model is used in isolated and connected digit recognition 
  and sub-word model (phoneme) is used in phoneme classification 
  and phonetic segmentation. 
(e) The training algorithms used in the tasks are listed as follows: 
• For isolated digit recognition, Baum-Welch algorithm 
(Rabiner 1989) and Viterbi algorithm algorithm (Rabiner 
et al. 1985; Juang et al. 1985) are used for training the 
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word models and comparison of their effect on recognition 
accuracy is made. 
• For connected digit recognition, manual segmentation and 
segmental K-mean training strategies for continuous 
speech Rabiner (Rabiner et al. 1986a; Rabiner et al. 1986b) 
were used and comparison of their effect on  recognition 
accuracy is made. Viterbi training algorithm is used for 
model re-estimation. 
• For phoneme classification and phonetic segmentation,  
  Viterbi training algorithm is used for training the phoneme 
  models. 
(f) Manually estimated bi-gram and calculated unigram (Jelinek 1991) 
value is used for language modeling for connected digit 
recognition. 
(g) Viterbi full search algorithm (Viterbi 1967; Rabiner 1989) is used 
for decoding and Viterbi forced alignment is used for phonetic 
segmentation. 
(h) Incorporating Malay phonetic knowledge in sub-word HMM 
  based Malay speech recognition. This is done by identifying a 
  Malay phone set, which well characterize Malay speech, to model. 
(i) Effect on recognition and segmentation accuracy is investigated 
  by varying number of Gaussian mixture components and using 
  different combination of features. 
1.5 Outline of Thesis 
Chapter 2 describes literature review on the field of speech recognition. Various 
speech recognition tasks are described: speaker-dependent vs speaker-independent, 
isolated words vs continuous speech, small vocabulary vs large vocabulary. The 
constraint and difficulties of each task is discussed. Then, the current profound speech 
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recognizers and their performance are presented. The current Malay speech recognizers 
are reviewed. From the review, their limitation and constraints are identified: speaker-
dependent, isolated words, small vocabulary. Based on the review, derived the objective 
of the thesis to solve these constraints and provide a basis in developing speaker-
independent Malay large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system. The 
different approaches applied to speech recognition are described. Next described are the 
various classification and modeling techniques in speech recognition. Their relative 
strengths and weaknesses are identified. From the review of different approach and 
techniques, the most suitable one are adapted, thus the scope of developments are 
identified. 
Chapter 3 describes an overview of statistical speech recognition system and the 
use of HMM as statistical modeling of speech. The principle and architecture of the 
statistical speech recognition system are described. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient 
(MFCC) as acoustic front end processing is presented next. The theoretical foundation of 
Hidden Markov Modeling is discussed. The strength of HMM as applied to speech 
recognition is discussed in details. The various elements in HMM modeling such as re-
estimation algorithm, model topology, observation probabilities distribution, and 
knowledge source representations are described in details. The variations of each 
element are also presented. 
Chapter 4 describes the CDHMM based isolated words recognition system 
developed in this research. The performance of the system, evaluated on Malay isolated 
digit recognition task is presented and discussed. 
Chapter 5 describes the CDHMM based connected words recognition system 
designed and developed in this research. The performance of the system, evaluated on 
Malay connected digit recognition task is presented and discussed. 
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Chapter 6 describes the HMM based phonetic classification and segmentation. A 
series of experiments are carried out, based on Malay continuous speech database to 
examine various elements of phonetic classification and segmentation. 
Chapter 7, the final chapter, summaries the research findings. This chapter also 
identifies some problems of the techniques used in this research. Some suggestions for 
future work which might be useful for further development and improvement to the 
developed techniques. 
1.6 Contribution of the Thesis 
The current Malay speech recognizers are still constrained by speaker-
independent small vocabulary isolated word recognition. The research findings provide a 
basis to develop speaker-independent Malay large vocabulary continuous speech 
recognition (LVCSR). The major contributions are as follows: 
• CDHMM has been applied successfully in Malay speech recognition. The 
 use of CDHMM performs better than the DHMM, which is currently 
 used in Malay speech recognizers. The high accuracy achieved by 
 CDHMM in speaker-dependent multi speaker task proves its ability to 
 model inter-speaker variability. This result encourages its implementation 
 in speaker-independent task. 
• The CDHMM based connected word recognition system has been 
 designed and developed. The evaluation on Malay connected digit 
 recognition task achieved reasonable good results. The architecture of the 
 word-based connected speech recognition system provides a basis to 
 develop sub-word unit based continuous speech recognizers in the future. 
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• Various experiments on phonetic classification and segmentation on were 
 conducted. The evaluation was based on medium vocabulary Malay 
 continuous speech database. This provides experience and knowledge in 
 sub-word unit modeling, which will be a basis to develop the large 
 vocabulary sub-word based recognizers. 
• The Malay phonetic knowledge has been successfully incorporated in 
 HMM based Malay speech modeling. An adequate phone set in 
 characterizing Malay speech is identified to model. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes a literature review of speech recognition task, speech 
recognition approach, current speech recognition system, as well as modeling and 
classification techniques for speech recognition. Based on the review of the various 
speech recognition task and current Malay speech recognizer, the limitations of Malay 
speech recognizers are identified: speaker-dependency, isolated word, and small 
vocabulary. From these problems, derived the objectives of this thesis to overcome the 
above constraints by investigating ways in developing a speaker-independent large 
vocabulary Malay continuous speech recognition system. The scope of the tasks is also 
defined. Based on the review of the advantages and disadvantages of each approach and 
technique, the most suitable techniques that suit the tasks and adapted in this thesis is 
discussed. 
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2.2 Classification of Speech Recognition Task 
2.2.1 Speaker Dependent versus Speaker Independent 
ASR tasks are often divided into speaker-dependent (SD) and speaker-
independent (SI). The SD system is designed to recognize the speech of just one speaker 
or a group of speakers. A speaker or a group of speaker is required to “train” the system 
before reasonable performance can be expected. The SI system is capable of recognizing 
speech from any new speakers.  
SD systems are useful for some applications. If properly trained by a reasonable 
amount of data, these systems usually yield better recognition accuracy than its SI 
counterpart. However these systems still impose many problems: 
(1) The training session is an inconvenience to the user. 
(2) A large amount of processing time is required before the system can be 
 used. 
(3) Certain applications, such as telephone directory assistance or banking 
 inquiries, cannot tolerate the delay of the training session. 
(4) Considerable additional storage is needed if each speaker’s parameters 
 are to be stored separately. 
(5) A speaker’s voice may change over time due to stress, fatigue, sickness, 
 or variations in microphone positioning. 
 
Thus developing SI system is important to avoid the limitation of applications 
when using SD system and broaden the range of possible uses. But, speaker 
independence has been viewed as the most difficult constraint to overcome. This is 
because most parametric representations of speech are highly speaker dependent, and a 
set of reference patterns suitable for one speaker may perform poorly for another speaker. 
To illustrate the relative difficulty of SI recognition, Lenvison (Levinson et al. 1977) 
reported that recognition accuracy degraded from 88.3% for SD to 65.1% for SI. 
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Lowerre (Lowerre 1977) reported that a SD recognition rate of 98% degrades to 93% in 
SI mode. Finally, Shikano (Shikano et al. 1986) reported 48% accuracy for using one 
speaker’s templates to recognize another speaker’s speech, while 90% accuracy is 
possible for SD recognition. Many researchers have used a rule of thumb that states: for 
the same task, SI systems will have three to five times the error rate of SD ones. 
There are three approaches to speaker independence. The first approach is to use 
knowledge engineering techniques to find perceptually motivated speech parameters that 
are relatively invariant between speakers. The justification for this approach is that if an 
expert spectrogram reader can read spectrograms with high accuracy, it should be 
possible to find the invariant parameters such as expert employs. Furthermore, if these 
invariant parameters can be found, then SI recognition is as easy as SD recognition. This 
idea has been carried out by many researchers (Thompson & Laver 1987, Cole 1986). In 
particular, Cole achieved high accuracy on very limited task in recognition of English 
letter (Cole et al. 1983), but has not been successful on more difficult one in phonetic 
classification (Cole et al. 1986b). 
The second approach is to use multiple representations for each reference to 
capture the inter-speaker variability. The most well known studies were performed by 
researchers at Bell Lab on clustering (Levinson et al. 1979, Rabiner et al. 1979). 
Typically, each word in the vocabulary is uttered by many speakers of different sex, age 
and dialect; these multiples examples are then divided into several clusters, and a 
prototype is generated from each cluster. Lee (Lee 1986) introduced a learning algorithm 
that clusters and generalizes at a sub word level. Like the knowledge engineering 
approach, the multi representation approach produced good results for limited tasks, but 
has not be successfully extended to a large vocabulary task. This is because the greater 
number of divided cluster, the greater the computation involved at the recognition stage. 
The final approach is using speaker adaptation technique which turns SI models 
into SD models. Speaker adaptation begins with an existing set of model parameters, and 
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a small number of adaptation sentences from an adapted speaker. These sentences are 
used to modify the parameters so that they are adjusted to the adapted speaker. 
The systems described in this thesis are intended for SD application. This is 
because training data collected at this study is small and unable to train accurate SI 
models. 
2.2.2 Isolated words and Continuous Speech 
In isolated word recognition, the assumption is that the speech to be recognized 
comprised a single word of phrase and was to be recognized as a complete entity with no 
explicit knowledge or regard for the phonetic content of the word of phrase. Another 
implicit assumption is that each spoken utterance has a clearly defined beginning and the 
ending point that could be found using some type of endpoint detector. This system 
work well and entirely appropriate in certain application such as “command and control” 
application, in which user is required to speak the command words at once a time. 
In continuous speech recognition, the speech to be recognized is a sequences of 
words uttered in a fluent (continuous) manner. There are reasons why research on 
isolated word recognition task should be extended to continuous speech recognition. 
First concern is the speed of speaking. The primary advantage of ASR is speed, since 
speech is the highest capacity human output channel. Talking is much faster than typing. 
However, with isolated word speech, this advantage diminishes substantially. Lee (Lee 
1988) compared an IBM database recorded in isolated way with a Texas Instrument 
continuous speech database. The isolated word database has an average word duration of 
0.838s which is higher compared to 0.352s of the latter. Based on the databases, this 
study also showed that it is possible to speak 170.45 words per minute in continuous 
speech – a greater improvement over typing. On the other hand, using isolated word 
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input, a speaker can only dictate 71.6 words per minute, which is no better than average 
typist. 
Continuous speech recognition is significantly more difficult than isolated word 
recognition. Its complexity is a result of three properties of continuous speech. First, 
word boundaries are unclear in continuous speech. In isolated word recognition, word 
boundaries are known, and can be used to improve the accuracy and limit the search. In 
continuous speech, however, word boundaries are usually difficult to find. For example, 
in the phrase this ship, the /s/ of the this is often omitted. In we were away a year, the 
whole sentence is one long vocalic segment, and word boundaries are difficult to locate. 
Second, co-articulatory effects are much stronger in continuous speech. Although we 
may try to pronounce words as concatenated sequences of phones, our articulators 
cannot move instantaneously to produce unaffected phones. As a result, a phone is 
strongly influenced by the previous and the following phones. In continuous speech, this 
effect increases; within-word co-articulation is also accentuated. Third, content words 
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc) are often emphasized, while function words (articles. 
Prepositions, pronouns, short verbs, etc) are poorly articulated. In particular, the phones 
in function words are often shortened, skipped, or distorted. 
As a result, error rates increase drastically from isolated-word to continuous 
speech. Bahl (Bahl et al. 1981) showed that the error rates were 3.1% and 8,7% for 
isolated word and continuous speech recognition, respectively, for a constrained 1000-
word vocabulary. Moreover, the processing time for continuous speech was three times 
that of isolated-word speech. 
The tasks in this thesis cover both isolated word recognition and continuous 
speech recognition. 
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2.2.3 Small Vocabulary versus Large Vocabulary 
The database for speech recognition task also can be divided into two classes: 
small vocabulary based and large vocabulary based. Large vocabulary typically means a 
vocabulary of about 1000 words (Lee 1988) or more such as news broadcast speech 
database. Examples of small-to-moderate based database include digit strings, spelled 
letter sequence, combination of alphanumeric and etc.  
Although vocabulary size is not the best measure of a task’s difficulty, a number 
of problems arise when the vocabulary size is increased. The first problem is the 
inherent confusability of large vocabularies; researchers have found that the number of 
confusable words grows substantially when the vocabulary size reaches about 1000 
words (Waibel 1986).  
With small vocabularies, each word can be modeled individually, because it is 
reasonable to expect sufficient training for a handful of words. It is also possible to store 
the parameters of each word model separately. However, as the vocabulary size 
increases, it is no longer possible to train each word explicitly, because neither the 
training nor the storage is available. Instead, some subword unit must be identified and 
used. Subword units usually lead to degraded performance because they cannot capture 
co-articulatory, or inter-unit effects. Rosenberg (Rosenberg et al. 1983) reported two-
three fold increase in error rate when word templates were replaced with demisyllable 
units. Paul and Martin (Paul & Martin 1988) reported about a tenfold increase in error 
rate from word models to phone models. 
Another difficulty is the complexity of the search. For small vocabularies, it is 
possible to perform optimal searches; however, for large vocabularies, pruning will be 
necessary. Pruning may introduce search errors, which decrease recognition accuracy. 
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This thesis focuses on both recognition task of small vocabulary and medium 
vocabulary based Malay speech database. In small vocabulary tasks, the Malay isolated 
digit recognition (with vocabulary of 10 Malay digits 0-9) and Malay connected digit 
recognition (with vocabulary of 10 Malay digits 0-9, ‘PULUH’, ‘BELAS’ )will be 
considered, where word models are used. In medium vocabulary task, instead of 
developing a complete medium vocabulary continuous speech recognition system, the 
thesis is scoped to Malay phoneme classification and segmentation of medium-
vocabulary Malay continuous speech database (with vocabulary of 208 words in training 
set and 160 words in testing set, for segmentation experiment). The sub-word units are 
used in these tasks. 
2.3 Automatic Speech Recognition System 
2.3.1 Discussion of Profound ASR System 
Considerable progress has been made in speech recognition in the past thirty 
years. A number of successful systems have emerged. The most notable achievements 
include: 
• The DRAGON System of CMU (Baker 1975), used uniform stochastic modeling 
for all knowledge sources. On a 194-word speaker dependent continuous task, 
DRAGON recognized 84% of the words correctly. 
• The Tangora System. (IBM 1985) of IBM was the first to attempt a natural very 
large vocabulary task. It achieved over 97% accuracy for speaker dependent 
recognition of isolated word sentences using a 5000 word vocabulary with a 
natural language like grammar with perplexity 160. 
• The BYBLOS System of BBN (Chow et al. 1987) successfully applied context-
dependent modeling of phonemes. It achieved a 93% recognition rate on a 997-
word continuous task. 
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• Bell Labs (Rabiner et al. 1989) produced high accuracy on speaker independent, 
connected digit recognition. Using continuous HMM technology with multiple 
models and mixtures, a sentences recognition rate of 97.1% was reached without 
use of grammar. 
• SPHINX (Lee et al. 1990) demonstrated the feasibility of accurate, large 
vocabulary speaker independent continuous speech recognition system. The 
system is based on DHMM and incorporate knowledge source in several ways: 
multiple codebooks of fixed width parameters, word duration modeling and 
introducing function-word dependent phone models and generalized triphone 
models. With grammars of perplexity 997, 60 and 20, SPHINX attained word 
accuracies of 71, 94, and 96% on a 997-work task. 
• SPHINX II (Huang et al. 1993) has reduced the word error rates significantly in 
comparison to SPHINX. The new system use the improved technologies include 
additional dynamic features, speaker-normalized features, semi-continuous 
hidden Markov models, sub-phonetic modeling, vocabulary-independent and -
adaptive speech recognition, word bi-gram and trigram back-off models. 
• The HTK toolkit (Young et al. 2002) is designed to facilitate the construction of 
systems using continuous density Gaussian mixture HMMs. It consists of a 
number of tools (programs) and a comprehensive set of library interface modules. 
The library modules ensure that all tools behave in a uniform way and they also 
simplify the development of new tools. 
• The LIMSI Lab at France has developed a large vocabulary continuous speech 
recognition system (Gauvain et al. 1999) for recognizing English broadcast-news 
speech. The system uses continuous density HMMs with Gaussian mixture for 
acoustic modeling and back off N-gram statistics estimated from large corpora 
for language modeling. The recognition vocabulary contains 65122 words 
(72788 phone transcription). The overall word transcription error on Nov 1998 
evaluation data was 13.6%. 
• The IBM English speech recognition system (Chen et al. 1999) uses Gaussian 
Mixture CDHMM as acoustic models for sub-phonetic units with context 
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dependent tying. The system shows almost the same error rate as the LIMSI 
system. 
2.3.2 Discussion of Malay ASR System 
As discussed in the previous section, significant research progress have been 
made since decades toward developing speaker-independent large vocabulary 
continuous speech recognition system (LVCSR). Each of these systems attained very 
impressive accuracy, and has some practical application. These systems are based on 
different languages especially in the English speech domain. There is still limited 
research in developing speaker-independent LVCSR in Malay speech domain.  
The existing Malay speech recognizers generally are constrained to speaker 
dependence, isolated words and small vocabulary task. The significant development of 
Malay ASR is discussed as follows: 
• Sh-Hussain (Sh-Hussain 1993) had done a pioneer research on Malay speaker 
dependent Malay isolated digit recognition. Comparison was made between 
DTW template matching technique and Multi Layer Perceptrons (MLP) classifier, 
on digit recognition accuracy. Vector quantization (VQ) method was developed 
for data compression. 
• Lim and Sh-Hussain (Lim 2000) used Discrete HMM whole-word modeling and 
achieved an accuracy of about 97% in speaker-independent manner. The LPC is 
used as feature. 
• Hong and Sh-Hussain (Hong 2004) extended the work of using DHMM on 
speaker-independent isolated Malay digit recognition using LPCC and MFCC as 
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feature and reported higher recognition accuracy compared using LPC. The 
MFCC-VQ-DHMM achieves 83.06% for SI task with 35 training speakers and 
36 testing speakers (Each speaker recorded 5 repetitions of every digit). 
• Ting and Sh-Hussain (Ting 2002) used MLP classifier in classifying Malay 
syllable units extracted from isolated speech into plosive classes. 16 selected 
Malay syllables are used. The word level vocabulary is limited to 16 two syllable 
words. The performance of singular MLP in SI task achieves highest accuracy of 
91.56%. 
• Rubita Sudirman, Sh-Hussain, and Ting (Rubita et al. 2005) used DTW as front 
end to align the speech input to a fixed duration before feed in to MLP for 
training and recognition. LPC feature is used. The recognition achieved is 96.2% 
for 5-speaker SD task on isolated Malay digit recognition. 
The constraints of the Malay ASR research described above summarized at Table 
2.1 
Table 2.1: Important Malay ASR researches and their freedom from the task 
 constraints. 
Malay ASR Research Speaker 
Independence 
Continuous 
Speech 
Large 
Vocabulary 
Approach 
(Sh-Hussain 1993) No No No DTW,MLP 
(Lim 2000) Yes No No DHMM 
(Hong 2004) Yes No No DHMM 
(Ting 2002) Yes No No MLP 
(Rubita et al. 2005) No No No DTW-MLP 
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The constraints are mainly on isolated word and small vocabulary task. Although 
there was research on speaker-independent recognition task, there is still improvement 
of the speaker-independency of Malay ASR. 
This thesis investigates ways to overcome these constraints and provide 
preliminary study and research on developing Malay LVCSR. In this thesis, the isolated 
word constraint is solved by developing Malay connected digit recognition. This work 
also includes Malay phonetic segmentation and classification experiments on a large 
vocabulary Malay continuous speech database as a preliminary research into phoneme 
based Malay medium and large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system. All 
the recognition experiment of this work is based on SD recognition task. The 
Continuous Density HMM (CDHMM) is also first used in Malay speech modeling as a 
basis in improving speaker-independency of the current DHMM based system. This is 
because DHMM works considerably well in speaker-dependent tasks but the 
degradation of accuracy become apparent in speaker-independent tasks. The CDHMM is 
more capable of capturing acoustic variability due to different speaker and thus increase 
accuracy in SI task compared to DHMM. The successful use of CDHMM in Malay SD 
task in this thesis will provide basis for future implementation in SI task. 
2.3.3 Speech Recognition Approaches 
The different automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are based on different 
kind of approaches. ASR approaches can be divided into different categories, but usually 
hybrid methods are applied. In general, there are three classical approaches: 1) the 
acoustic-phonetic approach, 2) the pattern recognition approach and 3) the artificial 
intelligence (AI) approach. The acoustic-phonetic method is the oldest speech 
recognition approach originating from the 1950s, the AI approach is the youngest and 
least known. Statistical methods are by far most commonly applied in modern speech 
recognizers. 
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2.3.3.1 Acoustic-Phonetic Approach 
The acoustic-phonetic (AP) approach is based on the theory of acoustic phonetics 
that postulate that there exist finite, distinctive phonetic units in spoken language and 
that the phonetic units are broadly characterized by a set of properties that are manifest 
in the speech signal, or its spectrum, over time. The approach assumes that the rules 
governing the phoneme variability are relatively simple and easily learnable. 
The figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of the AP approach to speech recognition 
(Rabiner & Juang 93). The first step is the speech analysis system, which provides an 
appropriate (spectral) representation of the characteristics of the time-varying speech 
signal. The most common techniques of spectral analysis are discrete Fourier Transform 
(DFT), Linear Predictive Coding (LPC), or Mel-Scaled Frequency Cepstral Coeffients 
(MFCC). The next step is the feature-detection stage. The spectral measurements are 
converted in a parallel fashion to a set of features describing the broad acoustic 
properties of the 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the acoustic-phonetic approach for ASR. (Rabiner 
 & Juang 93) 
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various phonetic units, e.g. nasality (nasal resonance), frication (random excitation), 
format locations (frequencies of the first three resonances), voiced/unvoiced 
classification (periodic or aperiodic excitation), and energy ratios. The third step is the 
heart of the AP recognizer: the segmentation and labeling phase, in which the system 
tries to find feature stable regions and then label those regions according to how well the 
features within that region match those of individual phonetic units. The result of the this 
step is usually a phoneme lattice from which a lexical access procedure determines the 
best matching of word or sequences of words, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
          
     
 
          
  
Figure 2.2: Segmentation and labeling for word sequence “seven-six”. (Rabiner 
 & Juang 93). 
The AP approach has several dilemmas that hinder its functionality as an ASR 
system. The method requires extensive knowledge of the acoustic properties of phonetic 
units. (The existence of phonetic units is assumed a priori in the AP approach, 
Knowledge pf acoustic properties of these phonetic units often is established in an a 
posteriori manner.) This knowledge is, at best incomplete, and at worst totally 
unavailable for but the simplest of situations (e.g. steady vowel). Also, the features are 
often based on non-optimal and intuition based ad hoc considerations and the design of 
the sound classifiers is also non-optimal. Furthermore, there is no well-defined, 
automatic procedure for tuning the method (i.e. adjusting the decision threshold) on real, 
labeled speech. Moreover, there is no standard linguistic way of labeling the training 
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speech. Naturally, these problems need to be solved before the approach can be well 
utilized in practice. 
Due to the above limitations, the AP approach has not achieved the same success 
in practical systems as have alternative method. But its underlying ideas are still used in 
the artificial intelligence based recognizers. 
2.3.3.2 Statistical Pattern Recognition Approach 
The statistical approaches are by far most commonly applied in modern speech 
recognizers. A block diagram of a canonic pattern recognition approach to speech 
recognition is shown in Figure 2.3. The pattern recognition paradigm has four steps, 
namely (Rabiner & Juang 93): 
Feature extraction, in which the important features is extracted from the input 
signal and represent it a form of feature pattern. The feature extraction techniques 
include DFT, LPC, LPCC, MFCC and etc. 
(1) Pattern training, in which one or more test patterns corresponding to 
 speech sounds of the same class are used to create a pattern representative 
 of the features of that class. The resulting pattern, generally called 
 reference pattern, can be template, derived from some type of averaging 
 technique, or it can be a model that characterizes the statistics of the 
 features of the reference pattern. 
(2) Pattern classification, in which the unknown test pattern is compared with 
 each class reference pattern, and a measure of similarity between the test 
 pattern and each reference pattern is computed. 
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(3) Decision logic, in which the reference pattern similarity scores are used 
 to decide which reference pattern (or possibly which sequence of 
 reference patterns) best matches the unknown test pattern. 
 
 Figure 2.3: Block diagram of pattern recognition speech recognizer. 
The general strengths and weaknesses of the pattern recognition include the 
following: 
(1) The performance of the system is sensitive to the amount of training data 
available for creating sound class reference patterns; generally the more 
training, the higher the performance of the system for virtually any task. 
(2) The reference patterns are sensitive to the speaking environment and 
transmission characteristics of the medium used to create the speech; this 
is because the speech spectral characteristics are affected by transmission 
and background noise. 
(3) No speech-specific knowledge is used explicitly in the system; hence, the 
method is relatively insensitive to the choice of vocabulary words, task 
syntax, and task semantics. 
(4) The computational load for both pattern training and pattern classification 
is generally linearly proportional to the number of patterns being trained 
Feature 
Extraction 
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Pattern 
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Or Models 
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or recognized; hence, computation of a large number of sound classes 
could and often does become prohibitive. 
(5) Because the system is insensitive to sound class, the basic techniques are 
applicable to a wide range of speech sound, including phrases, whole 
words, and sub-word units. A basic set of techniques developed for one 
sound class (e.g. words) can generally be directly applied to different 
sound classes (e.g., sub-word units) with little or no modifications to the 
algorithms. 
(6) It is relatively straightforward to incorporate syntactic (and even semantic) 
constraints directly into the pattern recognition structure, thereby 
improving recognition accuracy and reducing computation. 
 
The factors that distinguish different pattern recognition approaches are the types 
of features, the choice of templates or models for reference patterns, and the method use 
to create reference patterns and classify unknown test patterns. In template based 
approach, let define a test pattern, T, as the concatenation of spectral frames over the 
duration of the speech and in a similar manner a set of reference patterns {R1, R2,…RV} 
where each reference pattern Rj, is also a sequence of spectral frames (which called 
template). The pattern comparison stage of this approach is to determine the 
dissimilarity or distance of T to each of the Rj , Vj ≤≤1 , in order to identify the 
reference pattern that has the minimum dissimilarity, and to associate the spoken input 
with the pattern. The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) technique is a kind of template 
matching approach used in speech recognition (Sakoe & Chiba 1978). The pattern 
comparison concept is extended to the case of using statistical model. The test pattern is 
compared to a mathematical or statistical characterization of each reference pattern, 
rather than to a specific reference pattern sequences. Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) 
is a well known and widely used statistical method of characterizing the spectral 
properties of the frames of speech pattern (Rabiner 1989).  
The template based approach has two major drawbacks compared to statistical 
based approach. First is their incapability of model acoustic variability, except in a 
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coarse way by assigning multiple of reference tokens (template) are used to characterize 
the variation among different utterances. In template-matching approach, The Euclidean 
distance form of cepstral distance measure suggests that the reference vector can be 
viewed as the mean of some assumed distribution. This simple form of sufficient 
statistic neglects the second order statistic –i.e covariances, which is significant in 
statistical modeling to account for the variations of the cepstrum at the frame level. 
Secondly, in practice the template approach is limited to word-unit, because it is hard to 
record or segment a sample shorter than a word- so templates are useful only in small 
systems which can afford the luxury of using word-models. The statistical model can 
otherwise represent both word and sub-word units which allow its advantages in large 
vocabulary system. The statistical approach of HMM is used in this thesis for Malay 
speech recognition. 
2.3.3.3 Artificial Intelligence Approach 
The artificial intelligence (AI) approach is a hybrid of the acoustic-phonetic and 
statistical recognition methods. It mimics the human intelligence in visualizing, 
analyzing and decision making progress on the measured acoustic features. The main 
idea of AI is to collect and employ knowledge from a number of sources for solving the 
problem in question. The knowledge sources (KS) are wide-ranging from fields of 
acoustic, lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge (Rabiner & Juang 1993). 
The KS can be incorporated in many ways to a speech recognizer. In the standard 
“bottom up” (serial) processor the lower-level processes (e.g. feature extraction, 
phonetic decoding) precede higher-level processes (lexical decoding, language model) 
sequentially so that each state is minimally constrained (Figure 2.4). The alternate “top-
down” (parallel) processor integrates the word hypothesis matching, lexical decoding 
and syntactic analyses blocks into a consistent framework, similarly as in the LVS 
recognizer systems (Figure 2.5). Another possibility is the so called blackboard 
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approach, in which all KS are regarded independent. A hypothesis-and test paradigm is 
applied as the main communication medium among KSs that are data driven, based on 
the patterns (matching the KS templates) on the blackboard. The system operates 
asynchronously, and assigned cost and utility considerations are distributed across all 
levels. The approach was extensively studied at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) in 
the 1970s, and it has been further researched for dialogue-based expert systems 
especially at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Bottom-up approach to knowledge integration. (Rabiner & Juang 1993) 
 
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
  
Figure 2.5: Top-down approach to knowledge integration. (Rabiner & Juang 1993). 
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Most important techniques in this approach are the use of an expert system for 
segmentation and labeling of the acoustic signal, learning, and adaptation over time, the 
use of artificial neural network (ANNs) for distinction between similar sound classes and 
learning the relations between all known inputs and phonetic data. The neural network 
could represent a separate structural approach to speech recognition or regarded as an 
implementation architecture possibly incorporated in any of the three classical speech 
recognition approaches. The oldest examples are applications combining artificial neural 
networks with conventional technologies originate from the late 1980s applying, e.g. 
vowel, word and digit recognition using multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), learning 
vector quantization (LVQ) and time delay neural network (TDNNs). The modern 
methods are hybrids of ANNs and HMMs applying, e.g. recurrent neural networks 
(RNNs), self-organizing maps (SOMs) and mixtures of experts (Rabiner & Juang 1993). 
2.4 Modeling and Classification Techniques in Speech Recognition 
The main modeling and classification techniques currently used for ASR are 
described in this section. 
2.4.1 Dynamic Time Warping 
Dynamic time warping (DTW) is one of the oldest and most important 
algorithms in speech recognition (Sakoe & Chiba 1978). DTW approach is a template 
matching method, where it compares the unknown pattern with its reference template to 
get the minimum score. The minimum score indicates that the unknown pattern is the 
most likely to be matched onto the particular reference template compared to other 
reference. The algorithm finds the optimal nonlinear alignment between the unknown 
speech patterns with the reference pattern which both may vary in duration due to 
different speaking rate to obtain their global distance which indicate their similarity. 
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While effective in pattern recognition, what the DTW algorithm lacks is the long 
processing time and large pattern storage which become the major problems for real 
time application as the number of speech patterns increases. As a result, it is only useful 
in small vocabulary, isolated word, speaker dependent or multi-speaker speech 
recognition due to its relative simplicity and good recognition performance in these 
situations. Besides, DTW approach is limited to word template. Ney (Ney 1984) have 
extended the usage of DTW in isolated word to continuous speech recognition with the 
algorithm called One Stage DTW. Here the goal is to find the optimal alignment 
between the speech sample and the best sequences of reference words. 
Although DTW is computationally much simpler than HMM, its computational 
requirement is still quite high. HMM can capture the statistical characteristics of word 
and sub-word units among different speakers even in large vocabulary and thus it is 
better than DTW in speaker independent large vocabulary speech recognition (Wong 
1998). 
The DTW techniques have been generally superseded by the more powerful and 
flexible HMM models. 
2.4.2 Hidden Markov Model 
In most current speech recognition systems, the acoustic modeling components 
of the recognizer are almost exclusively based on Hidden Markov Model (HMMs). The 
ability to statistically model the variability in speech has been the main reason for the 
success that HMMs have enjoyed over years. HMMs provide an elegant statistical 
framework for modeling speech patterns using a Markov process that can be represented 
as a state machine. The temporal evolution of speech is modeled by an underlying 
Markov process. The probability distribution associated with each state in an HMM 
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models the variability which occurs in speech across speakers or even different speech 
contexts. 
Basically, a HMM model consists of a number of states, each state having its 
own mapping of the feature space into an observation probability space. The observation 
probability for a feature vector therefore depends on the state.  
2.4.2.1 Model Topology 
Speech properties have a defined evolution over time. The sequential behavior of 
speech is well represented by a left to right model topology, shown in Figure 2.6 since 
this structure provide a more rigid temporal structure where only transitions from left to 
right are allowed. For this reason left to right model is used in this thesis. In a strict left 
to right HMM, the constraint is imposed that the first frame of speech is allocated to the 
first state of the model and the last frame of speech is allocated to the last frame of the 
model. The following discussion assumes such a structure. There are two probabilities 
for each frame. The frame can either be allocated to the same state as the frame before (a 
self transition) or it can be allocated to the next state (a transition to the next state). To 
improve the modeling of the temporal structure of speech signal, each state has the 
probabilities for these two types of transition, known as the transition probabilities. The 
two transition probabilities sum to one.  
 
 Figure 2.6: Schematic of basic 3 states left-to-right HMM model.  
Self -transition 
forward -transition 
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2.4.2.2 HMM Parameter Re-estimation 
The estimation of the parameters of the acoustic models (like HMMs) plays a 
vital role in the accuracy of the ASR system. A key to the widespread use of HMMs to 
model speech can be attributed to the availability of efficient parameter estimation 
procedures. The mappings from feature space to observation probability space in each 
state are optimized in some way during parameter estimation. The most common 
optimization criterion is Maximum Likelihood (ML), which maximize the total 
probability over all the training utterances for all possible state sequences. This can be 
done efficiently using Baum-Welch re-estimation algorithm (Baum 1970). If the state-
optimized likelihood as optimization criterion, the segmental K-means algorithm (Juang 
and Rabiner 1990; Rabiner, Wilpon, and Juang 1986a), which is an extended version of 
the Viterbi/Segmentation algorithm (Jelinek 1976), can be conveniently used to 
accomplish the parameter training task. 
According to Ganapathiraju (Ganapathiraju 2002), there has been significant 
work in the area of discriminative techniques for the estimation of HMM parameters. 
The primary difference between HMM parameter estimation via ML and discriminative 
techniques is that the optimization process is provided with negative examples or out-of-
class data. The foundation for a particular discriminative technique is either based on 
some information theoretic concept as in maximum mutual information (MMI) 
estimation (Bahl 1986; Normadin 1994) and minimum discrimination information (MDI) 
(Epraim & Rabiner 1988) or based on directly minimizing the classification error as in 
minimum classification error (MCE) estimation. Though the above approaches have had 
significant success in term of improvements in recognition performance their use has 
limited because they require immense resource. For this reason, this work focuses on 
Baum-Welch re-estimation algorithm and segmental K-mean re-estimation algorithm. 
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2.4.2.3 HMM Training Strategies 
There are two strategies in continuous speech training. In the first approach, 
referred to as Single Model Training (isolated-unit training), one speech unit model at a 
time is re-estimated without affecting the others. Therefore, “segmented” training data 
are required to fulfill training. Speech data are segmented when bounds of each label 
instance are specified. Isolated-unit training is a straightforward implementation of the 
Baum-Welch and Viterbi re-estimation formulas. 
 Unfortunately, segmented training data are not always available. The second 
approach, Simultaneous Model Training (embedded training) is used. In this method, the 
re-estimation is performed simultaneously for all speech unit models. The embedded-
unit training is performed by adapting the re-estimation formulas of isolated-unit 
training procedure over the composite model of the whole utterance (Becchetti 2002). 
This approach is slower and less flexible than the previous one. However, the resulting 
estimated models are more accurate, especially for continuous speech, since the 
algorithm directly performs the best segmentation based on its proper acoustic models. 
In general, the HMMs of continuous speech whole word based systems are built 
using isolated-unit training. Isolated-unit training can also be used to build the sub-word 
based system, especially when the segmented and labeled training utterances are 
available. The continuous speech sub-word based systems are typically built using 
embedded-unit training (Young 2002, Lee 1988) and initialized by isolated-unit training 
(Young 2002). In the embedded training of sub-word models, a composite sentence 
HMM is constructed by concatenating phone models (context-dependent or context-
independent) based on the phone sequence according to each training utterance. The 
concatenated sentence HMM can be trained using the corresponding sentence, where the 
composite HMM is used to collect necessary statistics for the re-estimation. When all 
the training utterances have been processed, the total set of accumulated statistics is used 
to re-estimate the parameters of all of the phone models. Since the entire sentence HMM 
is trained on the entire observation sequence for the corresponding sentence, all possible 
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word boundaries are inherently considered, thus no effort need to find word boundaries 
explicitly. 
 The isolated unit training strategy is used for whole-word based connected digit 
recognition in this thesis. The whole-word based isolated-unit training is evaluated in the 
Malay connected digit task while the sub-word based isolated training is evaluated in the 
Malay phoneme classification experiment. 
2.4.2.4 HMM Density Architecture 
The states of an HMM need some way to model probability distributions in 
acoustic space. The mapping from feature space to observation probability space of 
HMM have several different forms, given rise to the so called discrete HMM (DHMM) 
(Rabiner et al. 1983), continuous density HMM (CDHMM) (Bahl et al. 1988, Poritz, & 
Richter 1986, Rabiner et al. 1985), and semi-continuous HMM (SCHMM) (Huang & 
Jack 1989). The architecture of these models along with their advantages and 
disadvantages are described as following: 
DHMM. In this approach, the entire acoustic space is divided into moderate number (e.g. 
256) of regions, by a clustering procedure known as Vector Quantization (VQ). The 
centroid of each cluster is represented by a scalar codeword, which is an index into a 
codebook that identifies the corresponding acoustic vectors. Each input frame is 
converted to a codeword by finding the nearest vector in the codebook. The HMM 
output symbols are also codewords. Thus, the observation probability distribution over 
acoustic space is represented by a simple look-up table over the codebook entries. The 
drawback of this nonparametric approach is that it suffers from quantization errors if the 
codebook is too small, while increasing the codebook size would leave less training data 
for each codeword, likewise degrading performance. 
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CDHMM. Quantization errors can be eliminated by using a continuous density model, 
instead of VQ codebooks. In this approach, the probability distribution over acoustic 
space is modeled directly by a continuous probability density function (PDF), which is 
typically a mixture of Gaussian functions. The drawback of this approach is that 
parameters are not shared between states in the whole system and the parameters must 
be estimated for each state of each model. Then a large number of Gaussian components 
used may yield too many total parameters to be trained adequately with limited training 
data, while decreasing the number mixture components may invalidate the assumption 
that the distribution can be well-modeled by a mixture of Gaussians. 
SCHMM. Also called tied mixture model. This model provides detailed modeling 
through parameter sharing. In SCHMM, as in DHMM, there is a codebook describing 
acoustic clusters, shared by all states. But rather than representing the clusters as discrete 
centroids to which nearby vectors are collapsed, they are represented as continuous 
density function (typically Gaussians) over the neighboring space, thus avoiding 
quantization errors. This model is a compromise between the DHMM and CDHMM. 
Intuitively, from the CDHMM point of view, SCHMMs employ a shared mixture of 
continuous observation probability densities for each individual HMM. Shared mixtures 
substantially reduce the number of free parameters and computational complexity in 
comparison with the CDHMM, while maintaining, reasonably, its modeling power. 
From the DHMM point of view, SCHMMs integrate quantization accuracy into the 
HMM, and robustly estimate the discrete observation probabilities by considering 
multiple codeword candidates in the VQ procedure. As in CDHMM, the Gaussians are 
re-estimated during training, hence the codebook is optimized jointly with the HMM 
parameters, in contrast to the discrete model in which codebook remains fixed. It 
mutually optimize the VQ codebook and HMM parameters. This joint optimization can 
further improve the system’s performance. 
All these density models are widely used, but the CDHMM seem to give the best 
results on large database. The CDHMM is able to eliminate the VQ error effect of 
DHMM and increase the recognition accuracy. Besides, CDHMM take advantage of 
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powerful modeling of acoustic variability with its Gaussian mixture densities. For this 
reason CDHMM is used as acoustic modeling in this thesis. Although SCHMM gains 
advantage of require less training data because of its parameter sharing while 
maintaining modeling ability. However, the speaker-dependency task in this thesis 
enables the collection of sufficient training tokens and sentences to train the CDHMM 
adequately with more modeling ability compared to SCHMM. 
2.4.2.5 Speech Units Modeling 
HMMs can be used to represent any unit of speech. One important question is: 
what unit of speech should an HMM represent? The selection of a particular speech 
segment as the basic modeling unit for a recognizer is important design choice, as it 
determines the detail and robustness of the basic model. There is a tradeoff between 
detailed model structure and available training data. This result in always a compromise 
involved in choosing the speech unit. The variety of speech unit to modeled, along with 
their advantage and disadvantage in different tasks is described below (Hwang 1993): 
Word Model  
Word models are able to capture within-word phonological variations since the 
same phone is assimilated by different models when it is realized differently in different 
words. For small vocabulary tasks, word models may be suitable since it is not difficult 
to collect enough utterance samples for each word. For large vocabulary task, word 
modeling becomes difficult because many repetitions of each word are needed to obtain 
reliable estimates. 
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Phone Model 
To achieve parameter sharing across different words, sub-word units like 
phonetic models are often used because they are both trainable and sharable []. Since 
there are small amount of phone units, phones can be sufficiently trained with just a few 
thousand sentences. Hence, unlike word models, monophone models have no training 
problem. Despite its many advantages, mono-phone assumes that a phone produced in 
one context is equivalent to the same phone in any context. In fact phones are not 
produced independently and in fact its realization is strongly affected by its surrounding 
phones. Pooling all the acoustic variants of the same phone into one model produces 
inaccurate modeling for any particular variant. 
Multi-phone Model  
One way to share parameters and at the same time keep detailed and consistent 
models is to use multi-phone units. Examples of these include syllables, demi-syllables, 
and etc. However, while the co-articulations in the middle portions of these units are 
well modeled, the beginning and ending portions are still susceptible to some contextual 
effects. The large number of multi-phone models presents another considerable problem 
for large-vocabulary tasks. Moreover, there is no parameter sharing between different 
multi-phone models. 
Context-Dependent Phones –Biphone and Triphone Models 
A left-context biphone is defined as a phone model with particular phone as its 
left context. Similiarly, a right-context biphone is dependent on its right context. 
Although biphones are sharable across different words and take into account half of the 
important contextual effects, the remaining contextual effects go unmodeled. Triphone 
take consider both contexts. Each triphone model is used to represent a certain phone 
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surrounded by two particular phones. However, they are difficult to train due to the 
tremendous number of them. 
In this thesis, the word model is used in isolated and connected digit recognition 
task because Malay digit is small vocabulary task, where sufficient training tokens are 
available to train a detailed model. The ability of word model in capturing within word 
contextual effects also increase the recognition accuracy. In phonetic segmentation of 
Malay continuous speech experiment that involves large vocabulary, sub-word unit is 
used. This also takes its advantages of sharablity between words. However, monophone 
is used because the number of this unit is smaller compared to triphone and biphone, and 
better trained with limited training sentence available in this study although it is less 
capable in model contextual effect. The use of monophone also saves computational 
time and storage. The use of monophone also suits the phonetic segmentation task 
because it provides more precise segmentation. 
2.4.2.6 Decoding 
The Viterbi dynamic programming algorithm can be used to find the optimal 
allocation of frames to states, based on maximizing the total probability. This process is 
termed the state segmentation. The Viterbi algorithm produces a state segmentation 
which maximizes the product of all observation probabilities and all the transition 
probabilities. The total probability of the optimal state segmentation can be used as a 
measure of the match between the model and the speech. Full Search Viterbi decoding is 
used in this thesis. 
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2.4.3 Neural Network 
Artificial neural networks (NN) are a powerful and flexible architecture for 
solving classification problems. NNs have also been applied to speech recognition 
owing to several advantages they offer over the typical HMM systems. NNs can learn 
very complex non-linear decision surfaces effectively and in a discriminative fashion. 
Besides, they are easy to implement. 
The discriminating power of neural nets is their main advantage over HMMs. For 
speech applications, however, neural nets have so far been unable to match the 
performance of HMM based systems because of the HMM’s superior modeling of 
temporal structure whereas the NNs are typically formulated as classifier of static data. 
Moreover the estimation process of NNs is significantly more computationally 
expensive than HMMs. 
The relative strength of NN and HMM approaches have stimulated much 
research. Time delay neural nets (TDNN) and recurrent neural nets (RNN) have been 
investigated as a way to improve the NN’s use of contextual information. NNs have 
been used in parallel with HMMs as a second classifier in speech recognizer (Devillers 
& Dugast 1993). Perhaps the most important development has been the use of hybrid 
HMM/NN architectures. Hybrid HMM/NN approaches aim to combine the best features 
of both architectures. The NNs are embedded in a HMM framework (Tebelskis 1995). 
The performance of these hybrid systems have been competitive with many HMM-based 
systems and typically require a significantly reduced parameter count. The hybrid 
connectionist systems also provide a way to mitigate some of the assumptions made in 
HMM systems that we know are incorrect for the human speech process (Russell & 
Moore 1985). One such significant assumption is that of independence of observations 
across frames (Ostendorf et al. 1996). Hybrid systems mitigate this problem by allowing 
the NN classifiers to classify based on several frame of acoustic data at a time (Tebelskis 
1995). 
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Although the final system configurations are simpler than HMM based systems, 
their use has been limited because of various limitations listed below (Ganapathiraju 
2002): 
• Generalization: NNs have been known to overfit data unless specific measures 
are taken to avoid that. These measures typically include some form of cross 
validation which can be restrictive when the amount of training data is limited to 
start with.  
• Optimization Process: NN learning is based on the principle of empirical risk 
minimization via the back-propagation algorithm. Though this guarantees good 
performance on the training data, obtaining a bound on the performance on the 
test data is not easy. 
• Model topology: In most connectionist hybrid systems the topology of the NN 
classifiers needs to be fixed prior to the estimation process. This is not always 
easy without expert knowledge of the data. Techniques do however exist to learn 
connections automatically but are expensive. 
• Convergence: Convergence of the optimization process has been the biggest 
drawback of NNs. Convergence is typically an order of magnitude slower than 
ML estimation of HMM parameters. Both ML estimation using the EM 
algorithm and estimation of the NNs do not guarantee reaching a global 
maximum unless measures are taken to perturb the system from time to time 
which increases the possibility of reaching the global maximum. 
 
Due to the limitation of NN compared to HMM approach, the HMM approach is 
used in this work. 
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2.4.4 Support Vector Machine 
The HMM and NN based speech recognition system do not yield good 
generalization. These can be seen from the performance of these systems on speaker-
dependent tasks is significantly better than on speaker-independent tasks. The support 
vector machine (SVM), a new machine learning technique which provides better 
generalization and convergence stimulate research on applying it on speech recognition. 
SVM are founded on the principle of structural risk minimization (SRM) and the 
result of SRM is a classifier with the least expected risk on the test set and hence good 
generalization. SVMs in their simplest form are hyper plane classifiers. The power of 
SVMs lies in their ability to implicitly transform data to a high dimensional space and to 
construct a linear binary classifier in this high dimensional space. Since this is done 
implicitly, without having to perform any computations in high dimensional space, 
neither the dimensionality of the data nor the sparsity of the data in the high dimensional 
space is a problems with SVMs. The hyper-planes in the high dimensional transform 
space result in complex decision surfaces in the input data space (Ganapathiraju 2002). 
SVMs have been applied successfully on several kinds of classification problems 
and have consistently performed better than other non-linear classifier like neural 
network and mixtures of Gaussians. The development of efficient optimization schemes 
led to the use of SVMs for classification of larger tasks like text-categorization. There 
are some initial efforts to apply SVMs to speaker recognition in the early 90’s (Schmidt 
& Gish 1996). This effort had limited success because of the lack of efficient 
implementations of the SVM estimation process estimation process at that time. SVMs 
have also been applied to simple phone classification tasks and the results have been 
very encouraging (Philip & Moreno 1999). Notice however that all the above 
classification tasks have one common feature- these are all static classification tasks. 
SVMs are not designed to handle temporal structure of data and thus not suitable in 
modeling speech data which evolve with time. To take account of the temporal variation 
of speech data, the SVM/HMM hybrid has been proposed (Ganapathiraju 2002), in 
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which SVM is used as are used as part of a post-processing stage. This hybrid approach 
uses SVMs to process information supplied by a baseline HMM system to arrive at the 
final hypothesis. The baseline HMM system is used to provide segmentations in order to 
construct the input feature vectors for the SVMs. SVMs classify data based on distances. 
In order to integrate SVMs into an HMM framework, it is need to convert these 
distances to posterior probabilities. Several schemes have been studied to convert SVM 
distances to likelihoods in order to fit the SVM classifiers into the HMM-based ASR 
system. However, there is limited application of SVM in speech recognition. For these 
reason, SVM approach is not used in this thesis. 
2.5 Summary 
Review shows the constraints of the current Malay speech recognizers especially 
the limitation on small vocabulary and isolated speech recognition tasks. From this, 
established the direction of this work to provide preliminary research on Malay LVCSR 
by attempting connected word recognition and attempted use of sub-word unit modeling 
(essential for large vocabulary tasks). CDHMM which is more suitable for SI task is 
firstly explored in this work. The long processing time and large pattern storage limit the 
use of DTW in small vocabulary, isolated word, and SD tasks. SVM and NN are 
powerful in classification tasks. However these two techniques are more suitable for 
static data classification and not suitable for temporal varying speech signal. Whereas 
HMM is able to statistically model the temporal and acoustic variability of speech. So, 
the HMM is used in this work for acoustic modeling. Due to its powerful modeling of 
acoustic variability with its Gaussian mixture density and ability to avoid VQ errors with 
its continuous pdf, CDHMM is choosen compared to DHMM and SCHMM. In sub-
word unit modeling, monophone (phoneme unit) is used. This is because these units can 
be modeled reliably with limited training data. 
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CHAPTER 3 
STATISTICAL SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM AND HIDDEN MARKOV 
MODELING OF SPEECH 
3.1 Introduction 
Statistical approach is the most predominant method adapted in speech 
recognition system. Hidden Markov model (HMM) is the well-known and most widely 
used as the statistical model in characterizing speech. HMMs were first described in the 
classic paper by Baum (Baum 1972). Shortly afterwards, they were extended to ASR 
independently at CMU (Baker 1975), and IBM (Jelinek 1976). 
This chapter is concerned with describing an overview of statistical speech 
recognition system and the use of HMM as statistical modeling of speech. The chapter 
begins with a description of how speech recognition problem is viewed in a statistical 
way and based on this; the statistical speech recognition system is established. The 
various components of statistical speech recognition system are described in detail, such 
as acoustic front end processing, acoustic modeling, language modeling, pronunciation 
modeling, and decoding. The use of HMM for statistical acoustic modeling is discussed.  
Section 3.2 describes in detail the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) 
as acoustic front end processing, which was used in these experiment. 
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Section 3.3 first describes the theoretical foundation in defining and formulating 
HMM as well as presenting algorithms for evaluating, decoding, and learning with 
HMMs. The following subsection 3.3.3 discusses implementation issues of HMM. The 
subsection 3.3.4 discusses the application of HMM in speech recognition. This section 
first describes the strengths of HMMs as applied for speech recognition, in term of its 
training algorithm, observation distribution, model topology, and speech unit 
representations. 
Interested readers are also directed to (Rabiner & Juang 1986, Rabiner 1989) for 
further reading on the fundamentals of HMMs. 
3.2 Statistical Speech Recognition 
Till now the most successful method of speech recognition is based on statistical 
pattern recognition. The goal is a statistically-based speech recognition system is to find 
the most probable word sequence from all word sequences that could have possibly been 
generated given the acoustic data. If O is the acoustic evidence that is provided to the 
system and nwwwW ,....,, 21= is a sequence of words, then the recognition system must 
choose a word string Wˆ that maximize the probability that the word string W was spoken 
given that the acoustic observation O was observed: 
).|(maxargˆ OWpW
W
=        (3.1) 
,where )|( OWp is known as the a posteriori probability since it represents the 
probability of occurrence of a sequence of words after observing the acoustic 
observation O . This is called the Maximum A Posteriori or MAP criterion. The above 
approach to speech recognition, where the word hypothesis is chosen within a 
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probabilistic framework, is what makes most present recognizers statistical pattern 
recognition system. 
However, it is difficult, if not computationally intractable, to directly compute 
the above maximization since there are effectively an infinite number of word sequences 
for a given language from which the most likely word sequence needs to be chosen. This 
problem can be solved by using a slightly weaker criterion known as Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and applying Bayes rule to find Wˆ such that (Ney & 
Ortmanns 1999), 
)(
)()|(
maxargˆ
Op
WpWOpW
W
= .  
     = )()|(maxarg WpWOp
W
.       (3.2) 
 The posteriori term )|( OWp is the probability that the acoustic signal was 
observed if a word sequence W was spoken. The posteriori probability is typically 
determined by an acoustic model in speech recognition. The a priori term )(Wp , is the 
probability associated with the word sequence W .The a priori probability is typically 
given by a language model in speech recognition system. )(Op is the probability of the 
acoustic data, which is independent of all word sequence hypotheses, so that it can be 
ignored. Probabilities for word sequences are generated as a product of the acoustic and 
language model probabilities. The process of combining these two probability scores 
and sorting through all plausible hypotheses to select the one with the maximum 
probability, or likelihood score, is called decoding or search. Figure 3.1 depicts the 
above framework under which most ASR systems operate. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of statistical speech recognition using Bayes 
 decision rule. 
A speech recognition system maps the acoustic observation O to a hidden state 
sequence TqqqQ ,....,, 21= .i.e., the state sequence is not directly observable but can be 
observed through another stochastic process. Equation 3.2 can be formulated as, 
 ∑=
QW
QWpQWOpW ),(),|(maxargˆ  
),()|(maxargˆ QWpQOpW
QW
∑=      (3.3) 
where the last expression makes the assumption that the acoustic observation O is 
conditionally independent of the word sequence Wˆ given the hidden state sequence Q. 
Equation 3.3 can be approximated as, 
Acoustic Front-
End Processing 
Speech Input 
 
Global Search: 
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Acoustic Model 
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 ),()|(maxmaxargˆ QWpQOpW
QW
=  
 )|()()|(maxmaxargˆ WQpWpQOpW
QW
=  
)()()|(maxmaxargˆ QpWpQOpW
QW
=      (3.4) 
where the last expression again makes the assumption that the hidden state 
sequence Q is conditionally independent of the word sequence Wˆ . The term p(O|Q) and 
p(W) in equation 3.5 correspond to the acoustic and language modeling part of speech 
recognition respectively. 
In summary, the problem of statistical speech recognition can be decomposed 
into those following sub-problems: 
• Acoustic front End Processing or Feature Extraction, A procedure to convert 
the original waveform of speech into a type of presentation which can be easily 
processed by a computer. 
• Acoustic Model, i.e., p(O|W), which only considers how likely the observation 
acoustic signal are output by a word sequence and its subcomponents such as 
phonemes. The most commonly used acoustic model is Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM). 
• Language Model, i.e., p(W), which only considers a priori possibility of word 
sequence in a sentence. The most commonly used language model is statistical 
N-gram. 
• Pronunciation Model, A model to decompose the word-level hypothesis into 
sub-word hypotheses, usually phonemes. A knowledge based dictionary is 
usually used. 
• Sequential Decoding, A problem of finding the word sequence W for a feature 
sequence O that maximizes the posteriori probability p(W|O). Dynamic 
Programming is the most successful solution for this problem. 
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Figure 3.2 illustrates all the components of a continuous speech recognition system and 
the procedure of recognizing an example sentence as “Welcome to Our 
Lab”.
 
Figure 3.2: Components of a continuous speech recognition system. (Li 2005) 
3.2.1 Acoustic Front End Processing 
The acoustic front end of speech recognition system converts the digital 
representation of an acoustic signal to a sequence of feature vectors. The main goal of 
the acoustic front end is to generate a sequence of feature vectors that represents the 
temporal, spectral and perceptual characteristics of the signal. Some commonly used 
feature extraction techniques are Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) (Davis & 
Mermelsten 1980), Linear Predictive Coefficient (LPC) (Atal & Schroeder 1967), 
Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) (Hermansky 1990), LPC Cepstrum (LPCC) (Rabiner 
& Juang 1993), etc. MFCC is used as feature extraction in this work. The dimension of 
feature vectors is usually 11-16 per frame in acoustic modeling, which is much more 
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compact than original time domain representation (e.g. 400 samples in a frame with 25-
ms window and 16 KHz sampling rate). 
3.2.2 Acoustic Modeling 
Acoustic Model is used to model the acoustic characteristics of speech signal, 
where speech signal is considered as the output of a stochastic process, and the 
generative and distribution properties of this stochastic process are described. The most 
commonly used model is Hidden Markov Model, speech signal is generated by a 
Markov chains of hidden states, and each state is associated with a stationary process 
which is probabilistic function, typically Gaussian distribution or Gaussian Mixtures. 
The main advantage of HMM lies in this double-randomness properties: the state 
transition probability model the temporal structure of speech. The transitions between 
different states represent the non-stationary time variation in speech signal. The state 
output probability of each state model the emission and observation of acoustic vectors. 
The p (Q) and p(O|Q) terms from equation 3.4 can be provided within the HMM 
framework. The acoustic observation is mapped into HMM states. The hidden state 
sequence p(Q) is modeled as the discrete, first-order Markov chain and is given by, 
∏
=
−
=
T
t
tt qqpqpQP
2
11 )|()()( .       (3.5) 
, )|( 1−tt qqp  is evaluated using state transition probability. The p(O|Q) is evaluated as 
below 
 ∏
=
=
T
t
tt qOpQOP
2
)|()|( .       (3.6) 
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where tO  is the acoustic observations which is represented by feature vector, at time t. 
This equation makes assumption that the observations are conditionally independent of 
each other. The likelihood of the observation at a given state )|( tt qOp can be evaluated 
using the probabilistic function of HMM. 
There are two other advantages making HMM the most successful tools for 
speech recognition, which are described as below: 
Firstly, HMM has a set of compact mathematical presentations with fully 
developed algorithms for its parameters optimization and decoding. The training 
algorithms are based on well-known Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm in 
machine learning field and Maximum Likelihood (ML) principle. Two different 
algorithms called Baum-Welch and Segmental K-means are very powerful to handle 
training of HMM. On the other hand, the decoding algorithm, based on Dynamic 
Programming, typically used is the Viterbi algorithm, are also relatively simple and easy 
for implementation. 
Secondly, HMMs are able to represent any acoustic unit of speech and other 
knowledge source such as grammar. For small vocabulary, 5 states whole-word HMM is 
typically used to represent word unit. For large vocabulary system, HMM is used to 
represent sub-word unit such as phoneme, syllables and etc. The word models are then 
obtained by concatenating the sub-word models according to the phonetic transcription 
of the words in a pronunciation lexicon or dictionary. If a stochastic pronunciation 
model is also considered with multi-pronunciation per word, then the state transition 
probabilities this word level HMM are simply the probabilities of different 
pronunciation for a word. If a fixed pronunciation dictionary is used, then the state 
transition probability from a sub-word to another will be equal to one. Similar extension 
works for the sentences level, where a whole sentence can be regarded as a composite 
HMM with the state transition probability between word level HMM simply being the 
word transition probability or Language model probability. All the possible sentence 
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HMMs can be integrated into a grammar level HMM network. A large composite HMM 
that encode all the legal sentences is obtained. Figure 3.3 show the hierarchical 
topologies of phoneme-level, word level, sentence level and grammar level HMMs. 
Therefore, the decoding of a sentence can be regarded as a sequential decoding problem 
for this composite HMM. This brings significant benefits for the implementation of 
decoding algorithms based on HMM. 
 
Figure 3.3: A hierarchically structured HMM. 
Besides wide flexibility in representation of speech unit, HMM also gain 
advantage of its modeling flexibility in term of model topology and observation 
probability distribution. The left-to-right model topology well represents the temporal 
characteristics of speech. Since speech display irregular probability distributions, 
Phoneme 
Level 
Word 
Level 
Sentence 
Level 
/w/ /eh/ /l/ /k/ /ax/ /m/ 
 
welcome to our lab 
Phoneme /w/ 
word “welcome” 
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Grammar 
Level 
(P1, P2, P3 are language model probability) 
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different variation of observation distribution of HMM (DHMM, CDHMM, and 
SCHMM) provide freedom to choose the appropriate one that fit the observation. 
There are alternative approaches other than HMM emerged in recent years for 
acoustic modeling, such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Segment Model 
(Ostendorf & Roukos 1989), Graphical Model (Bilmes & Zweig 2002) ,and Hidden 
Dynamic Model (Deng & O’Shaughnessy 2003). Some of them are generalized cases of 
HMM such as Segment Model and Graphical Model, but others are critical departures 
from the conventional HMM concepts. Some of the new models have shown better 
properties than HMM in noisy-robustness, better representation of context dependency, 
and stronger representation of speech signal dynamics. However, till now none of them 
has beat HMM in the aspects of simple mathematical representation and ease of 
implementation for both training and decoding, especially for LVCSR task. For these 
reasons, HMM is used for acoustic modeling in this thesis. 
3.2.3 Language Modeling 
The goal of the language model is to provide an estimate of the probability of a 
word sequence IwwwW ,....,, 21=  for the given recognition task. Such language models 
can incorporate both syntactic and semantic constraints of the language and the 
recognition task. Generally such language models are represented in a finite state 
network so as to be integrated into the acoustic model in a straightforward manner as 
shown in the previous section.  
P(W) can be factorized in conditional probabilities: 
∏
=
−
==
I
i
iiI wwwpwpwwwpWp
2
11121 ),...,|()(),...,,()(    (3.7) 
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The estimation of such large probabilities from a finite state of training data is 
not feasible. There are different methods of language modeling to simplify this problem. 
Language models used in speech recognition can be classified into the following 
categories (Becchetti 2002): 
Uniform models. Every word is equiprobable and the probability of each word is 
1/V where V is the vocabulary dimension. 
Finite state grammar. (Bahl et al. 1978) These are simplified artificial languages 
that use a finite state network to model the allowed word sequences. These models have 
an excellent capability to guide recognition search, but they offer inadequate versatility. 
Therefore, these models can only be applied to spoken language in restricted 
applications with limited vocabulary; otherwise the grammar network will be too large 
to be sufficiently general.  
Grammar language models. These models are based on modifications of 
Context-Free-Grammar (CFG) (Ney 1987) or on the syntactical structure of the phrases 
or unification language. The CFG based methods try to use a set of knowledge-based 
rules to represent the phrases structure of natural language. Although the first method 
seems more reasonable and closer to grammar rules, these models can be developed only 
by expert linguists and since they are language-specific, new model is required if the 
system must recognize a new language or sentence of new application. Besides, they are 
more difficult to integrate with acoustic decoding. 
Stochastic grammar models. There are based on the joint probability of a word 
and its preceding words such as N-gram model (Jelinek 1991). Such model can obtain 
both syntactic and semantic information, but these probabilities must be trained from a 
large corpus. These models can be easily obtained and consistently integrated with 
acoustic model in a stochastic framework based on HMM. 
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The following discussion focuses on N-gram language modeling. As shown in 
equation 3.7, we have discussed that it is essentially impossible to reliably estimate the 
conditional word probabilities, ),...,|( 11 wwwp ii − for all words and all sequence lengths 
in a given language. Hence, it is convenient to use N-gram model, where the following 
approximation is made: 
),...,|(),...,|( 1111 +−−− ≈ Niiiii wwwpwwwp .     (3.8) 
i.e., based on only the preceding N-1 words, now the p(W) is approximated by 
 ∏
=
+−−=
I
i
NiiiN wwwpWp
1
11 ),...,|()(       (3.9) 
The conditional probabilities ),...,|( 11 +−− Niii wwwp  can be estimated by the simple 
relative frequency count approach by using a large training corpus, 
 ),...,(
),...,,(),...,|(
11
11
11
+−−
+−−
+−− =
Nii
Niii
Niii
wwCount
wwwCount
wwwp     (3.10) 
,in which Count is the number of occurrences of the strings in its argument in the given 
training corpus. In order for the estimate in equation 3.10 to be reliable, 
),...,,( 11 +−− Niii wwwCount  has to be substantial in the training corpus. Low values of N 
are required to obtain sufficient accuracy for limited training corpus. Larger N require 
larger training corpus. For the N-gram probability to be estimated reliably, unigram, 
bigram, and trigram, where N=1, 2, 3 respectively, are commonly used. 
Unigram. The influence of the preceding words to the current one is not considered. The 
probability of each word is estimated by its relative frequency: 
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)()( .       (3.11) 
,where the p(w) is estimated by number of occurrences of word w in the training corpus 
divided by the total number of occurrences of all words within the vocabulary in the 
training corpus. This model is seldom used alone. Instead, it is usually combined with 
bigram and trigram probabilities using smoothing techniques. 
Bigram. The bigram model is based on the approximation that a word is statistically 
dependent only on the temporally previous word. From this assumption two models can 
be implemented: a) the word pair model, and b) bigram model. The word pair model 
specifies which word pairs are valid in the language through the use of binary indicator 
function, i.e., 
 =)|( kj wwp 1 if jk ww is valid;    0 otherwise.    (3.12) 
In the bigram model,  
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,where the probability of )|( 1−ii wwp is estimated by 
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wwp ,      (3.14) 
Trigram. The probability of a sequence of words is assumed to be 
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the probability is estimated using the relative frequency approach: 
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In this work, the bigram and unigram language model is used in the connected 
word recognition. Due to small vocabulary and well structure phrase involve in the 
connected digit recognition experiment, the bigram and unigram is manually estimated 
instead of estimated from the training corpus. 
3.2.4 Pronunciation Modeling 
A pronunciation dictionary defines the phoneme constituents for each word in 
the vocabulary. Speech recognition in the past has primarily used pronunciation given by 
the dictionary to model words. However, when people read a paragraph their 
pronunciations are more likely conform to the dictionary citations, but, in conversational 
speech people generally use pronunciations that deviate from the dictionary citations. 
These deviations are due to speaker accent variations and other characteristics of causal 
speech such as coarticulation and reduction of words. The inability of speech systems to 
model such alternatives pronunciations is part of the low recognition performance in 
conversational speech. The alternative would be using multiple pronunciations that are 
commonly used and not found in dictionary. However, it has been shown through 
experiments that any benefit gained by using alternative pronunciations is negated by the 
additional complexity. Pronunciation modeling is not used in this thesis because the 
whole-word modeling is adapted. 
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3.2.5 Decoding 
As mentioned previously, a sequential decoding procedure is used to obtain an 
optimized word sequence with the highest MAP probability, as defined by equation 3.2. 
The decoding component of speech recognition is also called decoding engine, which is 
the kernel of speech recognition system, because it combines all knowledge sources 
including acoustic model, language model, pronunciation dictionary, decoding algorithm 
and determines the overall performance of the speech recognition system. 
3.3 Feature Extraction – Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient 
3.3.1 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient 
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) are one of the most popular 
parameter set used in recognition system. It is introduced by Davis and Mermelstein in 
1980. The term “mel” is some kind of measurements of the perceived frequency. The 
mapping between the real frequency scale (Hz) and the perceived frequency scale (Hz) 
is almost linear below 1 kHz and logarithmic at the frequency higher (Wang et al. 2000). 
A perceptual measure, called mel-scale, relates acoustical frequency to 
perceptual frequency resolution. The formula is given as follow: 
)
700
1(log2595 10
f
m +•=        (3.17) 
It has been discovered that the perception of a particular frequency by auditory 
system is influenced by the energy in a critical band of frequency around it. So using the 
total log energy in the critical band around the mel frequencies for the final inverse 
Fourier Transform in the calculation of cepstral coefficients produces MFCC. 
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3.3.2 MFCC Front End Processing 
Throughout this thesis, the feature sets used are mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficient (MFCC), energy feature (E), and their first-order and second-order time 
derivatives (refered to as ∆MFCC, ∆∆MFCC, ∆E, ∆∆E respectively). 
The front end used is illustrated in Figure 3.4.  
 
 Figure 3.4: Acoustic Front End using MFCCs, energy, and differenced 
 coefficients.  
 
The feature extraction procedure used is summarized as follow: 
Digitization. The input speech signal is digitized at a sampling rate of 16 kHz, 
denoted as s(n). 
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Pre-emphasis. A pre-emphasis filter 195.01)( −−= zzH  is applied to the speech 
samples to spectrally flatten the signal. The pre-emphasis filter is used to reduce the 
effects of the glottal pulses and radiation impedance and to focus on the spectral 
properties of the vocal tract. The pre-emphasized signal, )(ˆ ns given by 
)1(95.0)()(ˆ −−= nsnsns        (3.18) 
Frame Blocking. The )(ˆ ns is blocked into frames of N samples, with adjacent 
frames being separated by M samples. The M and N used in this work are 80 and 240 
respectively corresponding to 20ms and 10ms.  If denoted the thl frame of speech 
by )(nxl ,and there are L frames within the entire speech signal, then 
)(ˆ)( nMlsnxl += , 1,...,1,0 −= Nn , 1,...,1,0 −= Ll   (3.19) 
Windowing. The next step is to window each individual frame so as to minimize 
the signal continuities at the end and beginning of each frame. Hamming window is 
typically used. If we define the window as )(nw , 10 −≤≤ Nn , then the result of 
windowing is the signal 
)()()(ˆ nwnxnx ll = , 10 −≤≤ Nn .      (3.20) 
MFCC Computation is described step by step as follow (Wang et al. 2000, 
Wong & Sridharan 2001, Vergin et al. 1999): 
(a) Firstly, the input speech signals have to be transformed from the time 
 domain to frequency domain using the short-time Fourier Transform 
 method. The formula  is shown below: 
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  where m=0,1,2,...,N-1 and the frame size is N. 
(b) The energy spectrum has to be found: 
   
2|)(|)( mYmX =       (3.22) 
(c) The energy in each mel window has to be calculated: 
   ∑
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  where Mk ≤≤1  and M is the number of mel-windows in mel scale,  
  which can generally range from 20 to 24. )( jWk is the triangular  
  weighted function associated with thk  mel window in mel scale. M=20 
  used in this work. 
(d) Next with logarithm and cosine transforms, mel frequency cepstral 
 coefficients can be derived: 
   ))5.0(cos(][log][
1 M
knkSnc
M
k
pi
−•=∑
=
   (3.23) 
 where c[n] is the thn  cepstral vector component for Ln <≤0 and L is the 
  desired order of the MFCC, or MFCC order. The zero order MFCC, c[0]  
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  is approximately equivalent to the log energy of the frame. This  
  coefficient is generally discarded since energy is directly computed on 
  the time signal. 
Energy Feature Extraction. Short time energy coefficient is incorporated to 
cepstral coefficients because it contains valuable discriminative information among 
different phonemic characteristics. Vowels exhibit much larger energy values than 
fricatives, plosives and silence. Normalized energy is used to normalize speaker 
loudness variation. Energy can be simply computed from the waveform as: 
))(ˆlog(
1
0
2∑
−
=
=
N
n
l nxE         (3.24) 
,where E is the energy for frame l ,which has N discrete time sample in it. )(ˆ nxl has been 
Hamming windowed. 
 Differenced Cepstrum Coefficients. This static feature vectors described above 
do not consider the dynamic evolution of the speech signal, thus, differential coefficients 
are added to take into account of the continuity of the spectral, resulting in improved 
accuracy (Furui 1986). Temporal changes in the spectra are believed to play an 
important role in human perception. Differential parameters are particularly useful in 
speaker-independent recognition because while absolute format locations may be shifted 
for different speakers, format slopes are relatively invariant cross speakers. Thus, it 
would be desirable to incorporate these “slope” measurements into recognizers. 
Moreover, HMM assume each frame is independent of the past; it would be desirable to 
broaden the scope of a frame (Lee 1988). 
 The differenced cepstrum coefficients are used. Given a static vector tC indexed 
in time t, the  thi order time-difference can be computed as (Furui 1981): 
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 }{}{}{ 1111 −−+− ∆−∆=∆ tititi CCC , tt CC =∆ }{0     (3.25) 
Note that the thi differences involve (i-1)-th differences distant two time lags. 
 In this work, the first and second order of MFCC and normalized energy is 
obtained: 
• First-order differenced MFCCs. 
  ][][][ 11 ncncnc ttt −+ −=∆ , Ln <≤0 .    (3.26) 
• Second-order differenced MFCCs. 
  ][][][ 11 ncncnc ttt −+ ∆−∆=∆∆ ,  Ln <≤0 .   (3.27) 
• First and second order differenced energy. 
  11 −+ −=∆ ttt EEE , 11 −+ ∆−∆=∆∆ ttt EEE .    (3.28) 
 
The above frame based parameters will be typically integrated in a feature 
vector, ty that composed of those set static acoustic features and their first and second 
order differences. In the MFCCs and energy feature case, the ty is characterized by, 
},,,,,{ ttttttt CECECEy ∆∆∆∆∆∆=       (3.29) 
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3.4 Hidden Markov Modeling of Speech 
3.4.1 Modeling of Speech 
Processes from the real world usually produce outputs that can be observed and 
these outputs are characterized as signals. The signal can be discrete, such as characters 
from an alphabet and quantized vectors from a codebook. Alternatively, the signal can 
be continuous, for example speech samples, temperature measurements, music etc. 
Signal can be either stationary or non-stationary. It can be pure or contains noise or 
corrupted by transmission of distortions and reverberation (Rabiner 1989) 
A problem of fundamental interest is characterizing such real-world signals in 
term of signal models. The signal model can be dichotomized into the class of 
deterministic models, and the class of statistical models. Deterministic models generally 
exploit some known specific properties of the signal. The statistical models characterize 
only the statistical properties of the signal. Examples of such statistical models include 
Gaussian processes, Poisson processes, Markov processes, and Hidden Markov 
processes. The underlying assumption of the statistical models is that the signal can be 
well characterized by a parametric random process, and that the parameters of the 
stochastic process can be determined in a precise, well defined manner. 
Speech signal is a non-stationary signal. There are many ways to characterize the 
sequence of sounds-that is, running speech-as represented by a sequence of spectral 
observations. The most direct way is to register the spectral sequence directly without 
further modeling. If we denote the spectral vector at time t by tO , and the observed 
spectral sequence corresponding to the sequence of speech sounds lasts from t = 1 to t= 
T, a direct spectral sequence representation is then simply ),...,,(}{ 211 TTtt OOOO ==  
Alternatively, one can model the sequence of spectra in terms of a Markov chain that 
describes the way one sound changes to another. In this thesis, the later case, HMM is 
used as an explicit probabilistic structure that is imposed on the speech representation. 
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3.4.2 Definition of HMM 
Signal modeling based on HMMs can be considered as a technique that extends 
conventional stationary spectral analysis principles to the analysis of the time-varying 
signals. Many real world processes often exhibit a sequentially changing behavior, the 
properties of the process are usually held in steady states, except for minor fluctuations, 
for a certain period of time before changing to another set of properties. In general, there 
is no accurate procedure to detect every such short-time segment of observation. Of 
course, there are many processes that do not change synchronously with analyzing 
segment. If it is assumed that these periods of steady state behavior can be identified, 
and that the temporal variations within each of these steady periods, in a sense, statistical, 
then a statistical model may be used to represent these well behaved sections of a steady 
signal with some characterization of how one such steady period evolves to the next. It 
has to be questioned how these steady or distinctively behaving periods can be identified 
and represented, and how the sequentially evolving nature of these periods can be 
statistically modeled. It is the HMM that successfully treats these problems under a 
probabilistic or statistical framework. 
According to Rabiner L. R. and B. H. Juang (Rabiner & Juang 1993), a hidden 
Markov model is a doubly embedded stochastic process with an underlying stochastic 
process that is not directly observable (it is hidden) but can be observed only through 
another set of stochastic processes that produce the sequence of observations. 
HMMs use a process to model the changing the changing statistical 
characteristics that are only probabilistically manifested through actual observations. 
The state sequence is hidden, and can only be observed through another set of 
observable stochastic processes. Each hidden state of the model (or the transition 
between states) is associated with a set of output probability distribution or continuous 
probability density functions. The veil between hidden state sequences and the 
observable stochastic process is characterized by the output probabilities. 
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3.4.3 HMM Formulation 
Consider a first-order N-state Markov chain as illustrated for N = 3 in Figure 3.5.  
 
 
 
 
           
 Figure 3.5: A First-order three-state Markov Chain with associated processes. 
 (Juang & Rabiner 1991). 
 
The system can be described as being in one of the N distinct states 1, 2, 3…., N 
at any discrete time instant t. We use the state variable q, as the state of the system at 
discrete time t. The Markov chain is then described by a state transition probability 
matrix ][ ijaA = , where 
),|( 1 iqjqPa ttij === −  Nji ≤≤ ,1      (3.30) 
with the following axiomatic constraints: 
 0≥ija   and 1
1
=∑
=
N
j
ija  for all i .    (3.31) 
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Note that in (3.30) we have assumed homogeneity of the Markov chain so that 
the transition probabilities do not depend on time. Assume that at t = 1 the state of the 
system 1q is specified by an initial state probability )( 0 iqPi ==pi . Then, for any state 
sequence ),...,,( 21 TqqqQ = , the probability of q being generated by the Markov chain is 
TT qqqqqqq
aaaAQP
132211
),|(
−
= Λpipi .      (3.32) 
Suppose now that the state sequence Q cannot be readily observed. Instead, we 
envision each observation tO , say a cepstral vector as mentioned previously, as being 
produced with the system in state tq , },...,2,1{ Nqt ∈ . We assume that the production of 
tO , in each possible state i (i = 1, 2, . . ,N) is stochastic and is characterized by a set of 
observation probability measures })({ 1Niti ObB == ,where 
)|()( iqOPOb ttti == .       (3.33) 
If the state sequence q that led to the observation sequence ),...,,( 21 TOOOO = is known, 
the probability of O being generated by the system is assumed to be 
)().....()(),|( 21 21 Tqqq ObObObBQOP T= .     (3.34) 
The joint probability of O and Q being produced by the system is simply the product of 
(3.32) and (3.34), written as 
 ∏
=
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1 )()(),,|,( 111pipi .    (3.35) 
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It then follows that the stochastic process, represented by the observation sequence O, is 
characterized by 
 ∑=
allQ
BAQOPBAOP ),,|,(),,|( pipi  
   ∏∑
=
−
=
T
t
tqqq
allQ
qq ObaOb ttt
2
1 )()( 111pi ,    (3.36) 
 
,which describes the probability of O being produced by the system without assuming 
the knowledge of the state sequence in which it was generated. The triple ),,( BApiλ =  
thus defines an HMM (3.36). 
After formulating the model, the elements of HMM is defined formally as follow: 
(1) N, number of states in the model. The individual state, S is denoted 
as },...,{ 21 NSSSS = , and the state at time t as tq . 
(2) T, Length of the observation sequence, ),...,,( 21 TOOOO = .  
(3) L, number of distinct observation symbol per state, and ),...,,( 21 Lvvvv = , 
a discrete set of possible tO belong to one such observation symbols. 
(4) }{ ijaA = , ),|( 1 itjtij SqSqPa === −  state transition probability 
distribution, where ija  denotes the transition probability from state i to 
state j. 
(5) )}({ ti ObB = , )|()( ittti SqOPOb == , the observation probability. The 
observation probability is characterized by discrete probability 
distributions in the discrete case and continuous density functions in the 
continuous case. In the discrete HMM, it refers to the probability of 
generating some discrete symbol kv in state j, which can be simply 
denoted by )(kb j . In continuous HMM, it denotes a probability density 
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function for emission of observation tO is often denoted by t
x
. This 
difference between the DHMM and CDHMM leads to different re-
estimation algorithms for the model parameters. 
(6) }{ ipipi = , )( 1 ii SqP ==pi the initial state distribution.  
The HMM can be represented by the compact notation ),,( BApiλ = . 
3.4.4 The Three Problems of HMM 
There are three key problems of interest that must be solved in order to apply 
HMM into the real applications. These problems are described in (Juang & Rabiner 
1991, Rabiner 1989). 
Problem 1: Given the observation sequence ),...,,( 21 TOOOO = and the 
model ),,( BApiλ = , how do we efficiently compute )|( λOP , the probability of the 
observation sequence, being produced by the model?  
Problem 2: Given the observation sequence ),...,,( 21 TOOOO =  and the model λ, 
how do we choose the most likely state sequence ),...,,( 21 Tqqqq = according to some 
optimality criterion ,for example, it is most suitable to explain the observations? 
Problem 3: Given the observation sequence ),...,,( 21 TOOOO = , how to adjust 
the model parameters ),,( BApiλ =  such that )|( λOP  is maximized? 
The first problem is an evaluation problem. This can be viewed as getting a score 
on how well a given model (or a sequences of models) matches a given observation 
sequence (corresponding the speech to be recognized). This is useful when we need to 
choose among several competing models, the solution of problem allows us to choose 
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the model which best match the observations for the purpose of classification and 
recognition. 
The second problem is decoding problem, in which we attempt to uncover the 
most likely state sequence that lead to the observation sequence. There are several 
optimality criterions that can be imposed; hence the choice of criterion is a strong 
function of the intended use for the uncovered state sequences. Typical use is to find the 
optimal state sequences for continuous speech recognition. Another use is if we use the 
states of a word model to represent the distinct sounds in the word, it may be desirable to 
know the correspondence between the speech segments and the sounds of the word, 
because the duration of the individual speech segments provides useful in formation for 
speech recognition. 
The third problem is an estimation problem. Given an observation sequence (or a 
set of sequences) O, the estimation problem involves finding the “right” model 
parameter values that specify a model most likely to produce the given sequence. In 
speech recognition, this is often called “training,” and the given sequence, on the basis 
of which we obtain the model parameters, is called the training sequence. The training 
problem allows us to optimally adapt model parameters to the training data to create the 
best model for the phenomena. 
3.4.5 Solutions to the Problems 
In this section, formal mathematical solutions to each of the three fundamental 
problems of HMM are presented: 
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3.4.5.1 Solution to Problem 1: Forward-Backward Algorithm 
 The probability of the observation sequence needs to be calculated, given the 
model, i.e., )|( λOP . The simplest way is through enumerating every possible state 
sequence of length T (the number of observations), as shown in equation 3.36. But the 
calculation of )|( λOP , according to its direct definition of equation 3.36 involves on 
the order of TNT •2  calculations. This calculation is computationally unfeasible, even 
for small value of N and T. Thus a more efficient procedure is required to solve problem 
1. The method is called forward-backward procedure. 
The Forward-Backward Procedure: Considered the forward variable )(itα  
defined as 
)|,,()( 21 λα ittt SqOOOPi == Λ .      (3.37) 
i.e., the probability of the partial observation sequence, tOOO Λ21 , , (until time t) and 
state iS  at time t, given the model λ  . The )(itα  can be solved inductively, as follows: 
(1) Initialization: 
 ),()( 11 Obi iipiα =  Ni ≤≤1 .      (3.38) 
(2) Induction: 
 )()()( 1
1
1 +
=
+ 





= ∑ tj
N
i
ijtt Obaij αα , 11 −≤≤ Tt  Nj ≤≤1   (3.39) 
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(3) Termination: 
 ∑
=
=
N
i
T iOP
1
)()|( αλ .        (3.40) 
Step 1) initializes the forward probabilities as the joint probability of state iS  and 
initial observation 1O . The induction step is illustrated in Figure 3.6, which shows how 
 
 Figure 3.6: Illustration of the sequence of operations in computing forward 
 variable. 
 
state jS  can be is reached at time t+1 from the N possible states, iS , Ni ≤≤1  at time t. 
Since )(itα  is the probability of the joint event that tOOO Λ21 ,  are observed, and the 
state at time t is iS , the product ijt ai)(α  is then the probability of joint event that 
tOOO Λ21 ,  are observed, and state jS  is reached at time t+1 via state iS  at t. Summing 
this product over all the N possible states iS , Ni ≤≤1  at time t result in the probability 
of jS  at time t+1 with all the accompanying previous partial observations. Once this is 
done and jS  is known, it is easy to see that )(1 jt+α  is obtained by accounting for 
 • 
 • 
 • 
NS
 
2S  
1S  
ja1  
ja2  
Nja  
jS  
t t+1 
)(itα  )(1 jt +α  
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observation 1+tO  in state j, i.e., by multiplying the summed quantity by the 
probability )( 1+tj Ob . The computation of 3.39 is performed for all states j, Nj ≤≤1 , for 
a given t; the computation is then iterated for t=1,2,…,T-1. Finally final step give the 
desired calculation of )|( λOP  as the sum of the terminal forward variables )(iTα . 
The forward procedure needs fewer computations. It involves only 
(N+1)(T+1)+N multiplications and N(N-1)(T-1) additions calculations. 
In a similar manner, a backward variable )(itβ  defined as 
),|,()( 21 λβ itTttt SqOOOPi == ++ Λ       (3.41) 
i.e., the probability of the partial observation sequence from t+1 to the end, given state 
iS  at time t and the model. Again the )(itβ  can be solved inductively as follows: 
(1) Initialization: 
 ,1)( =iTβ  Ni ≤≤1 .       (3.42) 
(2) Induction: 
 )()()( 1
1
1 jObai t
N
j
tjijt +
=
+∑= ββ ,  1,...,2,1 −−= TTt ,  Ni ≤≤1 . (3.43) 
The initialization step arbitrarily defines )(iTβ  to be 1 for all i. Step 2, which is 
illustrated in Figure 3.7, shows that in order to have been in state iS  at time t, and to 
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account for the observation sequence from time t+1 on, all possible states jS  at time t+1 
have to  
 
 Figure 3.7: Illustration of the sequence of operations in computing backward 
 variable. 
 
consider, accounting for the transition from iS  to jS  (the ija  term), as well as the 
observation 1+tO  in state j (the )( 1+tj Ob  term), and then account for the remaining partial 
observation sequence from state j (the )(1 jt+β  term). 
3.4.5.2 Solution to Problem 2: Viterbi Algorithm 
There are several possible ways of finding the "optimal" state sequence 
associated with the given observation sequence. One possible optimality criterion is to 
choose the states tq , which are individually most likely. This criterion maximizes the 
expected number of correct individual states. To implement this, first define the variable 
 ),|()( λγ OSqPi itt == .      (3.44) 
 • 
 • 
 • 
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2S  
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2ia  
iNa  
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t t+1 
)(itβ  )(1 jt +β  
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i.e., the probability of being in state iS  at time t, given the observation sequence 0, and 
the model A. Equation 3.44 can be expressed simply in terms of the forward-backward 
variables, i.e., 
 
∑
=
== N
i
tt
tttt
t
ji
ji
OP
ji
i
1
)()(
)()(
)|(
)()()(
βα
βα
λ
βαγ       (3.45) 
since )(itα  accounts for tOOO Λ21 ,  and state iS , at t, while )(itβ  accounts for the 
remainder of the observation sequence Ttt OOO Λ21 , ++ , given state iS  at t. Using )(itγ , 
the individually most likely state tq  at time t, as 
 )],([maxarg
1
iq t
Ni
t γ
≤≤
=   Tt ≤≤1 .     (3.46) 
It is also possible to extend the definition of (3.46) the cases of pairs of states or 
triples of states and so on. For example, the rule 
),|,(maxarg),( 1
,11
λOjqiqPqq ttNjitt === +≤≤+ .     (3.47) 
will produce the maximum a posteriori (MAP) result of the minimum number of 
incorrectly decoded state pairs, given O. 
The most widely used criterion is to find the single best state sequence (path), i.e., 
to maximize ),|( λOQP  which is equivalent to maximizing )|,( λOQP . This is because: 
(1) It is optimal for the unknown observation O in the MAP sense, (2) speech utterances 
are usually not prohibitively long so as to require locally (rather than globally) optimal 
decoding, and (3) it is possible to formulate the maximization of ),|( λOQP  in a 
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sequential manner to be solved by dynamic programming methods such as the Viterbi 
algorithm. 
Viterbi Algorithm (Viterbi 1967, Forney 1973): To find the single best state 
sequence },{ 21 TqqqQ Λ= , for the given observation sequence },{ 21 TOOOO Λ= , the 
following quantity need to be defined 
)|,(max)( 2121
, 121
λδ ttqqqt OOOiqqqPi t ΛΛΛ == − .    (3.48) 
i.e., )(itδ  is the best score (highest probability) along a single path, at time t, which 
accounts for the first t observations and ends in state iS . By induction, 
 )(])(max[)( 11 ++ •= tjijtit Obaij δδ .      (3.49) 
Array )( jtψ  is used to keep track of the argument which maximizes 3.49 to retrieve the 
state sequence. The complete algorithm is as follow: 
(1) Initialization: 
 )()( 1Obi iit piδ = , Ni ≤≤1       (3.50a) 
 0)( =jtψ .        (3.50b) 
(2) Recursion: 
 )(])([max)( 11 tjijtNit Obaij −≤≤= δδ  , Tt ≤≤2  Nj ≤≤1   (3.51a) 
 ])([maxarg)( 1
1
ijt
Ni
t aij −
≤≤
= δψ ,  Tt ≤≤2  Nj ≤≤1   (3.51b) 
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(3) Termination: 
 
 )]([max
1
iP TNi δ≤≤
∗
=  )]([maxarg
1
iq T
Ni
T δ
≤≤
∗
= .     (3.52) 
 
(4) Path (state sequence) backtracking: 
 
 )( * 11 ++∗ = ttt qq ψ , 1,...,2,1 −−= TTt .     (3.53) 
 
 The Viterbi algorithm can be also used in score evaluation. As explained before, 
the forward-backward algorithm can be used in obtaining )|( λOP , which is the 
summation of )|,( λOQP  over all possible state sequence Q, while the Viterbi algorithm 
only efficiently finds the maximum of )|,( λOQP  over all Q. Therefore the Viterbi 
algorithm can be viewed as a special case of the forward-backward algorithm. For 
speech signals, experiments show that )|,(max λOQP
allQ
 may not represent well the 
summation for )|( λOP , especially in the HMM parameter estimation procedure, 
although probabilities obtained from the both algorithm may be very close. The forward-
backward algorithm is more robust, but increase computational complexity. On the other 
hand, the Viterbi algorithm is extremely efficient since it can be operate in the logarithm 
domain using only additions. Also it is possible to obtain the state sequence at the same 
time. Due to its advantages, it has been widely used in many ASR. 
3.4.5.3 Solution to Problem 3: Baum-Welch Re-estimation Algorithm 
The most difficult problem in HMM is how to adjust parameters ),,( piBA  to 
maximize the probability of the observation sequence given the model. There is no 
known way to analytically solve for the model which maximizes the probability of the 
observation sequence. In fact, given any finite observation sequence as training data, 
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there is no optimal way of estimating the model parameters. However, ),,( BApiλ =  can 
be chosen such that )|( λOP  is locally maximized using an iterative procedure or 
gradient techniques. The iterative algorithm commonly used in HMM-based speech 
recognition is known as the Baum-Welch algorithm. This iterative algorithm will be 
discussed from an intuitive point of view here. 
The purpose here is to obtain parameters of the model from observations. If the 
model parameters are known, the forward-backward algorithm can be used to evaluate 
probabilities produced by the given model parameters for given observations. An 
estimation of original model parameters can be made based on current probabilities. 
Firstly consider any model whose parameters λ  contain no zero values. 
Probability computations are, for the moment, to be based on this model, as if it were the 
true model. Secondly ),( jitξ  is defined as the probability of being in state iS  at time t, 
and state jS , at time t + 1, given the model and the observation sequence, i.e. 
),|,(),( 1 λξ OSqSqPji jtitt === + .      (3.44) 
The events leading to the conditions required by (3.44) is illustrated in Figure 3.8. 
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 Figure 3.8: Illustration of the sequence of operations required for the 
 computation of the joint event that the system is in state iS , at time t and state jS , 
 at time t + 1. 
 From the definitions of the forward and backward variables, ),( jitξ  can be 
written as 
 )|(
)()()(),( 11λ
βαξ
OP
jObaiji ttjijtt ++=  
 
∑∑
= =
++
++
= N
i
N
j
ttjijt
ttjijt
jObai
jObai
1 1
11
11
)()()(
)()()(
βα
βα
     (3.45) 
where the numerator term is just )|,,( 1 λOSqSqP jtit == +  and the division by )|( λOP  
gives the desired probability measure. )(itγ  , defined previously can be related 
to ),( jitξ  by summing over j, giving 
 ∑
=
=
N
j
tt jii
1
),()( ξγ         (3.46) 
2S  iS  
t-1 t+2 
)(1 jt +β  )(itα  
 t  t+1 
 )( 1+tjij Oba  
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Summing )(itγ  over the time index t can be interpreted as the expected (over 
time) number of times that state  is visited, or equivalently, the expected number of 
transitions made from state iS  (if we exclude the time slot t = T from the summation). 
Similarly, summation of ),( jitξ  over t (from t = 1 to t = T - 1) can be 
interpreted as the expected number of transitions from state iS  to state jS . That is 
 =∑
−
=
1
1
)(
T
t
t iγ  expected number of transitions from iS     (3.47a) 
=∑
−
=
1
1
),(
T
t
t jiξ  expected number of transitions from iS  to state jS .  (3.47b) 
Using the above formulas (and the concept of counting event occurrences) we 
can give a method for re-estimation of HMM parameters. A set of reasonable re-
estimation formulas forpi , A, and B are obtained 
=ipi  expected frequency in state iS  at time (t = 1) = )(1 iγ    (3.48a) 
=ija                  
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ξ
        (3.48b) 
=)(kb j           
expected number of transitions from state iS  to state jS  
 
expected number of transitions from state iS  
 
expected number of in state j and observing symbol kv  
expected number of times in state j 
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∑
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vOts
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t
t
j
j
kt
1
..
1
)(
)(
γ
γ
        (3.48c) 
If the current model defined as λ  and use that to compute the right-hand sides of (3.48a)-
(3.48c), and re-estimated model as piλ ,, BA= , as determined from the left-hand sides 
of (3.48a)-(3.48c). Then is proven by Baum and his colleagues [6], [3] that either 1) the 
initial model λ   defines a critical point of the likelihood function, in which case λλ = ; 
or 2) model λ  is more likely than model λ  in the sense that )|()|( λλ OPOP > , i.e., 
we have found a new model λ  from which the observation sequence is more likely to 
have been produced. 
Based on the above procedure, if  λ  is used iteratively in place of λ  and repeat 
the re-estimation calculation, the probability of O being observed from the model can be 
improved until some limiting point is reached. The final result of this re-estimation 
procedure is called a maximum likelihood estimate of the HMM. The algorithm leads to 
local maxima only; although in practice the lack of global optimality does not seem to 
cause serious problems in recognition performance. 
A formal proof of the algorithm can be from an information-theoretic point of 
view. The re-estimation formulas of (3.48a)-(3.48c) can be derived directly by 
maximizing (using standard constrained optimization techniques) Baum’s auxiliary 
function 
)]|,(log[),|(),( λλλλ QOPOQPQ
Q
∑= .     (3.49) 
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,over λ . It has been proven by Baum and his colleagues that maximization of ),( λλQ  
leads to increased likelihood, i.e. 
 )|()|(),(max λλλλ
λ
OPOPQ ≥⇒ .      (3.49) 
,because )|()|(),(),( λλλλλλ OPOPQQ ≥⇒≥ . Eventually the likelihood function 
converges to a critical point. 
3.4.6 Implementation Issues 
3.4.6.1 Scaling 
In hidden Markov modeling, when observation sequence length T, becomes large, 
both the forward and the backward variables,  )(itα  and )(itβ , will approach zero in 
exponential fashion. For sufficiently large T, the dynamic range of the α  and β  
computations will exceed the precision range of essentially any machine. Thus in 
practice, the number of observations necessary to train adequately a model and/or 
compute its probability will result in underflow on the computer if probabilities are 
represented directly. 
The scaling principle is to multiply )(itα  and )(itβ  by some scaling coefficient 
so that it remains within the dynamic range of the computer for Tt ≤≤1 . At the end of 
the computation, the total effect of the scaling is removed. 
Consider the re-estimation formula for ija , if equation (3.48b) is written in terms 
of forward and backward variables. 
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Let )(itα  be computed according to equation 3.39 and then multiplied by a scaling 
coefficient, tc , where, say 
1
1
])([ −
=
∑=
N
i
tt ic α         (3.50) 
so that ∑
=
=
N
i
tt ic
1
1)(α  for Tt ≤≤1 .  The )(itβ  can also be multiplied by tc  for Tt ≤≤1  
and Ni ≤≤1 . Thus, the scaled variables is given by 
 )()(ˆ ici ttt αα =  )()(ˆ ici ttt ββ =      (3.51) 
In term of scaled forward and backward probabilities, the equation 3.50 become 
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the (3.52) can be written as 
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where ∏
=
=
t
t cC
1τ
τ  and ∏
=
=
T
t
t cD
τ
τ . This results from the individual scale factor being 
multiplied together when performing the recursion of (3.39) and (3.43). The 1+tt DC  
terms is independent of t and can be factored out and canceled so that (3.52) has the 
correct value of ija  as specified by (3.48b). The procedure applies equally well in re-
estimation of pi and B. In practice, the scaling operation need not be performed at every 
observation time. One can use any scaling interval for which underflow does not occur 
where the corresponding scale factors are set to unity. 
 For Viterbi algorithm, no scaling is required if the logarithms is used in the 
following ways. Initially set 
 )](log[)log()( 11 Obi ii += piφ        (3.54a) 
with the recursion step 
 )](log[]log)([max)( 111 Obaij iijtNit ++= −≤≤ φφ      (3.54b) 
and termination step 
 )]([maxlog
1
iP TNi φ≤≤
∗
= .        (3.54c) 
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∗Plog  is arrived rather than ∗P , but with significantly less computation and with n 
numerical problems. 
3.4.6.2 Multiple Observation Sequences 
The left-to-right models impose a major problem that one cannot use a single 
observation sequence to train the model because the transient nature of the states within 
the model only allow a small number of observations for any state. Hence, multiple 
observation sequences have to be used, in order to have sufficient data to make reliable 
estimates of all model parameters. 
The modification of the training procedure is as follow. Let denote the set of K 
observation sequences as ],,,[ )()2()1( KOOOO Λ=  where ],,,[ 21)( kTkkk kOOOO Λ=  is the 
kth observation sequence. Each observation sequence is assumed independent of every 
other observation sequence, and the goal is to adjust the parameters of the model λ  to 
maximize 
∏∏
==
==
K
k
k
K
k
k POPOP
11
)( )|()|( λλ .      (3.55) 
Since the re-estimation formulas are based on frequencies of occurrence of various 
events, the re-estimation formulas for multiple observation sequences are modified by 
adding together the individual frequencies of occurrence for each sequence. Thus the 
modified re-estimation formulas for ija , and )(lb j  are 
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Scaling these computations requires some care since the scale factors for each individual 
set of forward and backward probabilities will be different. One way is to remove the 
scaling factors before summing. This can be accomplished by writing the re-estimation 
equations in terms of the scaled variables, i.e., 
∑ ∑
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In this manner, for each sequence )(kO , the same scale factors will appear in each 
term of the inner summation over t as appears in the kP term, and hence will cancel 
exactly. A similar result is obtained for the )(lbi  term. 
3.4.7 Strengths of HMM in Modeling Speech 
Previously discussed is the theoretical foundation of the statistical modeling of 
HMM. This section will further discuss in detail the strengths of the HMM method as 
applied in speech recognition. The strengths of the HMM method lies in two broad areas: 
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(1) Its mathematical framework and (2) its implementation structure. (Juang & Rabiner 
1991) HMMs provide a consistent statistical methodology and the way it provides 
straightforward solutions to the related problems. Besides HMMs provides inherent 
flexibility in dealing with various sophisticated speech-recognition tasks. 
The basic theoretical strength of the HMM is that it combines modeling of 
stationary stochastic processes (for the short-time spectra) and the temporal relationship 
among the processes (via a Markov chain) together in a well-defined probability space. 
The power of HMM lies in the fact that the model parameters that used to model speech 
signal can be well optimized easily and straightforwardly. This results in lower 
computational complexity in the decoding algorithm as well as improves recognition 
accuracy. Furthermore, other knowledge source such as grammar can also be 
represented in the same HMM structure. In short, HMM has a set of compact 
mathematical presentations with fully developed algorithms for its parameters 
optimization and decoding. 
The modeling flexibility of HMM is manifested in three aspects of the model, 
that is: model topology, observation distribution, representation of knowledge sources 
and decoding hierarchy. 
3.4.7.1 Model Topology 
Many topological structures for HMM’s have been studied for speech modeling. 
One of the topology is the ergodic model of the type shown in figure 3.9. This structure 
has the properties that every state can be reached from other states in a finite number of 
steps. Other types of structures have been found to account for observed properties of 
the signal being modeled better than the standard ergodic model. One such model is left-
to-right model or Bakis model, as shown in figure, which has the properties that the state 
proceed from left to right and once Markov chain leaves a state, that state cannot be 
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revisited again at a later time. This type of topology provides more rigid temporal 
structure and better model the sequential behavior of speech. The left-to right models are 
used in this work. 
 
 
  
 
 Figure 3.9: (a) left-to-right HMM and (b) ergodic HMM. (Juang & Rabiner 1991) 
The choice of topological configuration and the number of states in the model is 
generally a reflection of the a priori knowledge of the particular speech source to be 
modeled and is not in any way related to the mathematical tractability or implementation 
considerations. 
3.4.7.2 Observation Probability Distributions 
There exist various variations of observation probability distribution. Since 
speech has been shown to display quite irregular probability distributions (Juang et al. 
1985), both in waveform and spectral parameters, one indeed needs the freedom to 
choose an appropriate distribution model that fits the observation well and yet is easy to 
obtain. 
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In modeling spectral observations, the use of mixture densities is found 
beneficial (Juang 1985; Juang & Rabiner 1985). With (.)if denoting the kernal density 
function, the mixture density assumes the form 
∑
=
=
M
i
ii OfcOb
1
)()( ,        (3.58) 
,where ic , is the mixture component weight, 11 =∑ =
M
i i
c , and M is the number of 
mixture components. This mixture distribution function is used to characterize the 
distribution of the observations in each state. By varying the number of mixture 
components, M, it can be shown that it is possible to approximate densities of virtually 
any shape (uni-modal, multimodal, heavy-tail, etc.). 
With specific constraints, the basic form of the mixture distribution of (3.58) can 
be modified to accommodate several other types of distributions, giving rise to the so-
called Discrete HMM, semi-continuous HMM, or continuous density HMM, as already 
discussed briefly in chapter 2. This work is experimenting CDHMM in various Malay 
speech recognition tasks, and comparison will be made on recognition accuracy with the 
existing DHMM method. Thus the following discussion is focused on these two 
architectures especially CDHMM. 
The Continuous Density HMM 
 With DHMM, there are L discrete observation symbols ),...,,( 21 Lvvvv =  usually, 
from an L-level Vector Quantization (VQ) codebook, and the observation probability 
distribution is modeled with discrete probability distribution, )( kj Ob  of these discrete 
symbols. The kO  represents the observed discrete symbols (the VQ indexes). We denote 
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)()( kbOb jkj =  when the observed symbol kk vO = . The discrete probability distribution 
is modeled explicitly. Each x, the continuous observation (speech frame vectors) of K-
dimensional random vector, must be represented by a discrete symbol. VQ (Linde et al. 
1980) is an ideal method for this data compression. Basically, VQ tries to identify a set 
of prototype vectors (codeword) from the training data. The frame vectors of speech 
input is converted to the index that represents the best matching prototype vector. Let 
Tkkk OOOO Λ,, 21=  observed over T samples. Here, the tkO denotes the observed VQ 
codeword at time t. The observation probability can be expressed as. 
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where is the same equation of (3.36) but for discrete observations. The discussion in the 
previous section in solving the three HMM problem mainly assumed DHMM. 
 If the observations dose not come from a finite set, but from some set of 
continuous points in Euclidean d-space (such as continuous multidimensional acoustic 
feature vectors), the discrete probability distribution can then be extended to the 
continuous multivariate probability density function (pdf), )(xb j . This gives rise to 
continuous density HMM (CDHMM) (Rabiner et al. 1986; Liporace 1982). For speech 
recognition, this implies that the VQ procedure is unnecessary. The case for CDHMM is 
similar to DHMM. For a given continuous observation sequence dRX ∈ , where 
TxxxX Λ21 ,=  and a HMM model λ , The objective in maximum likelihood estimation 
is to maximize the probability density function, )|( λXP . The global density of X can 
be written as 
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 In order to use the continuous observation density, some restrictions have to be 
placed on the form of the model pdf to insure that the parameters of the pdf can be re-
estimated in a consistent way. The pdf can be represented in form of d-dimensional 
multivariate unimodal Gaussian density. 
 ),,()( jjttj Uxxb µΝ=        (3.61) 
where N Gaussian density function with mean vector jµ  and covariance matrix jU , 
where 
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pi
µ −−−=Ν −   (3.62) 
The extent to which use of unimodal output densities in a speech recognition 
system is adequate depends on both the signal processing in the system, and on the form 
of the words model used by the system. In a SI task, for example the formant frequency 
of women voice is higher than of man because of different structure of vocal tracts. It is 
important to at least use bimodal densities to model male and female voices for a given 
word. If the signal processing algorithm successfully perform some speaker 
normalization and remove the difference between them, the uni-modal densities can be 
used (Huang et al. 1990). 
Gaussian Mixture Density 
 Unimodal pdfs such as (3.61) may be unsuitable especially for SI and SD multi 
speaker tasks. This is because of the inter-speaker acoustic variability that makes the 
corresponding pdfs are generally multimodal. Therefore, the density shape of (3.61) 
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could not match the real distribution of speech data. Thus in practice, multimodal 
densities will definitely superior to unimodal densities if there are sufficient training data, 
and this is generally required for SI and SD multi speaker tasks. 
One way to model the multimodal observations is to use mixtures of unimodal 
pdf (Juang 1985), i.e. a linear combination of unimodal densities, where the weight 
coefficient jkc  is proportional to the number of data pertaining to the k-th pdf of the 
mixture of the j state. This model better approximate the observation process in the 
presence of coarticulation effects. But the increase of model parameters needs sufficient 
large training data to assure accurate estimation. Then the observation distributions in 
the continuous mixture densities HMM are a mixture of unimodal densities. In contrast 
to DHMM, it makes no difference if mixture of discrete distributions is used since the 
discrete output distributions can model any multimodal densities. 
The family of multivariate Gaussian is commonly used for the continuous pdf 
because of the below advantages (Huang et al. 1990): 
(1) Gaussian mixture densities (with an appropriate chosen mixture) can be 
 used to approximate any continuous pdf in the sense of minimizing the 
 error between the two density functions. 
(2) By the central limit theorem, the distribution of the sum of a large 
 number of independent random variables tends towards a Gaussian 
 distribution. 
(3) The Gaussian distribution has the greatest entropy of any distribution 
 with a given variance. 
Because of the advantages of the Gaussian pdf, as well as the ability of mixture density 
in better modeling of inter-speaker variability in SI and SD multi-speaker task. The 
Gaussian mixture density HMM is used for our tasks. 
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 Formally, the pdf, )}({ xbB j=  attached to each state j, Nj ≤≤1 , if chosen as 
for Gaussian mixture densities, can be written as: 
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where ),,( UxN µ  denotes a multi dimensional Gaussian density function, with mean 
vector jmµ  and covariance matrix jmU  for the mth mixture component in state j, where 
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M denotes the number of mixture components; and jmc  is the weight for the mth mixture 
component satisfying 
 1
1
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=
M
m
jmc , Nj ≤≤1        (3.65a) 
 0≥jmc , MmNj ≤≤≤≤ 1,1       (3.65b) 
so that 
∫
∞
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= 1)( dxxb j , Nj ≤≤1       (3.66) 
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Diagonal Covariance 
 Mixtures with enough components have a modeling ability that can adequately 
approximate arbitrary pdfs. This increases the number of free parameters, thus 
increasing memory requirement and computation in evaluating and training the pdfs. 
Besides, there are too many parameters to be estimated reliably. 
 One way to reduce drastically the number of parameters in the Gaussian mixture 
density based CDHMM is by using a diagonal covariance matrix, assuming that the off-
diagonal terms in the covariance matrix are zero. The advantages are reduction in terms 
of both the amount of computation and number of free parameters to be estimated. This 
means that less training data and time will be required. The disadvantage is that the 
assumption that different element of observation vector are uncorrelated may be so 
inaccurate as to degrade recognition accuracy significantly. Brown (Brown 1987) 
showed that full-covariance Gaussians reduces the error rate of a diagonal covariance 
matrix by about 50%. It is often an empirical issue as to whether the computational 
expense of a full-covariance Gaussian is worth performance improvement. 
 To save computation and less training data available to estimate full-covariance 
matrix, the diagonal covariance matrix is used. Besides, even though diagonal-
covariance assumptions are almost surely incorrect, the diagonal-covariance approach 
often provides better performance the full-covariance approach if the training data are 
insufficient. Furthermore, the MFCC feature extraction procedure used in this work, able 
to produce representation with uncorrelated feature vector components. This justifies the 
assumption in using diagonal covariance matrix. 
 When using the diagonal covariance matrix, 
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where 2iiσ  is the diagonal terms for dd ×  diagonal covariance matrix. 
Discrete HMM vs Continuous Density HMM 
In DHMM, the continuous acoustic observation, tx  is classified to tkO  by VQ 
may not be accurate, such as when an acoustic vector tx  is intermediate between the VQ 
indexes. This mapping from continuous acoustic space to quantized discrete space may 
cause serious quantization errors for subsequent hidden Markov modeling. However, the 
DHMM which uses discrete output distribution to model various acoustic events is 
inherently superior to CDHMM with mixture of small number of pdfs since discrete 
distributions could model events with any distribution provided enough training data. 
On the other hand, the CDHMM models the acoustic observation directly using 
estimated continuous pdfs without VQ, thus eliminating quantization error. The 
CDHMM has been shown to improve the recognition accuracy compared with DHMM 
although other reverse result has been reported. 
Rabiner et al. (Rabiner et al. 1985) reported error rates between 0.7% and 2.4% 
for various continuous observation HMMs on isolated speaker-independent digit 
recognition, while DHMM leds to an error rate of 2.9%. Another study by Gupta (Gupta 
et al. 1987) showed that for a 60,000-word isolated speaker-dependent task, the best 
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version of DHMM was 69% accurate, while full-covariance Gaussian models was 76% 
accurate. 
However, the disadvantage of CDHMM is its computational complexity, 
requiring considerably longer training and recognition time. In DHMM, the VQ 
computation depends on the codebook size and distortion measure; computing the 
discrete output probability of an observation is just a table-lookup. On the other hand, in 
CDHMM, many multiply operations are required even when using the simplest single-
mixture, multivariate Gaussian density with diagonal covariance matrix. 
For SI tasks, a mixture of a large number pdf (Derouault 1987) or a large number 
of states in single mixture case (Bahl et al. 1987) is generally required to model the 
characteristics of different speakers. In addition, it has been observed that some 
difficulties due to modeling assumptions that introduce singularities may arise in the 
single mixture HMM (Choukri 1986), and a mixture of densities are generally needed. 
However, mixture of a large number of pdfs will further increase the computational 
complexities, but also the number of free parameters that require to be reliably estimated. 
In addition, the CDHMM has to be used in care as continuous pdfs make more 
assumptions than DHMM, especially when the diagonal covariance matrix is used for 
simplicity. To obtain better recognition accuracy, acoustic parameters must be well 
chosen according the assumption of pdf used. 
Thus, while DHMM has its advantage in modeling any probability distribution, 
their following quantization error which causes serious performance degradation led to 
the decision to use CDHMM in this thesis. Although implying increased computational 
complexity, CDHMM with mixture density are able to model the acoustic variability of 
different speakers in SI and multi speaker SD tasks. Furthermore, the small vocabulary 
task of connected digit experiments and single speaker and medium vocabulary task of 
phoneme classification and segmentation is focused in this thesis. This enables the 
collection of sufficient training data to reliably train the large number of parameters in 
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the mixture HMM. In addition, the use of MFCCs also justifies the assumption in using 
diagonal-covariance of CDHMM. 
3.4.7.3 HMM Representation of Speech Units 
HMM is a natural representation of speech. HMM can be used to represent any 
unit of speech. The selection of a particular speech unit as the basic modeling unit for a 
recognizer is an important design choice, as it determines the detail and robustness of the 
basic model. To obtain more detailed models, the complexity and dimensionality of the 
model usually needs to be increased, which increases the degree of the freedom in the 
models. In consequences, more training data are needed to reliably estimate the 
increased number of free parameters. Conversely, faced with a limited amount of 
training data, the advantages of the improved structure of the stochastic model may not 
be realized. Because of the tradeoff between detailed model structures and available 
training data, there is always a compromise involved in choosing the speech unit. 
Since word model and phone model are used in this work, detailed discussion of 
these two models will be made in this section. 
Word Models 
Words are the most natural units of speech because they are exactly what we 
want to recognize. Researchers at Bell Lab (Rabiner et al. 1985), Lincoln Labs 
(Lippmann et al. 1987), a have used word models. An example of word model with 
skips is shown in Figure 3.10 . Word models with no skips are used in this thesis. 
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Figure 3.10: An HMM representing a word. 
Word models are able to capture within-word contextual effects. For example, 
the phone /t/ in ten is as expected, the phone /t/ in thirty is usually flapped, and the 
phone /t/ in twenty may be deleted. By modeling words as units, these phonological 
variations will be assimilated. Therefore, when word models can be adequately trained, 
they usually yield the best performance. This is demonstrated by the success of several 
small vocabulary word based recognizers (Rabiner et al. 1989; Lippmann et al. 1987). 
For small vocabulary task, word model may be suitable since it is not difficult to collect 
enough utterance samples for each word. 
However, using word models in large vocabulary tasks introduce grave problems. 
Since training data cannot be shared between words, each word has to be trained 
individually. Considerable training data are needed to train the model reliably. This 
imposes too great a demand for training data for large vocabulary task. This problem is 
difficult for SD systems, and even more difficult for SI ones. 
Another problem is that memory usage grows linearly with the number of words, 
since there is no sharing between words. Besides, it is difficult to model word-boundary 
co-articulation effects.  
Finally, for many tasks, it would be convenient to provide the user with the 
option of adding new words to the vocabulary. If word models are used, the user would 
have to produce many repetitions of the word, which is extremely inconvenient. For SI 
task, repetitions from different speakers are needed, which is even more troublesome. 
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Therefore, while word models are natural and model context well, because of the 
lack of sharing across words, they are not practical for large-vocabulary speech 
recognition. 
 Phone Models 
To allow sharing across words, sub-word units like phone models are often used 
because they are trainable and sharable. Researchers at CMU, IBM (Bahl et al.1980), 
IBM-France (Derouault 1987), BBN (Chow et al. 1987) have used phone or phoneme 
models. An example of the typical phoneme model is shown in Figure 3.11. 
 
Figure 3.11: An HMM representing a phoneme. 
The model has three emitting states and a simple left-to-right topology. The entry and 
exit states are provided to make it easy to join model together. The exit state of one 
phone model can be merged with the entry state of another to form a composite HMM. 
This allows phone model to be joined together to form word. The reason for using 3 
states is to incorporate co-articulatory effects implicitly into the model. The first part and 
third part are assumed to account for co-articulatory effects due to the transitions to the 
neighboring phonemes, whereas the second part stands for the middle part of the 
phoneme which is known to be less affected by phonetic context. 
 The small amount of phone units can be sufficiently trained with just a few 
thousand sentences. Hence, phone models have no training problem like word models. 
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Word models are formed by concatenating a sequence of phones, or networking a set of 
alternative phonetic pronunciations. Thus, different words that contain the same phone 
share the same phone model and thus utterances of one word provide training data for 
parts of the other words. A new word can be easily added to a system without collecting 
utterances samples. 
 Phone modeling assumes that a phone produced in one context is equivalent to 
the same phone in any other context. This is far from truth (Reddy & Zue 1983). 
Although we may try to say each word as a concatenated sequence of independent 
phones, phones are not produced independently because our articulators cannot move 
instantaneously from one position to another. Thus, the realization of a phone is strongly 
affected by its surrounding phones. Pooling all the acoustic variants of the same phone 
into one model produces inaccurate modeling for any particular variant. Another 
problem with using phone models is that phones in function words, such as a, the, in, me, 
are often articulated poorly, and are not representative instances of the phones. 
 Well-trained word model will always outperform well-trained phone models due 
to the aforementioned advantages of word modeling. This is supported by work at 
Lincoln Lab (Paul & Martin 1988), which show that word-based HMM resulted in 50% 
error rate reduction from phone based HMM. 
While word models are poor units because they lack generality, phone models 
are also poor because they over-generalize. 
3.4.7.4 HMM Representation of Other Knowledge Sources 
  A central philosophy of HMM-based speech recognition is: any knowledge 
source that can be represented as a hidden Markov model should be represented as one 
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(Baker 1975). By representing all knowledge sources as HMMs, the recognition search 
merely consists of a search in an enormous HMM. 
All the knowledge sources such as language model, acoustic model, and 
dictionary are integrated into an enormous HMM which is called language HMM. The 
language-HMM graph is a composition of the language structure as represented by a 
given language model, the topological structure of the acoustic models (HMMs for the 
basic sound units used by the system), and together with the information from the 
dictionary. The language-HMM is then used to decide the allowed path-extensions in the 
trellis (cross product of a language-HMM and time.) which is searched to find the 
optimal path to determine the optimal word sequence. Figure 3.12 shows the relation 
between acoustic models, language-HMM, and the trellis which is searched, and also 
shows intermediate level graphs which are used implicitly in the composition of the 
language-HMM. 
 
Figure 3.12: (a) Language graph for a simple language with a two word 
 vocabulary. (b) Language phonetic graph derived from (a). (c) Language-
 phonetic-acoustic graph derived from (b). (d)Trellis formed as the cross-product 
 of (c) and a linear graph of observation vectors. (Lamere 2003) 
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For a connected word recognition task that use N-gram and word HMMs. The 
Language HMM network can be built by simply place all word models in parallel and 
represent the between word transition with LM values. Examples of connected word 
recognition network using unigram and bi-gram is illustrated in figure 3.12 and figure 
3.13 respectively. 
If the phoneme model and grammar are used, the network is built by first 
concatenating the phoneme model to form word model. Then represent the grammar 
with language model values. This is illustrated in figure 3.14. 
By placing all the knowledge in the data structure of HMMs, it is possible to 
perform a global search that take all the knowledge into account in every step. This 
integrated search is an important advantages that HMMs over bottom-up or top-down 
system. 
 
Figure 3.13: A HMM network for connected word recognition with unigram. 
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W3 HMM 
Wn HMM 
● 
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Figure 3.14 A HMM network for connected word recognition with bi-gram. 
 
Figure 3.15: A HMM network for continuous digit recognition with unigram. 
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3.4.7.5 The Training Algorithms for HMM’s 
HMM modeling is provided a relatively easy and efficient training algorithm 
given a set of training data (one or more sequences of observations). These training 
algorithms are based on different parameter-estimation criterions. The ease of HMM 
training also extends to the choice of observation distributions. It is known (Juang 1985; 
Juang and Rabiner 1985; Liporace 1982) that these algorithms can accommodate 
observation densities that are (a) strictly log-concave densities, (b) elliptically symmetric 
densities, (c) mixtures of distributions of the preceding two categories, and (d) discrete 
distributions. These choices of observation distribution in each state of the model allow 
accurate modeling of virtually unlimited types of data. 
This section discusses two well-known training algorithms: Baum-Welch 
training algorithm and Viterbi training algorithm. Both training algorithm can be applied 
to DHMM and CDHMM. 
Baum-Welch Training 
Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm is based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 
criterion. It involves maximization of )|( λOP over λ to find optimal model to fit the 
observation sequences O. The BW algorithm discussed in 3.45 in solving second HMM 
problem assumes DHMM. This discussion of BW training algorithm in this section 
assumes CDHMM with Gaussian mixture density. 
The CDHMM training based on BW algorithm (Rabiner 1989) is shown in 
Figure 3.16. Firstly assume a set of training set of K utterances (spoken by 1 or multiple 
speakers) is used to estimate the parameters of single CDHMM where each kth utterance 
kX  is represented by a sequences of continuous observation vectors ( kTkk kxxx Λ21 , ).The 
initial model estimate can be chosen randomly or based on prior knowledge (available 
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model trained from other set of speakers or uniform segmentation into states). Good 
initial estimates of parameters of pdf are essential for rapid and proper convergence of 
the re-estimation formulas. In this thesis, uniform segmentation is used to segment each 
training utterances uniformly into N segments with each segment jS , correspond to each 
HMM state, j, then vectors of jth segment for all training utterance are grouped into 
cluster, jC  (using K-mean clustering). Finally each jC is used to estimate initial jb . The 
mean vector, covariance matrix, and mixture weight for each mixture component is 
estimated using simple average. 
 
Figure 3.16: CDHMM training with BW algorithm. 
The second step is, for each training utterance, compute )(iktα and )(iktβ  using 
forward backward algorithm recursively using equations (3.38-3.39) and (3.42-3.43) 
respectively. The output probability distribution is calculated using continuous pdf )(xb  
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instead of discrete probability distribution )( kOb . The forward variables )(iktα for 
utterance k, which is defined as )|,,()( 21 λα itktkkkt sqxxxPi == Λ  is the probability of 
the partial observation sequence (until time t) and state is  at time t, given the model λ . 
The backward variable for utterance k, )(iktβ  which is defined as 
)|,,()( 21 λβ itkTktktkt sqxxxPi == ++ Λ  is the probability of partial observation sequence 
1+tx  to the end Tx  and state is  at time t, given λ . 
Following step is to calculate the a posteriori probabilities of states γ  and state 
transitions ξ  using α and β values. The ),( jiktξ , probability of being in state is at time t, 
and state js at time t, given kX and λ  is expressed as, 
∑
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which is identical to equation 3.45. The )(iktγ , probability of being in state is at time t, 
given kX and λ  is expressed in terms of α and β  values as, 
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,which can also be computed using (3.46). The ),( mjktγ , probability of being in state j at 
time t with m-th mixture component given kX is expressed as, 
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Then, the model parameters for transition probability, ija , and coefficients of the 
mixture density i.e. jmc , jmµ , jmU  are re-estimated with the computed gammas and zeta 
terms as following, 
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The re-estimation formula for jmc  is the ratio between the expected number of times the 
system is in state j using the mth mixture component, and the expected number of times 
the system is in state j. Similarly, the re-estimation formula for the mean vector 
jmµ weights each numerator term of (3.71) by the observation, thereby giving the 
expected value of the portion of the observation vector accounted for by the mth mixture 
component. A similar interpretation can be given for the re-estimation term for the 
covariance matrix jmU . 
Finally, an updated model λ is obtained. If the likelihood of the training set has 
not converged, the old model is replaced by new model λ and overall training is 
repeated. 
Viterbi Training 
 If the state-optimized (or decoded) likelihood )|,( λqXP  is chosen as the 
optimization criterion, where q is the optimum state sequences, the Viterbi training 
algorithm is used. The segmental k-mean training algorithm (Juang and Rabiner 1990; 
Rabiner et al. 1985, Rabiner, Wilpon, and Juang 1986a; Juang et al. 1985) is a version of 
Viterbi training. This algorithm involve two optimization steps–namely, the 
segmentation step (using Viterbi algorithm) and the optimization step (Juang & Rabiner 
1991). The segmentation step finds an optimum state sequence q based on current 
model. Then given q and X, the optimization step finds new model λ ; that is, 
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The above equation consisted of two terms that can separately optimized since 
),|(log λqXP  is a function of only B, the family of (intrastate) observation distribution 
and )|(log λqP a function of only A, transition probability. This separate optimization is 
the main distinction between the BW and the Viterbi algorithm. 
 The HMM training based on Viterbi training as shown in Figure 3.17. 
 
Figure 3.17: HMM training with Viterbi algorithm. 
 
The following discussion of Viterbi training algorithm assumes CDHMM architecture. 
Firstly the model parameters are initialized, as discussed previously. Following 
procedure is to segment each training observation sequence corresponding to states 
based on the current model λ . This segmentation is achieved by using state alignment 
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procedure, finding the optimum state sequence q , via Viterbi algorithm, and then 
backtracking state sequence along the optimum path. Each observation sequence is 
segmented into N segment with each segment jS , correspond to each HMM state, j. The 
result is, for each of the N states, a set of the observations that occur within each state. 
 Next is the optimization step. The optimization of ),|( λqXP involve just the re-
estimation of B parameters. Firstly within each state, a further alignment of observations 
to mixture components is made. This can be accomplished using two methods: 
(1) Use clustering procedure (e.g. segmental K-means which involves using 
Euclidean distortion measures and VQ design algorithm-LBG algorithm) to 
cluster the observation vectors within each state jS  into a set of M clusters, 
where each observation tx  is allocated to one of M cluster. Each cluster 
represents one of the M mixtures of the )(xb j  density.  
(2) Associate each observation vectors with the mixture component with the highest 
likelihood. 
In either case, the net result is that every observation is associated with a single unique 
mixture component. The later method is used in this work and K-Mean clustering is used 
in uniform segmentation stage. 
From the clustering, an updated set of model parameters is derived as follow: 
 jmc = number of vectors classified in cluster m of state j divided by number of 
          vectors in state j. 
 jmµ = sample mean of vectors classified in cluster m of state j. 
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jmU = sample covariance matrix of the vectors classified in cluster m of state j. 
,which in the mathematical form, derived as follows: 
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,where the indicator function ),( mjktψ  is 1 if ktx  is associated with mixture component 
m of state j and zero otherwise. 
The optimization of )|(log λqP involves just the re-estimation of A. 
The ija obtained by counting the number of transitions from state i to j and dividing it by 
the number of transitions from state i to any state (including itself). 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON ISOLATED WORD 
RECOGNITION 
4.1 Introduction 
The HMM has been successfully applied in isolated word recognition systems. 
Different types of HMMs were used such as DHMM (Rabiner et al.1983; Levinson et al. 
1983), CDHMM (Rabiner et al.1985, Juang et al. 1985). The whole word modeling was 
used in these systems. The whole word DHMM was also used in Malay isolated word 
recognition system (Lim 2000; Hong 2004). Interested readers for the detailed 
architecture of whole-word based HMM isolated word ASR are directed to (Young et al. 
2002; Rabiner & Juang 1993). This chapter aims on developing CDHMM based Malay 
isolated word ASR. 
Section 4.2 describes the architecture of the isolated word recognition system, 
developed in this thesis. The training and recognition procedure used in the system are 
presented. In section 4.3 the system performance is evaluated in speaker-dependent 
Malay isolated digit recognition task. The database used to access the evaluation is 
described. Experimental result for comparison of DHMM and CDHMM trained with 
different training algorithms is presented and discussed. Comparison with other systems 
are also made. 
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4.2 Isolated Word Recognition System 
The following section described in details, the training and recognition module 
of the connected word recognition system developed in this thesis. 
4.2.1 Training 
HMM training for isolated words can be implemented directly using the Baum-
Welch and Viterbi/segmental k-mean algorithm discussed in section 3.4.7.5. First, 
collect many training examples of each word in the vocabulary, then for each word, train 
an HMM from all the corresponding examples by using the re-estimation algorithms. If 
sub-word units are used, these sub-word units can be first concatenated into a new model. 
These concatenated word-models can be trained in the same manner as word models.  
In this work, both Baum-Welch and Viterbi/segmental k-mean algorithm were 
used to train the whole-word CDHMM model. 5 states left-to-right whole word model 
without skips was used. Besides, a combination of Baum-Welch and Viterbi/segmental 
k-mean algorithm (segmental k-mean for bootstrapping the model) is proposed as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1.  
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Figure 4.1: Combination of BW and Segmental K-means training algorithm. 
4.2.2 Recognition 
For recognition, either the forward algorithm or the Viterbi algorithm can be 
used to score an unknown input word against each of the word models. If no language 
model is used, the word model with the highest probability can be chosen as the 
recognized word. If sub-word units are used, then they would be concatenated into 
words first.  
Once the CDHMMs have been trained on each vocabulary word, the recognition 
strategy is straightforward. The unknown speech signal to be recognized is first analyzed 
using MFCC feature extraction to generate a sequence of observation feature vectors X. 
Then, for each vocabulary word model, the optimum state sequence is found via the 
Viterbi algorithm and the log likelihood score for the optimal path is computed. The 
decision rule assigns the unknown word to the vocabulary word whose model has the 
highest likelihood score. 
Model Initialization 
Viterbi Segmentation 
& segmental K-mean 
re-estimation. 
BW Model 
reestimation 
HMM 
models Model 
converge? 
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4.3 System Evaluation 
4.3.1 Task and Database 
The developed isolated word recognition system is evaluated on the task of 
speaker-dependent Malay isolated digit recognition. A training set consisting of 130 
occurrences of each Malay digit, 0-9 by 26 speakers (i.e, 5 occurrences of each digit per 
speaker) was used. For testing, separate set of 130 occurrences of each digit by the same 
26 speakers used. 
4.3.2 Comparison of DHMM and CDHMM 
Experiment has been carried out for speaker independent isolated Malay digit 
recognition to investigate the difference between the DHMM and CDHMM recognizers 
in the Malay digit domain. Different algorithms were used in training the CDHMM to 
see its effect on recognition performance (recognition rate). 12 order MFCC was used 
for feature extraction throughout. The pdf of CDHMM used was a mixture of 4 Gaussian 
densities. The four isolated word recognizers to be evaluated are shown in Table 4.1: 
Table 4.1: DHMM and CDHMM recognizers with different training algorithms. 
Recognizers Specification 
VQ/DHMM/BW 
DHMM recognizer with VQ (128 order codebook) and BW 
training algorithm. 
CDHMM/BW CDHMM recognizer with BW training algorithm. 
CDHMM/VB CDHMM recognizer with Viterbi training algorithm 
CDHMM/VB+BW 
CDHMM recognizer with combination of Viterbi & BW training 
algorithm 
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4.3.2.1 Result & Discussion 
The recognition tests results are given in Table 4.2. The result shows that the 
recognition accuracy of the CDHMM recognizers with different training algorithm is 
better than the DHMM recognizer. This is because the DHMM models speech signals 
that has been vector quantized which cause loss of information in the subsequent 
modeling. While CDHMM directly model the continuous acoustic space without VQ, 
this maintains the information to be modeled.  
Table 4.2: Comparison of DHMM and CDHMM recognizers with different 
 training algorithm. 
Type of recognizer Word accuracy (%) 
VQ/DHMM/BW 96.62 
CDHMM/BW 99.00 
CDHMM/VB 98.85 
CDHMM/VB+BW 98.69 
 
On the order hand, the result shows that not much improvement in recognition 
accuracy for CDHMM compared to DHMM recognizer. It may be due the ability of 
discrete model to approximate any density function. The discrete model is considerably 
sufficient to model the small acoustic variability in speaker dependent recognition in this 
study. Beside that, the considerably sufficient training token for each digit also assure 
the accurate and reliable estimate for discrete model. We expect in speaker independent 
recognition which impose large acoustic variability due to different speakers as well as 
in the condition where training data is limited, the recognition accuracy improvement for 
CDHMM recognizer compared to its DHMM counterpart will be greater. 
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While the recognition accuracy of CDHMM recognizers with different training 
algorithm is comparable, this implies that both BW and VB result in well behaved 
solutions.  But the CDHMM trained with BW algorithm yield slightly better recognition 
rate than CDHMM trained with Viterbi algorithm. This may be due to the simple 
average estimation of mean and covariance. But the Viterbi algorithm consumes less 
computational time and reduces numerical complexity compared to BW algorithm.  The 
recognition rate of CDHMM recognizer trained with combination of VB and BW is the 
intermediate between CDHMM recognizer trained with BW and VB. This implies that 
combination of VB and BW yields no better performance than the single BW algorithm. 
4.3.3 Comparison with Other Systems 
Table 4.3 summarizes the other similiar isolated word recognition systems and 
the system developed by the author in term of task, feature, technique, and perforamcne. 
Comparisons between these systems are made. The CDHMM isolated word system 
developed in study is comparable to the system by Juang (Juang et al. 1985), with 
slightly higher recognition accuracy than the later. This is may be due to the smaller 
number of speaker used in this study, 26 speakers, compared to 100 speakers in (Juang 
et al. 1985). The occurences of training tokens of each digit by each speaker in this 
study are also relatively low. The using of two models per digit in (Juang et al. 1985) 
compensates the recognition accuracy for the large speakers set task. The DHMM 
system in this study is also comparable to similar in (Levinson et al. 1983). 
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Table 4.3: Comparisons between the isolated word system in this thesis and other 
 similar systems. 
Research Database Task Vocab. Feature Modeling technique Performance 
 
5 state whole word 
CDHMM with 4 
mixture Gaussian 
densities. 
 
1 models per word. 
 
Segmental k-mean 
parameter re-
estimation. 
 
 
98.85% word 
accuracy 
 
Thesis 
Author 
2006 
 
26 speakers 
with 10 
replication of 
each digit by each 
speaker (5 
replication for 
training, another 
5for testing) 
 
 
SD 
 
Isolated 
words 
 
Malay 
digits 0-
9 
 
12th 
MFCCs 
 
5 state whole word 
DHMM with 128 
codebook entries. 
 
1 models per word. 
 
Baum-Welch 
parameter re-
estimation. 
 
 
96.62% word 
accuracy 
 
Juang 1985 
 
100 speakers 
with 2 replication 
of each digit by 
each speaker (1 
replication for 
training, another 1 
for testing) 
 
 
SD 
 
Isolated 
words 
 
English 
digits 0-
9 
 
8th order 
LPCCs 
 
5 state whole word 
CDHMM with 5 
mixture Gaussian 
densities. 
 
2 models per word. 
 
Segmental k-mean 
parameter re-
estimation. 
 
 
97.5% word 
accuracy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Levinson 
1983 
 
100 speakers 
with 2 replication 
of each digit by 
each speaker (1 
replication for 
training, another 1 
for testing) 
 
SD 
 
Isolated 
words 
 
English 
digits 0-
9 
 
LPC 
 
5 state whole word 
DHMM with 64 
codebook entries. 
 
1 models per word. 
 
Baum-Welch 
parameter re-
estimation. 
 
96.3% word 
accuracy 
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4.4 Summary 
In the domain of speaker-dependent Malay isolated digit recognition, the result 
shows that the recognition accuracy of the CDHMM is measurably higher than that of 
the DHMM, with the best recognition accuracy of 99% for CDHMM/BW. This supports 
that the CDHMM which directly model the continuous acoustic space is able to 
eliminate the quantization problem of DHMM and thus increase the recognition 
accuracy. The BW and VB algorithm of CDHMM training both performed comparably 
well but the latter less computational time and reduce numerical difficulty. Comparison 
is made between the results of this thesis with those by other similar system. The 
comparison is made on platform of similar tasks (SD & isolated digit) and modeling 
techniques (CDHMM & DHMM) but different database, recording codition and 
language. By leveling the comparison, the results in this work are at some logical extent 
comparable to other similar systems. Future work will extend the application of 
CDHMM in speaker independent Malay word recognition and continuous Malay digit 
recognition. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON CONNECTED WORDS 
RECOGNITION 
5.1 Introduction 
The sub-word unit HMMs was used successfully in large vocabulary continuous 
speech recognition systems (Lee 1988; Young et al. 2002; Gauvian et al. 1999). The 
whole word modeling was implemented in small vocabulary connected word recognition 
(Rabiner et al. 1989; Rabiner et al. 1986a; Rabiner et al. 1986b). This chapter is 
concerned with developing whole-word based CDHMM connected word recognition 
system for Malay connected digit recognition task. 
Section 5.2 describes the architecture of the connected word recognition system, 
which is designed and implemented by the author in order to achieve one of the sub-
objectives of this thesis. The system components such as acoustic model, training 
procedure, language model, language HMM construction and recognition, are presented. 
In section 5.3 the system performance is evaluated in speaker-dependent Malay 
connected digit recognition task. The database used to access the evaluation is described. 
The performance of the two training procedures applied in the system is compared and 
discussion is made. Comparisons with other systems are also made. 
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5.2 Connected Words Recognition System 
The following section described the details for each element of the connected 
word recognition system developed in this thesis. 
5.2.1 Acoustic Model 
The whole-word model is used for the connected word recognition. The model 
topology is a 5 states left-to-right model without skipped states. The CDHMM with 
mixture of Gaussian densities is used. The MFCC feature extraction is used as acoustic 
front end. 
5.2.2 Training 
In general, the HMMs of continuous speech whole word based systems are built 
using isolated-unit training. The following discussion focuses on whole-word based 
isolated-unit training procedure, in which labeled and segmented training set of 
connected word sequences is required to fulfill training. 
The major problem is the lack of an exact (precise) correspondence between 
speech segments and the spoken words they correspond to. To deal with this problem, 
two method of training procedure are applied: 1) manual segmentation and 2) Segmental 
K-mean algorithm proposed by L. Rabiner (Rabiner et al. 1986a; Rabiner et al. 1986b). 
The first method is manually segmenting and labeling each spoken training utterance 
into the individually spoken words of each string before used for building the word 
models. However, this process is a tedious one that is well known to be error prone 
because of inconsistencies in determination of the exact boundaries between adjacent 
words in the string. The segmental K-mean procedure is able to provide a fully 
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automatic procedure for both segmentation of a connected word string into individual 
words, and model training from the segmented strings. Besides, this algorithm can 
converge at the more optimum string segmentation than the manual segmentation, and 
thus generate more reliable and robust model. 
Segmental K-mean Training Procedure 
The segmental k-mean procedure is essentially a k-means loop in which a set of 
known word strings (transcription is provided) is segmented into individual words based 
on the initial set of models, the segmented words are then used to update the models, 
which are then used in the segmental loop to give an updated set of word tokens from 
the labeled training set. This procedure is iterated until a stable set of whole word 
models is obtained. 
This thesis applies the segmental k-mean algorithm, proposed by L. Rabiner, for 
CDHMM model training and incorporates some modification to the algorithm. Instead 
of using level building method for word segmentation, Viterbi alignment is used. 
 Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of the segmental-k means training procedure. 
The following discussion of the segmental k-mean training algorithm assume the 
vocabulary of interest is the set of ten digits (V=10), and that the training strings are a 
large set of random size, random digit strings (of length from 1-7 digits). A reasonable 
sized training set is required to insure that a sufficient number of occurrences of each 
digit occur within the training set. Type of targeted trained models assumes CDHMM. 
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 Figure 5.1: The Segmental K-Mean training algorithm for connected word 
 strings. 
 The first step is the segmentation of the continuous training sentences 
(continuous digit strings) into individual tokens. Given the initial word HMM, the 
training files and the training files transcription, any of the connected word recognition 
procedures is used to segment each training string into individual digit tokens. This is 
accomplished by using Viterbi word segmentation algorithm. The word segmentation is 
a constrained form of recognition, given training file transcriptions and the trained 
HMMs, merely the word boundaries are founded. This is done by first concatenating the 
individual word HMMs into sentences HMM based on the transcription file, and then 
Viterbi forced aligning the sentence HMM with the training feature file to obtain the 
optimum state sequences from the alignment path. The digit boundaries are located 
based on the state sequences. The digit tokens then are stored in appropriate files 
according to the identity of the digits. For example, the digit string /4646934/ would be 
segmented into the 7 individual digits, resulting in 3 occurrences of the digit /4/, 2 
occurrences of the digit /6/, and 1 occurrence of the digit /3/ and /9/. For each digit, its 
feature vector pattern is stored in the corresponding word files. 
Word 1 
Tokens 
Word 2 
Tokens 
Word V 
Tokens 
Word model 
Building 
Algorithm 
 
Convergence 
Test 
Testing 
Files 
Viterbi 
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 The second step is that the segmented words tokens in each files are used to 
rebuild all the corresponding word HMMs using typical word pattern building algorithm. 
The algorithm is a parameter re-estimation procedure, which choose the HMM 
parameters to maximize the probability of occurrence of the word tokens to be modeled. 
The previously discussed Baum-Welch and Viterbi/segmental k mean training algorithm 
(refer to section 3.4.7.5) can be used as word pattern building algorithm. The 
Viterbi/segmental k mean algorithm is used in this thesis. The algorithm is first 
segmenting each file of word tokens (e.g. the file for all the /1/s in the training set) into 
states using Viterbi segmentation, then the observation vectors corresponding to the 
same state are used to re-estimate the parameters of the mixture density (mixture weights, 
mean, and covariances). In this work, within each state, the observation vectors are 
associated with the mixture component with the highest likelihood. From the associated 
cluster, an updated set of model parameters is derived from the formulas 3.75-3.77. The 
result of this procedure is an updated set of word models. 
 The final step of the training loop is test for convergence, which is made, either 
based on a set of testing files or based on the likelihood scores of the training set files. If 
the convergence test show continuing improvement in performance, the procedure is 
iterated; otherwise the procedure is terminated and the updated set of models is the final 
set of models. The training procedure forms a closed loop in that each iteration 
improving the objective function e.g. the model likelihood. 
 The segmental k-mean training procedure can also be extended in training the 
sub-word model for continuous speech task (Rabiner & Juang 1993). 
5.2.3 Language HMM Construction 
All the knowledge sources e.g. acoustic models, language model, and 
pronunciation dictionary are combined to form an enormous language HMM network 
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which will be used in decoding (refer to section 3.4.7.4). In developing the connected 
word recognition system in this thesis, CDHMM whole word modeling was used, thus 
no pronunciation dictionary of sub-word unit was needed. The language models used 
were unigram and bi-gram model (refer to section 3.2.3). The manual-estimated bi-gram 
language model is used, instead of estimating from a large speech corpus. The manual 
estimated LM values were reasonable for small vocabulary sized and well-structured 
phrases such as Malay connected digits. The unigram was calculated from the corpus.  
All of this knowledge was integrated in the language-HMM, which is then used by the 
search module to decide the allowed path-extensions in the trellis (cross product of a 
language-HMM and time) which is searched.  
5.2.4 Recognition 
After the language HMM has been constructed it will be used in recognition – 
searching for the most likely sequences of words given the unknown input speech and 
model. A one pass Viterbi full search (refer to section 2.4.5.2) is used for decoding. The 
Viterbi search is a time synchronous search algorithm that completely process time t 
before going on to time t+1. For time t, each state is updated by the best score from 
states at time t-1. From this, the most probable state sequences can be recovered at the 
end of the search. A full Viterbi search is used for its efficiency for moderate tasks such 
as digit recognition.  
The one pass algorithm had been designed for small vocabulary recognition tasks 
like digit string recognition. The basic idea behind the algorithm is to map each acoustic 
vector of unknown speech observed at time t to an (state, word) index pair. This 
mapping can be viewed as the alignment path, which is a sequence of (state, word) index 
pairs (stretching notation) (Ney & Ortmanns 1999): 
  ),(),.....,,(),.....,,( 11 TTtt wswsws         (5.1) 
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The Figure 5.2 illustrates the alignment between an unknown observation pattern 
with the word HMM states, from which the words sequence is decoded. 
 
Figure 5.2: The HMM based one pass connected words recognition. The 
 recognized words sequence is W1, W4, W3, and W2. 
Provided the trellis form by the language HMM network and observation 
sequences, the Viterbi search will compute the probabilities (stretching notation) in a 
O1 OT O2 O3 Ot 
W4 
W3 
W2 
W1 
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left-right fashion over observation time t and to carry out the optimization over the 
unknown word sequence at the same time. The unknown word sequence and the state 
sequence will be decoded at the same time.  
In this work, the Viterbi algorithm described previously was used directly to 
perform decoding search through the language HMM network which is an enormous 
HMM of transitions N*M (N is number of states and M is vocabulary size), with 
language model incorporated in the transition between word models. This network 
consumes abundant memory for large vocabulary recognition system but still acceptable 
for small vocabulary system such as Malay digit. 
5.3 System Evaluation 
5.3.1 Task and Database 
The developed connected word recognition system is evaluated on the task of 
speaker-dependent Malay connected digit recognition. The database consists of 9 
speakers with each speaker recorded 26 2-digit strings and 12 3-digit strings for training. 
The test set consists of 16 2-digit strings and 13 3-digit strings which were separately 
recorded. The vocabulary covered Malay digits ‘SATU’, ‘DUA’, ‘TIGA’, ‘EMPAT’, 
‘LIMA’, ‘ENAM’, ‘TUJUH’, ‘LAPAN’, ‘SEMBILAN’, ’BELAS’ and ‘PULUH’. 
5.3.2 Comparison of Segmental K-mean and Manual Segmentation Algorithm 
Experiments have been carried out for speaker dependent connected Malay digit 
recognition to investigate the effect of the two connected word training strategies on the 
recognition accuracy. The number of Gaussian mixture components was set to 4. 15 
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order MFCC was used for feature extraction. The experimental condition of the two 
training procedure is setup as the following: 
 Manual Segmentation. The training files of digit string are hand segmented into 
isolated digit tokens. The collection of tokens for each digit was used to build up the 
corresponding word CDHMM by running 10 iteration of Viterbi training algorithm. 
 Segmental K-Mean Algorithm. Using the model built from the hand segmentation 
as initialization, one iteration of segmental K-mean algorithm was performed where the 
training files of digit string undergoing refined segmentation by using Viterbi 
segmentation. The re-segmented digit tokens were used to update the set of word HMMs 
using word pattern building algorithm (5 iteration of Viterbi training algorithm). 
 The evaluation condition is given by word recognition accuracy computed by 
 
gthCorrectlen
InsDelsSubsgthCorrectlen
cyWordAccura −−−×=100    (5.2) 
,where Ins = Number of inserted symbols, Dels = Numbers of omitted symbols, Subs = 
Number of replaced symbols, Correct length = Number of symbol of the solution. 
Two tests were conducted: 1) Single Speaker (SS) test and 2) Multi Speaker (MS) 
test. 
5.3.2.1 Results for SS Test 
In SS test, the set of digit models were built separately for each speaker from 
their own training set and evaluation was done on the test set of each speaker. The bi-
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gram model is used in SS test. The recognition result for the SS test is given by the 
Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Word accuracy for SS test. 
Speaker Manual segmentation Segmental k-mean 
Speaker 1 69.01% 78.87% 
Speaker 2 81.69% 85.92% 
Speaker 3 54.93% 56.34% 
Speaker 4 88.73% 88.73% 
Speaker 5 84.51% 87.32% 
Speaker 6 63.38% 56.34% 
Speaker 7 63.38% 71.83% 
Speaker 8 70.42% 88.73% 
Speaker 9 85.92% 84.51% 
Average Acc 73.55% 77.62% 
 
The SS test result shows that the average word recognition accuracy of using 
segmental K-mean training procedure is better than the manual segmentation with 
improvement of 5.24%. The speaker 8 gives the best improvement of 20.64%. When 
using segmental K-mean training, most of the speaker achieves high accuracy above 
80% (Speaker 2, 4, 5, 8, 9) with highest accuracy 88.73%. Speaker 3, 6, 7 achieve low 
accuracy for both training method and this affect the overall accuracy. This low 
accuracy is due to the large variability in the co-articulatory effect and speaker rate of 
the speech patterns by these speakers. The great acoustic variation and the fuzziness of 
the digit boundary cause the degradation of accuracy for speaker 6 and 9, which indicate 
the human judgment method (manual segmentation) are more precise in predicting and 
locating the boundary. 
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5.3.2.2 Results for MS Test 
 In MS test, a set of digit models was built from all the training set for all 
speakers and evaluation was done on the test set of all speakers. Additional test was 
made to compare the recognition accuracy of using unigram model and bi-gram model. 
The recognition result for the MS test is given by the Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2: Performance comparison of segmental k-mean and manual 
 segmentation algorithm for different language models in MS test. 
Training Method Manual segmentation Segmental k-Mean 
Unigram 67.29% 69.95% 
Bi-gram 69.64% 70.89% 
 
The MS test result also shows the consistent result with the SS test that the word 
recognition accuracy of using segmental K-mean training procedure is better than the 
manual segmentation. This is because the segmental K-mean provides refined 
segmentation to locate more precisely the digit boundaries, thus the more accurate 
acoustic models can be built from the more precisely segmented tokens. For both 
training method, the use of bi-gram model provide better recognition accuracy than the 
unigram model. 
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5.3.3 Comparison with Other System 
Table 5.3 summarizes the other similiar CDHMM based connected word 
recognition systems and the system developed by the author in term of task, feature, 
technique, and perforamcne. Comparisons between these systems are made. 
The overall recognition accuracy of the Malay connected digit recognition in this 
thesis is relatively low compared to profound English digit recognizers. It is because of 
insufficiency of training data to be used in building the word models. In order to train 
word models adequately, considerable training data are needed. Increasing of training 
data will increase the recognition accuracy. The studies in (Rabiner et al. 1986b; Rabiner 
et al. 1989) used hundreds of digit strings (1-7 digits) each speaker for training each 
model, while merely 26 digit strings (2-3 digits) were available in these study. The  
Table 5.3: Comparisons between the connected word system in this thesis and 
 other similar systems. 
Research Database Task  & 
Vocab. 
Feature Modeling 
technique 
Additional 
feature 
Performance 
 
Rabiner 
1986b 
 
4 speakers each 
recorded 1050 
randomly 
generated digit 
strings of random 
length (1 to 7 
digits). 
 
first 525 strings 
for training, 
second 525 
strings for testing. 
 
approximate 210 
training 
occurrences for 
each digit  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SD, 
Multi 
speaker 
 
Connected 
words  
 
English 
digits 0-9 
 
8th order 
LPCCs 
 
5 state whole word 
CDHMM with 5 
mixture Gaussian 
densities. 
 
Segmental K-mean 
training procedure 
with level building 
word 
segmentation. 
 
level building 
model matching as 
recognizer. 
 
Post 
processing 
using state 
duration 
probabilities 
 
97.8%  
strings 
accuracy. 
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Rabiner 
1989 
 
50 speakers each 
recorded 1200 
randomly 
generated digit 
strings of length 
(1 to 7 digits). 
 
21% strings were 
discarded. 
 
1/4 of remaining 
data was used for 
training. 
 
SD, Multi 
speaker 
 
Connected 
words  
 
English 
digits 0-9 
 
12th 
weighted 
cepstrums 
with 
12th 
weighted 
delta 
cepstrums 
 
10 state whole 
word CDHMM 
with 9 mixture 
Gaussian densities. 
 
Segmental K-mean 
training procedure 
with level building 
word 
segmentation. 
 
level building 
model matching as 
recognizer. 
 
Use of state 
duration 
density and 
variance & 
average of 
overall word 
duration at 
post 
processing. 
 
Incorporate of 
energy 
probability at 
model 
matching. 
 
94.39% 
strings 
accuracy. 
 
Thesis 
Author 
2006 
 
9 speakers each 
recorded 26 2-
digit strings and 
12 3-digit strings 
for training.  
 
16 2-digit strings 
and 13 3-digit 
strings, separately 
recorded, for 
testing. 
 
approximate 70 
training tokens 
for each digit. 
 
 
SD, Multi 
speaker 
 
Connected 
words  
 
Malay 
digits 1-9, 
‘BELAS’ 
& 
‘PULUH’ 
 
15th  
MFCCs 
 
5 state whole word 
CDHMM with 4 
mixture Gaussian 
densities. 
 
Segmental K-mean 
training procedure 
with Viterbi word 
segmentation. 
 
One pass Viterbi 
algorithm for 
recognition. 
 
incorporate 
manually 
estimated bi-
gram values. 
 
70.89%  
word 
accuracy. 
 
traning occurances for each digit in this study are relatively low compared to previous 
metioned studies. The limited traning data seriously affected the performance of author’s 
system. 
Secondly is that the number of model states and mixture components used in this 
paper are relatively low compared with more accurate connected digit recognizer (that 
use model states of 10 and mixture components of as many as 9 for each speaker-
dependent model (Rabiner et al. 1989)). 
Thirdly, the incorporation of state and word duration modeling in post processing 
also greatly improved the performance of the other systems. Fourthly, insertion of the 
silence between digits in the training files in this work also affects the consistencies of 
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the HMM model because the silence signals exist at the start and end of some training 
tokens. 
Besides, there are many other factors that contribute to the accuracy of speech 
recognizers- speech quality, speaker quality, language used, etc. Thus, these 
comparisons should not be constructed as definitive statements about the superiority of 
some systems over others. 
5.4 Summary 
In this thesis, a speaker independent small vocabulary connected word 
recognition system has been described n the Malay continuous digit domain. Continuous 
density hidden Markov model (CDHMM) is used for acoustic modeling. Word model 
was used for its ability to capture within-word contextual effects. Isolated unit training 
was used for saving training time and yields reasonable accuracy for connected word 
training. Manual estimated of unigram and bi-gram language model was used for its 
suitability to define the form of well structured sentences such as Malay digit vocabulary.  
 The system was tested in two modes, namely Single Speaker test (SS) and Multi 
Speaker test (MS), and capable to achieve reasonable average word accuracy around 
70%. Besides, the word accuracy achieved from using segmental K-mean algorithm is 
shown to be higher than manual segmentation for both SS and MS test. In MS test with 
segmental K-mean training, the bi-gram model is shown to give higher word accuracy 
than unigram model, which are 70.89% and 69.95% respectively. Future work will 
improve the system by enlarging the training database, increase the number of model 
state and mixture components, use of additional feature (such as energy and delta feature 
set) and incorporation of word duration modeling. 
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CHAPTER 6 
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION ON PHONETIC CLASSIFICATION AND 
SEGMENTATION 
6.1 Introduction 
In order to build a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system, it is 
necessary to model sub-word units. Whole-word modeling is not suitable for large 
vocabulary because of limited training set and storage. Word models will be formed 
from the concatenation of sub-word units. Many successful sub-word units based large 
vocabulary continuous speech recognition systems have emerged. These system are 
mainly applied for English speech recognition and limited research in Malay speech 
domain. This chapter initiates investigation of the use of sub-word units in medium 
vocabulary Malay continuous speech recognition. The investigations were scoped to the 
phonetic classification and segmentation tasks of Malay continuous speech. 
Good phonetic decoding leads to good word decoding, and the ability to 
recognize the Malay phonemes accurately will undoubtedly provide the basis for an 
accurate word recognizer (Lee & Hon 1989). Good phonetic decoding relies on adequate 
acoustic modeling of a chosen set of sub-word units. Phonetic classification and 
segmentation is a constrained from of phoneme recognition. Experimenting on phonetic 
classification and segmentation will provide basis in developing a large vocabulary 
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Malay continuous speech recognition system. In this thesis, phoneme units are used. The 
CDHMM is used for the context-independent phoneme modeling. 
Section 6.2 describes the proposed CDHMM phone modeling. Section 6.3 
presents the list of Malay phone set, which is selected to model. Section 6.4 describes 
the architecture of the HMM based classifier. Following section presents a series of 
experiments to evaluate the developed HMM based phonetic classifier on medium 
vocabulary Malay continuous speech database. Section 6.6 discusses techniques on 
phonetic segmentation. Then the architecture of the automatic phonetic segmentation 
system developed in this thesis will be described. The following section presents and 
discusses performance result of the developed system evaluated on a Malay continuous 
speech database. Comparisons are made between the results of Malay phonetic 
segmentation in this study with other similar studies. 
6.2 CDHMM Phone Modeling 
Phoneme is chosen as the sub-word unit to model in our study. It is because the 
number of such units is low enough to obtain a high score of occurrences in the training 
set. Thus the corresponding model will be well trained. The small set of phone models 
also save computational time and storage. 
3 state left-to-right CDHMM (without skips) with Gaussian mixture density was 
used to represent a phoneme. The reason for using 3 states is to incorporate 
coarticulatory effects implicitly into the model. The first and third state are assumed to 
account for coarticulary effects due to the neighboring phonemes, whereas the second 
state stands for the middle part of the phoneme which is less affected by phonetic 
context. The essential advantage of the mixture density is that several maxima in the 
density function can be modeled, which may correspond to different acoustic 
realizations of the same phoneme due to coarticulary effects (Ney & Noll 1988). 
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Baum-Welch and Segmental k-mean re-estimation formula can be used for 
model parameter re-estimation. The latter algorithm is used throughout the 
experimentation in this chapter. Isolated training strategy is used to train the phone 
models. 
6.3 Malay Phone Set 
Selection of adequate phone list to model is important for accurate phone 
modeling. In Malay language, there are 24 pure phonemes and about 6 borrowed 
phonemes, divided into 8 category (Nik et al. 1995; Abdullah 1980) as shown in Table 
6.1. Among the pure phonemes, there are 18 consonants and 6 vowels. The borrowed 
consonantal phonemes are /f, z, sy, kh, gh, v/. There are 5 diphthongs in Malay 
language:/ai/, /au/, /oi/, /ua/, /ia/. All the 35 phones above is selected to model and a 
garbage model for pausing /pau/. The Malay continuous speech databases used for the 
following experiments are characterized by this standard phone set. 
Table 6.1. List of Malay phones according to categories. 
Category Malay Phones 
Vowels /a/, /e/, /eh/, /i/, /o/, /u/ 
Plosives /b/, /d/, /g/, /p/, /t/, /k/ 
Affricates /j/, /c/ 
Fricatives /s/, /h/, /f/, /z/, /sy/, /kh/, /gh/, /v/. 
Nasal /m/, /n/, /ng/, /ny/ 
Trill /r/ 
Lateral /l/ 
Semi-vowel /w/, /y/ 
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6.4 Phoneme Classification 
Phoneme classification is a constrained form of phoneme recognition, where the 
speech is assumed being segmented into phonetic units and the goal is to find the most 
likely label for those segments. HMM method has been applied in several phoneme 
classification experiments (Merwe 1997; Antal 2004; Chengalvarayan & Deng 1998). 
6.4.1 HMM classifier 
The HMM phoneme classifier has the same architecture as the isolated word 
recognition system described previously where merely the word model is substituted by 
phone model. The phone classifier also uses the MAP decision rule for optimal 
classification. 
 )|(maxarg
1
XqPk k
Kk≤≤
∗
=        (6.1a) 
      )(
)()|(
maxarg
1 XP
qPqXP kk
Kk≤≤
=       (6.1b) 
 
,where )|( XqP k  is the a posteriori probability of class  (corresponding with phoneme k) 
given observation X. This rule chooses a specific class, kq , as the winning class for the 
classification of a given observation X if it has the highest a posteriori probability given 
the observation. The (6.1a) can be extended to (6.1b) using Bayes’s Rule. )|( kqXP  is 
the model likelihood. )( kqP  is the a priori probability of phoneme k. This is easily 
obtained by simply counting the number of occurrences of the different phonemes in the 
training data set. This is also called a unigram language model. The normalizing )(XP  is 
the same for all the classes and can thus be ignored. Figure 6.1 show the implementation 
of the MAP phoneme classifier. 
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 Figure 6.1: MAP phoneme classifier. (Merwe 1997). 
 
Language modeling is omitted in this work, thus the classifier is based on 
choosing the model with highest likelihood as the recognized phoneme. Once the 
phoneme HMMs have been trained on each phone, the unknown phone segment is 
evaluated, for each phone model, where the optimum state sequence is found via the 
Viterbi algorithm and the log likelihood score for the optimal path is computed. The 
unknown segment then classified to the phonetic class label whose model has the highest 
likelihood score. 
6.5 Phoneme Classification Experiment 
This section describes a series of classification experiments to evaluate the 
effectiveness of CDHMM in modeling Malay phone unit. The elements of the CDHMM 
based phoneme classification which are investigated by experimentation are as follows 
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• The effect on performance of using different feature set. 
• The effect on performance of using varying number of mixture components. 
• The relative performance of all-phone & intra-category phoneme 
classification. 
A detailed analysis of the most common classification error in all-phoneme classification 
is also presented. 
6.5.1 Database and Analysis Condition 
The database consists of 75 phonetically balanced Malay continuous speech 
sentences, uttered by a Malay female speaker. All the sentences have been hand labeled 
into individual phonemes according to the Malay phone set described above. 55 
utterances were used for training purpose for a total of 2286 phone tokens. 20 utterances 
were used for classification purpose for a total of 675 phone tokens. 
 Our front end computed MFCCs and energy value. We retained 12 MFCC 
coefficients and a normalized power value for each frame, along with their first and 
second order derivatives, which resulted in 39 features for a frame.  
A context independent CDHMM was trained for each 35 phones and /pau/. 
Phone /gh/ is excluded because of low training occurrences. 3 states CDHMM with 
Gaussian mixture densities were used. The models are trained on the hand-labeled phone 
tokens where the model parameters are re-estimated using 8 iterations of 
Viterbi/segmentation algorithm. The unknown segmented phone token is classified into 
most likely phone label using Viterbi algorithm. 
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6.5.2 Effect of Different Feature Set 
A series experiments were done using various combination of features to 
investigate its effect on classification accuracy. Short time energy coefficient was 
incorporated to cepstral coefficients because it contains valuable discriminative 
information among different phonemic characteristics. Vowels exhibit much larger 
energy values than fricatives, plosives and silence. Normalized energy was used to 
normalize speaker loudness variation. 
 In this study, feature vectors with each contains 12 MFCCs joined with a 
normalized energy, E, were used. This feature vectors is assumed uncorrelated with each 
others, thus, first and second order differences are added to take into account of the 
continuity of the spectral, resulting in improved accuracy. The use of differential 
parameter also takes into account the contextual variation by emphasizing stationary 
portion of phones (Lee & Hon 1989). This will compensate the inadequacy of context-
independent model in capturing contextual effects.  The classification result for 2 
Gaussian densities models is shown in Table 6.2 (Feature set symbols-refer to section 
3.3.2). 
Table 6.2: Classification accuracy with various combinations of features. 
Feature Sets Classification Accuracy 
12MFCC 65.63% 
12MFCC+E 68.04% 
12MFCC+E+12∆MFCC+∆E 72.49% 
12MFCC+E+12∆MFCC+∆E+12∆∆MFCC+∆∆E 77.27% 
 
The incorporation of normalized energy improved the classification accuracy of 
using only the basic cepstral coefficients, from 65.63% to 68.04%, with improvement of 
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7.29%. The greater improvement of 15.06% came from the use of first and second order 
differential coefficients and energy. 
6.5.3 Effect of Varying Number of Mixture Components 
The feature was fixed to 12MFCCs & normalized energy along with their first 
and second order differences. The number of Gaussian mixtures, M was varied from 1 to 
4 in steps of 2 to investigate its effect on accuracy. The result of this test is given in 
Table 6.3, shows that an improvement in classification accuracy from 70.84% for M=1 
to 78.75% for M=4, with improvement of 10.04%. 
 Table 6.3: Effect of different number of mixture components on classification 
 accuracy. 
 
Number of Gaussian Mixture Components Classification Accuracy 
1 70.84% 
2 77.27% 
4 78.75% 
 
Increasing the Gaussian mixture components will provide more maxima in the 
density function which can adequately model the acoustic variability of the same 
phoneme due to contextual effect. 
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6.5.4 All-phone & Intra-category Classification 
 A series of experiments were run to compare the all phone classifier and intra 
category classifier, for different phoneme categories on classification accuracy. For all 
phone classification, all phoneme models were used to evaluate an unknown segment. In 
intra-category classification, the unknown segment was first classified into its phone 
category by using category classifier and then recognizes its phone label in the 
predetermined category using phone classifier. In this study, assumed the phone 
category was known before being classified by phone classifier. The above 39 features 
was used. The result using 4 Gaussian mixture components is shown in Table 6.4. 
 Table 6.4: Intra-category and all phoneme classification accuracy for different 
 phone category. 
 
Phoneme category All phonemes Intra category 
Vowels 80.31% 81.47% 
Semivowels 50.00% 87.50% 
Nasals 78.57% 84.52% 
Affricates 35.71% 100.00% 
Fricatives 76.60% 87.23% 
Plosives 74.59% 77.87% 
Lateral & Trill 87.18% 97.44% 
 
Obviously the accuracy for intra-phone classification is higher than the all 
phoneme classification. The result also shows that greater improvement in classification 
accuracy for consonants compared to vowel category when using intra category 
classification. 
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6.5.5 Error Analysis 
The most common errors in all-phoneme classification, given in Table 6.5 are 
between symbols belonging to the same category. The similar articulatory properties 
between phones within the same category cause the mis-recognition more likely. There 
is greater error percentage of /o/ misrecognized as /u/ than /u/ misrecognized as /o/. This 
is because of more training tokens available for /u/ (94 tokens) than /o/ (35 tokens). 
More traning tokens allow building realible model of /u/ and have more discriminative 
power, thus prevent misrecognition of /u/ to similar phones. Whereas small training data 
for inaccurate modeling and relatively strong model of /u/ (may capture the overlapping 
acoustic propertiy of /o/) cause the larger misrecognition errors to similar phones. 
Table 6.5: Most common errors in all-phoneme classification. 
Hand label Recognized label Percentage of all errors 
/o/ /u/ 71.4% 
/ng/ /m/ 27.3% 
/b/ /t/ 21.4% 
/ai/ /a/ 20.8% 
/p/ /t/ 20.8% 
/u/ /o/ 10.0% 
/n/ /ng/ 9.1% 
/a/ /e/ 7.9% 
/e/ /ai/ 7.1% 
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6.6 Phonetic Segmentation 
Phonetic segmentation is to locate the boundaries between the sounds 
corresponding to the phones that make up a segment of speech. The speech and the 
phone sequence (label) are given as information. Phonetic segmentation also called 
phonetic alignment. The time-alignment of speech waveform with a given phone 
sequence is performed as a constrained form of phone recognition, and generates 
markers defining the beginning and end sample of each phoneme. 
Phonetic segmentation of continuous speech corpus is important for nowadays 
speech technologies. This due to in order for a corpus to be really useful for the 
development of phone based speech recognizers or speech synthesizers, apart from the 
speech itself; it should contain information about its contents (phone labeling) and about 
the time alignment between labeling and speech (segmentation). 
Time-aligned phonetic labels can be created either by a trained human labeler or 
by an automatic method. Although precise evaluation of the quality of phone labeling is 
difficult, there is a general consensus that manual labeling is more accurate than 
automatic labeling. Andrej Ljolje (Ljolje et al. 1997) notes that “due to the …inherent 
limits in the parameterization of the speech signal and the speech model structure, the 
accuracy of the transcription by automatic methods is inferior to that achieved by human 
transcribers”. In another case, a speech synthesizer was created using both manually-
aligned and automatically aligned labels; the speech quality of the manually-aligned 
system was judged in listening tests to be superior to the quality of the automatically-
aligned system (Cox et al. 1998). 
However, manual segmentation is very costly and requires much time and effort 
especially when the speech corpus is very large. Besides, there is variability in 
manually-generated alignments due to the subjective judgment of the human labeler. 
Because of these disadvantages, there is a need for automatic approach for accurate 
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segmentation. Many phonetic segmentation tools have existed, but not suitable for 
Malay speech. The automatic phonetic segmentation of Malay continuous speech is the 
focus of this chapter. The HMM method is used in this thesis. 
6.6.1 Related Word in HMM Automatic Phonetic Segmentation 
HMM and HMM/ANN speech recognizers can be used to obtain phonetic 
alignments using a process called forced alignment. In forced alignment, the HMM is 
used to recognize the input speech with the Viterbi search constrained to only the correct 
sequences of phonemes. The result of the Viterbi search contains the phonetic alignment 
(as well as the score for the known phoneme sequence). The following discusses some 
literatures on the HMM based phonetic segmentation. 
Wigthman and Talkin (Wightman et al.1997) developed an HMM-based system 
called “the Aligner,” with the acoustic model training and Viterbi search implemented 
using HTK Toolkit. The Aligner uses a 10-ms frame rate and five mixture components 
per Gaussian to estimate the state occupation likelihoods. Context-independent models 
were used. The system was trained using the TIMIT labels as an initial segmentation. In 
evaluation, TIMIT phonetic sequence did not used directly, but first mapped the words 
to canonical dictionary pronunciations, then performed alignment, and then mapped the 
forced-alignment phonemes to the TIMIT phoneme sequence. Performance on the 
TIMIT test set was approximately 80% agreement within 20 ms. 
Brugnara (Brugnara et al.1992) developed an HMM forced-alignment system 
that uses spectral variation features in addition to the standard cepstral-domain features. 
Use of additional feature resulted in a 2% relative reduction in error. They evaluated the 
system on TIMIT database, and reported 75.3% agreement within 10 ms, 84% 
agreement within 15 ms, and 88.9% agreement within 20 ms. 
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Pellom (Pellom et al. 1997) developed an HMM for forced alignment with 
variety of speech enhancement algorithms. This system uses a 5-ms frame rate, 5 state 
mono-phone HMMs, gender dependent models, 16 Gaussian mixture components per 
state, and Gamma distribution transition probabilities. The system was trained and 
evaluated on TIMIT data and agreement was 86.2% within 20 ms. 
Ljolje and Riley (Ljolje & Riley 1991) built a three state HMM system that has 
different types of phonetic models, depending on the availability of the training data. If 
enough data are available for a given phoneme in its left and right contexts, then a 
complete tri-phone model is used, If sufficient data are not available for a full tri-phone 
model, then a “quasi triphone” model is attempted; this quasi-triphone model has the left 
state dependent on the left context, the middle state context independent, and the right 
dependent on the right context. If sufficient data are not available for the “quasi-
triphone” model, then left-context dependent and right-context dependent models are 
attempted. If sufficient data are still not available, the context independent phone was 
used. The HMM uses full-covariance Gaussian pdf, a Gamma distribution duration 
model, and 10 ms frame rate. The model trained and evaluated on TIMIT database. Two 
types of models were trained: those based on the manual alignment in TIMIT database, 
and those based on a mixture of manual alignment and Viterbi re-estimation of the 
alignments. In either case, they found 80% agreement within 15 ms. 
Toledano (Toledano et al. 2003) compared the segmentation accuracy between 
the use of context-dependent (CD) and context independent (CI) models with varying 
number of Gaussian components. MFCC is used as feature. 5 state CDHMM model was 
used with diagonal covariance. The study found that for small tolerances (5-10 ms) CD 
model with fewer Gaussians behaved better. For medium tolerances (15-30 ms) CI 
model with fewer Gaussians were better. For large tolerances (>35 ms) CD model with 
more Gaussians produce the best results. 
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6.6.2 HMM based Automatic Phonetic Segmentation 
This section described the HMM based phonetic segmentation system developed 
in this thesis. 
The most frequent approach for automatic phonetic segmentation is to modify an 
HMM based phonetic recognizer to adapt it to the task of automatic phonetic 
segmentation. The main modification needed consists in letting the recognizer know the 
phonetic transcription of the sentence to segment by building a recognizer’s grammar for 
that transcription and performing Viterbi forced alignment. 
It is common practice to context independent HMMs for speech segmentation 
(Wightman et al.1997; Ljolje et al. 1997; Cox et al. 1998). This contrasts with the 
generally extended practice of using CD HMMs for speech recognition. CD HMMs can 
better model the spectral movements in phonetic transitions. However, the 
segmentations they produce tend to be less precise than the ones produced by CI HMMs. 
A theoretical explanation for this behavior was presented in (Ljolje et al. 1997), where it 
was argued that the cause is the loss of alignment, during the training process, between 
the CD HMMs and the phones (Ljolje et al. 1997; Toledano et al. 1998). CD HMMs are 
always trained with realizations of phones in the same context. For that reason, the 
HMMs do not have any information to discriminate between the phone and its context. 
As a result the HMM (particularly the lateral states) can end up modeling part of other 
phones or not all the phone (Toledano et al. 2003).CI HMMs, trained with realizations 
of phone in different context are able to discriminate between the phone to model and its 
context which varies. Thus they should be able to discriminate between the phone and its 
context. CI CDHMM is used in this work.  
The segmentation system used in this study consists of two phases; training 
HMMs, and phone segmentation using Viterbi alignment of shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram of automatic segmentation system. 
The system uses speaker-dependent HMMs – SD HMMs which built from 
labeled and segmented training data set. The model is used to segment the speech 
waveform from the same speaker. SD HMMs are generally used for automatic 
segmentation in speech synthesis, but have the drawback of consuming much time to 
prepare. 8 iterations of Viterbi re-estimation procedure is used to train the HMMs. Then 
in forced alignment, first a composite sentence HMM is constructed by concatenating 
the phone HMM according to the given sequences. Then the sentence HMM is Viterbi 
aligned with the un-segmented speech observation pattern. The resulted optimal state 
sequence will provide the information of the phone boundaries corresponding to its label. 
This is illustrated by Figure 6.3. 
Hand labeled & 
segmented 
database for 
SD-HMM 
Training 
Un-segmented speech database 
+phonetic transcription for 
testing 
Forced Alignment using Viterbi 
algorithm 
Output Boundaries 
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Figure 6.3: Viterbi forced alignment in phonetic segmentation. The waveform 
 word “saya” is segmented corresponding to its phone labels. 
6.7 Phonetic Segmentation Experiment 
This section describes a series of segmentation experiments to evaluate the 
effectiveness of HMM-based approach in segmenting Malay phone units. 
Experimentation was done to investigate the effect on segmentation performance of 
different feature set and varying number of Gaussian components.  
O1 OT O2 O3 Ot 
/a/ /y/ /s/ /a/ 
HMM /s/ 
HMM /a/ 
HMM /y/ 
HMM /a/ 
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6.7.1 Database and Analysis Condition 
The database consists of 71 phonetically balanced Malay continuous speech 
sentences, uttered by a Malay female speaker. 39 utterances were used for training 
purpose. The results presented are evaluation on the other 32 utterances. All the 
sentences have been hand labeled and segmented according to the chosen Malay phone 
set in Table 6.1. The Malay phone set cover all Malay phoneme unit in Malay language 
and thus suitable to characterize Malay speech corpus. The segmentation experiment 
was based on the 35 phones above and a garbage model for pausing /pau/. The /gh/ was 
folded to /g/ due to limited training tokens. Our front end computed MFCCs and enegy 
value with 15ms windows at a 5 ms frame rate. 12 MFCC coefficients and a normalized 
power value were retained for each frame, along with their first and second order 
derivatives. 
6.7.2 Performance Evaluation Criterion 
To evaluate the segmentation system, the objective method is used, which 
measures the agreement with manual segmentation. The automatically segmented 
boundaries are compared with the manually segmented boundaries. The agreement often 
reported in term of the percentage of auto-boundaries whose error is within a given time 
tolerance of the manual-boundaries. The agreement is measured for a range of tolerances. 
In this study, we calculated the percentage of boundaries within a set of tolerances which 
are 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25ms. 
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6.7.3 Effect of Different Feature Set and Varying Number of Gaussian Mixture 
Components. 
A series experiments were done using various combination of features along with 
varying number of Gaussian mixture components to investigate its effect on 
segmentation performance. This experiment is based on HMM based segmentation. The 
number of Gaussian mixtures, M was varied from 1 to 4 in steps of 2 to investigate its 
effect on accuracy. The segmentation result is given in Table 6.6. 
Table 6.6: Percentage of boundaries within different tolerances (in ms) with 
 varying number of mixture components using different feature set. 
HMM Set <5 <10 <15 <20 <25 
MFCC+E. 1 Gaussian. 45.24 62.80 72.14 77.85 82.18 
(MFCC+E)+D. 1 Gaussian. 50.87 66.52 73.36 76.99 80.97 
(MFCC+E)+D+DD. 1 Gaussian. 46.19 66.78 74.22 78.37 82.70 
MFCC+E. 2 Gaussians. 46.63 64.01 73.36 78.98 83.30 
(MFCC+E)+D. 2 Gaussians 43.43 64.45 75.35 80.62 84.86 
(MFCC+E)+D+DD. 2 Gaussians 42.39 64.79 74.83 80.54 84.34 
MFCC+E. 4 Gaussians. 47.15 64.01 72.92 78.29 82.70 
(MFCC+E)+D. 4 Gaussians. 37.54 60.47 73.18 79.84 84.17 
(MFCC+E)+D+DD. 4 Gaussians 37.89 62.02 73.62 80.54 84.86 
 
Table 6.6 shows an interesting pattern behavior that at three different tolerance 
zones, certain HMMs behave better than the others. When the varying number of 
mixtures is concerned and when the Delta and Delta-Delta feature is used,, the result 
shows that, for small tolerance (5-10ms), HMMs with fewer Gaussians perform better. 
For large tolerances (>20ms) HMMs with more Gaussians perform better generally. For 
medium tolerances (15ms), the result shows an intermediate change in segmentation 
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result between small and large tolerances where increasing the Gaussian start to perform 
better. This result is consistent with the result in (Toledano et al. 2003) which uses 
almost the same feature set of 12MFCC and normalized log energy, and first and second 
order differences.  
Very large segmentation errors are highly correlated with phone misrecognitions. 
Therefore, the segmentation results in this range of tolerance are expected to follow the 
expected results for phonetic recognition: HMM with more Gaussian tend to behave 
better. The tendency to produce better results with fewer Gaussians in the ranges of 
small tolerances could be explained by the inherent variance of the spectrum in the 
vicinity of a phonetic transition (Toledano et al. 2003), which could make a simpler 
model more adequate. The features without delta features are showed not to follow 
consistently this trend compared to with delta features. This is because the delta features 
take consideration of the contextual effect and more Gaussians will provide more 
maxima in the density function which can model better different acoustic realizations of 
the same phoneme. 
As the different feature set is concerned. Generally, for very small tolerances, 
incorporation of delta features deteriorates the segmentation performance. For 
immediate and large tolerances, the use of delta feature increases the accuracy. 
6.7.4 Comparison with Other Studies 
Table 6.7 summarizes the HMM based phonetic segmentation study in this thesis 
and other similar studies in term of database used, feature, modeling techniques, and 
performance. Comparisons between these studies are made. The performance obtained 
in this study is comparable to other studies. Experiment with varying number of 
Gaussian mixtures yield consistent result pattern when compared with study in 
(Toledano et al. 2003). 
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Table 6.7: Comparison of HMM based phonetic segmentation studies. 
Research Database Feature Modeling technique Performance 
 
Adell  
2005 
 
A female speaker 
recorded a corpus of 
516 sentences (which is 
manually segmented). 
 
HMM trained on whole 
corpus using phonetic 
transcription but no 
segmentation info. 
 
The same corpus for 
testing.  
 
English speech. 
 
20ms frame 
width with 4ms 
frame rate. 
 
 
*MFPC+ its first 
& second order 
derivatives + 
first energy 
derivatives. 
 
Viterbi forced alignment for segmentation. 
 
SD-SCHMM with 128 codebook entries. 
 
Demi-phone model. 
 
12 itr of CI-HMM training, followed by 6 
itr of CD-HMM training. 
 
 
 
**Agreement 
<20ms – 92% 
<10ms – 67% 
<5ms – 41% 
 
SD-HMM 
bootstrapped 
with  
SI_HMM 
 
Agreement 
 <20ms – 87.3% 
 
Kim  
2002 
 
A male speaker 
recorded 8 hours of 
speech. 
 
Same corpus used for 
training and testing. 
 
Testing on 100 
randomly chosen 
sentences. 
 
English speech 
 
 
MFCC+ energy 
+ their first & 
second order 
derivatives. 
 
Viterbi forced alignment. 
 
3 state CDHMM with 
multiple mixtures of 
Gaussian densities. 
 
CI-HMM. 
 
 
Bootstrapped 
with  
SI_HMM, 
SD-HMMs 
trained with 5 
iteration of 
training 
(segmentation 
and 
embedded- 
re-
estimation ) 
 
Agreement 
 <20ms – 93.1% 
 
CI-HMM,  
1 Gauss 
 
Agreement  
<20ms –82.38% 
<10ms –44.84% 
<5ms – 20.95% 
 
 
CI-HMM,  
6 Gauss 
 
Agreement 
 <20ms 79.41% 
<10ms –40.38% 
<5ms – 18.12% 
 
 
CD-HMM,  
1 Gauss 
 
Agreement  
<20ms –77.89% 
<10ms –48.94% 
<5ms – 26.61% 
 
Toledano 
2003 
 
Training use VESLIM 
corpus (10 sentences & 
75 iso. word each by 
1037 speaker). 
 
Testing on 4 single 
speaker corpora – M1 
(389 sentences.), M2 
(454 sentences.), F1 
(532 sentences), F2 
(151 sentences). 
 
Spanish speech. 
 
12 MFCC with 
cepstral mean 
normalization + 
energy + their 
first & second 
order 
derivatives. 
 
Viterbi forced alignment. 
 
5 state SI-CDHMM with 
multiple mixtures of 
Gaussian densities. 
 
Baum-welch re-
estimation. 
 
 
CD-HMM,  
6 Gauss 
 
Agreement  
<20ms –77.68% 
<10ms –47.87% 
<5ms – 25.71% 
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CI-HMM,  
1 Gauss 
 
Agreement 
<20ms –78.37% 
<10ms –66.78% 
<5ms – 46.19% 
 
 
Thesis 
Author 
2006 
 
 
A Malay female 
speaker recorded 71 
sentences. (which is 
manually segmented). 
 
39 sentences for 
training, the rest of 32 
for testing. 
 
Malay speech. 
 
 
 
15ms frame 
width with 5ms 
frame rate. 
 
12 MFCC+ 
energy + their 
first & second 
order 
derivatives. 
 
Viterbi forced alignment. 
 
3 state CDHMM with  
mixtures of Gaussian 
densities. 
 
CI-HMM. 
 
SD-HMM training using 
segmental K-means. 
 
 
CI-HMM,  
4 Gauss 
 
Agreement 
<20ms –80.54% 
<10ms –62.02% 
<5ms – 37.89% 
 
 
6.8 Summary 
In this chapter, Malay phoneme classification and segmentation experiment 
using CDHMM have been described. A set of 35 Malay phones was chosen as the sub-
word unit to model. Context-dependent CDHMM with Gaussian mixtures was used in 
phone modeling because the ability of its continuous mixture densities to model the 
phonetic-context dependencies. 
For phoneme classification experiment, by using 4 Gaussian CDHMM, 78.75% 
phone classification accuracy obtained for Malay continuous speech in a single speaker 
task. Incorporation of energy and differential cepstrum increases the classification rates. 
Increasing the number of Gaussian mixture components further improve the accuracy. 
For phonetic segmentation experiment, different results are obtained in different 
tolerance for using different feature set and varying number of mixture components. 
. In the future, context-dependent models will be used and incorporate state 
duration modeling. The reasonable good phoneme classification accuracy and phonetic 
segmentation performance enables us to extend this work to Malay phoneme recognition 
and finally lead to large vocabulary Malay continuous speech recognition. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
7.1 CDHMM Malay Speech Recognition 
This thesis focused on the problem of current Malay speech recognizers which 
are still constrained to speaker-dependent small vocabulary isolated speech recognition 
tasks. This research focused on releasing these constraints and provides a basis on 
developing the speaker-independent large vocabulary Malay continuous speech 
recognition system. 
The HMM based statistical method was used to attack the problems and 
limitations of Malay speech recognizers. The strength of HMM is that it provides a 
consistent statistical framework in modeling speech. The HMM combines modeling of 
stationary stochastic processes (for the short-time speech spectra) as well as the temporal 
relationship among the processes (non-stationary time variation in speech signal) via a 
Markov chain, together in a well-defined probability space. The model parameters 
optimization and decoding can be accomplished straightforwardly using a set of fully 
developed algorithms such as Baum-Welch and Viterbi algorithm. The application of the 
model and its basic algorithms are relatively insensitive of sound class, task syntax, task 
semantic, and language. The basic idea of implementing HMM in English ASR can be 
applied to Malay ASR. Besides HMMs provides inherent flexibility in dealing with 
various sophisticated speech-recognition tasks. The flexibility is manifested in its model 
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topology, observation distribution, representation of speech units and knowledge sources 
as well as decoding hierarchy. 
The use of DHMM in current Malay speech recognizers requires VQ to map the 
continuous acoustic space to discrete space before modeling. DHMM suffers from 
serious quantization errors. For this reason, CDHMM was attempted in Malay speech 
recognition. The CDHMM which models the acoustic observation directly using 
estimated continuous pdfs without VQ, eliminate the quantization error. The mixture 
densities were used to better model the inter-speakers acoustic variability. 
The thesis focused on tackling the three major limitations of the current Malay 
speech recognizers: 
Speaker independency. CDHMM with mixture densities, which is more capable 
of capturing inter-speaker acoustic variability and thus improve accuracy in speaker-
independent (SI) and SD-multi speaker recognition task compared to DHMM. In chapter 
4, experiments were carried out to compare the performance of the use of DHMM and 
CDHMM with different training algorithms. The evaluation was performed on SD-multi 
speaker Malay isolated digit recognition task. The result showed that the recognition 
accuracy of CDHMM is measurably higher the DHMM, with the best accuracy of 99% 
for CDHMM/BW. The BW and VB algorithm of CDHMM training both performed 
comparably well but the latter less computational time and reduce numerical difficulty. 
The better result by CDHMM in SD-multi speaker test motivates its usage in SI task in 
the future. 
Continuous Speech. In chapter 5, a small vocabulary connected word 
recognition system was designed and developed to relax the limitation of isolated word 
recognition. The specification of the system is as follows: 
• MFCC feature extraction. 
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• CDHMM with multivariate Gaussian mixture densities. 
• 5 state left-to-right whole word models. 
• Segmental K-mean connected word training procedure with Viterbi/segmental k-
mean as word model re-estimation algorithm.  
• Unigram and bi-gram language modeling 
• Full Viterbi Search for decoding. 
 
The developed system was evaluated on Malay connected digit recognition task. 
Experiments were carried out to compare the use of segmental K-mean and manual 
segmentation training procedure on recognition accuracy for Single speaker test and 
Multi speaker test. The word accuracy achieved from using segmental K-mean 
algorithm was shown to be higher than manual segmentation for both tests. This is 
because the segmental K-mean algorithm can converge at the more optimum string 
segmentation than the manual segmentation, and thus generate more reliable and robust 
model. In MS test with segmental K-mean training, the bi-gram model performed better 
than unigram model.  
Medium and Large vocabulary. Word model induces problem for large 
vocabulary task because considerable large set of data is needed to train the model 
reliably. The medium and large vocabulary system requires the use of sub-word unit 
because of the relative small sized of sub-word unit enable the model to be sufficiently 
trained on limited training data. Chapter 6 attempted the use of sub-word unit modeling 
in Malay phonetic classification and segmentation task on medium vocabulary 
continuous speech database. Phone model was chosen because of the advantage of the 
small size of such units enable the model being well trained on limited training data. 
CDHMM mixture density was used that several maxima in the pdf can model contextual 
variability of the same phoneme. A set of 35 Malay phones was chosen to model. 
Experimentations were carried out on Malay phoneme classification to 
investigate several elements: Different feature set, varying number of mixture 
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components as well as all-phone & intra-category phoneme classification. The result 
showed that 
• Incorporation of energy and differential cepstrum increases the classification 
rates. 
• Increasing the number of Gaussian mixture components further improve the 
accuracy. 
• The accuracy for intra-phone classification is higher than the all phoneme 
classification. Greater improvement for consonants compared to vowel category 
In phonetic segmentation, HMM based Viterbi forced alignment was used. The 
effect of using different feature sets and varying number of mixture components was 
investigated. For small tolerance (5-10ms), HMMs with fewer Gaussians perform better. 
This is due to inherent variance of the spectrum in the vicinity of a phonetic transition. 
For large tolerances (>20ms) HMMs with more Gaussians perform better generally, 
consistent with phone recognition pattern: more Gaussians more accurate. For 
immediate and large tolerances, the use of delta feature increases the accuracy, but the 
otherwise for small tolerances. 
The reasonable good phoneme classification accuracy and phonetic segmentation 
performance enable the extension to Malay phoneme recognition and finally lead to 
large vocabulary Malay continuous speech recognition. 
7.2 Future Work 
In this section, some problems of the techniques used in this research are 
identified. Some improvements and extension from the current work are suggested. 
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The first problem is deal with the acoustic modeling of using HMM due to our 
implementation choice. Although the use of CDHMM is able to eliminate the 
quantization error imposed by DHMM and provides better representation of speech 
signal which is characterized in continuous vector space. However, the disadvantage of 
CDHMM is its computational complexity, requiring considerably longer training and 
recognition time. The use of mixture densities will further deteriorate the problem. 
Besides, too many free parameters of mixture densities CDHMM to be estimated 
reliably with limited training data. It is suggested to use Semi-continuous HMM 
(SCHMM) which is an excellent example of detailed modeling through parameter 
sharing. Intuitively, from the continuous mixture HMM point of view, SCHMMs 
employs a shared mixture of continuous output probability densities for each individual 
HMM. Shared mixtures substantially reduce the number of free parameters and 
computational complexity in comparison with the continuous mixture HMM, while 
maintaining, reasonably, its modeling power. From the DHMM point of view, SCHMMs 
integrate quantization accuracy into the HMM, and robustly estimate the discrete output 
probabilities by considering multiple codeword candidates in the VQ procedure. It 
mutually optimizes the VQ codebook and HMM parameters under a unified probabilistic 
framework, where each VQ codeword is regarded as a continuous probability density 
function. 
Next problem in the acoustic modeling is the use of phoneme unit as sub-word 
unit to model. Although the number of such units is small to model reliably, this model 
imposes considerable problems. Its disadvantage lie in its assumption that a phone 
produced in one context is equivalent to the same phone in any other context, which is 
far from the truth. The realization of a phone is strongly affected by its surrounding 
phones. Pooling all the acoustic variants of the same phone into one model produces 
inaccurate modeling for any particular variant. This leads to the use of context-
dependent model such as tri-phone and di-phone. It is well known that a phone’s 
immediate left and right neighboring phonemes have the most significant impact on the 
realization of the central phone. Thus, tri-phone and di-phone model able to model the 
contexts, by capturing only these relationships. 
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Next discussed is the extension of the work in this thesis to develop a speaker 
independent Malay large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) system. 
The successful implementation of CDHMM in solving speaker dependent multi-speaker 
task can be extended its usage in speaker-independent recognition task. 
Although continuous speech recognition has been established in this research by 
developing a whole-word based connected word recognition system. But the system is 
confined to small vocabulary task because of its use of word-model. On the other hand, 
the large vocabulary task requires modeling of sub-word unit. Although the thesis has 
initiated an attempt to use sub-word unit modeling in Malay phonetic classification and 
segmentation on Malay continuous speech, in which adequate acoustic model and a set 
of Malay phone to model have been identified. But there is much research to be done to 
extend the phonetic classification and segmentation to the architecture of sub-word 
based continuous speech recognition system. 
The technical foundation and experiences gained from the establishment of the 
connected word recognition system as well as phonetic classification and segmentation, 
can be used as a basis to develop a Malay LVCSR system. A few extensions from the 
current work should be done in order to achieve this. First, the acoustic modeling should 
be sub-word based. The training procedures of the sub-word unit need to be focused. 
The segmental k-means training procedure used in this thesis can be extended to train 
the sub-word units for continuous speech. Another powerful alternative is the Baum-
Welch embedded unit training.  
Secondly, the dictionary pronunciation modeling is needed. The word model is 
built by concatenation of sub-word models. Next, for large vocabulary, the estimation of 
N-gram modeling needs to be done using a large corpus, instead of the manually 
estimation, which merely works well for small vocabulary well structured sentences.  
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The last problem is that the integration of all knowledge source in a N*M 
transition HMM from which the Viterbi search is done for decoding. This is not suitable 
for large vocabulary system because of large storage and long recognition time. It is 
possible to use the time-synchronous Viterbi beam search (Ney & Ortmanns1999). The 
search processes input speech time-synchronously, updating all accessible states for a 
time frame t-1 completely before moving on to frame t. The update for time t consists of 
two stages, First, for within word transition, which are guaranteed to go from a lower-
index state to higher-index state. Then all between-word transition specified by the 
grammar are tried. This second stage is needed, because between word transitions are 
not guaranteed to be form ower-index state to higher-index state. A full Viterbi search is 
quite efficient for moderate task. However, for large tasks, it can be very time 
consuming. A very simple way to prune the search space is beam search (Ney et al. 
1987). Instead of retaining all candidates at every time frame, a threshold T is used to 
consider only a group of likely candidates. The state with the highest log probability, p is 
found, then each state with log probability Tp −≤  is discarded from further 
consideration. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A1 Experimental Results on Malay Connected Digit Recognition for Multi-
 Speaker Test (with Different Training Procedure & Language Model). 
 The experiment was tested on 9 speakers. Each substitution and insertion are 
italliced, and deletion is marked *. The right column is the correct sentences while the 
left is the recognized sentences. 
A.1.1 Test with Manual Segmentation & Uni-gram 
Specification:  
Feature: 15 MFCC 
Training: Manually segment isolated token database from continuous Malay digit 
  database for 9 speakers. 
  Build up 5 state CDHMM model with 4 mixture components for each 
  digit from all the corresponding token from 9 speakers using VB training 
  algorithm with 10 iteration. 
Language HMM: Uingram-model. 
 
Fai 
 
DUA BELAS    PULUH BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA EMPAT BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    BELAS LAPAN BELAS  
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SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    PULUH PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    TUJUH PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    TUJUH PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    TUJUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   TUJUH DUA EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    PULUH PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   PULUH PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   TUJUH TUJUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   PULUH PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   PULUH PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU PULUH EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA ENAM TUJUH ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA *SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA BELAS SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA BELAS SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=24 
 
Hengchoy 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
TIGA BELAS    TIGA LAPAN BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN LAPAN  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    DUA BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA LAPAN PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA LAPAN PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA LAPAN PULUH DUA ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA LAPAN PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA LAPAN PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU DUA EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA LAPAN SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA ENAM DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA LAPAN TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA LAPAN PULUH  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    SATU DUA LAPAN LAPAN 
Error=19 
 
Weesern 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA ENAM BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    *PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH TIGA    *PULUH TUJUH TIGA  
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DUA PULUH EMPAT   *PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA LAPAN PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH ENAM   *PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA LAPAN PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA LAPAN PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA LAPAN PULUH SEMBILAN ENAM  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU ENAM  
LIMA SATU DUA    TIGA EMPAT BELAS SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA LAPAN DUA SATU TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA BELAS SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    TIGA ENAM SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA BELAS SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA BELAS LAPAN 
Error=27 
 
Yeochoy 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
TIGA BELAS    TIGA * 
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH * 
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN LAPAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA * 
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH SATU TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH TIGA LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH SATU ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH TUJUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA PULUH SEMBILAN LAPAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA LAPAN  
SATU EMPAT    SEMBILAN LAPAN SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA BELAS SATU PULUH DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA LAPAN SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN LAPAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN LAPAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA BELAS SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=21 
 
Ting 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    TUJUH PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH * 
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DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   *PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU PULUH EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA BELAS SATU * 
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA LAPAN DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA BELAS SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN LAPAN BELAS SEMBILAN TIGA EMPAT  
     SEMBILAN TIGA  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA * 
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM EMPAT LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA* 
Error=23 
 
Jamie 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH LAPAN BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    TUJUH ENAM PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    TUJUH PULUH SATU DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    TUJUH PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA ENAM PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    TUJUH ENAM PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   TUJUH PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA ENAM PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   TUJUH PULUH SEMBILAN TIGA  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU TUJUH DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    TUJUH ENAM DUA ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA ENAM TIGA ENAM SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN ENAM SEMBILAN BELAS  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA ENAM LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    TUJUH ENAM SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA ENAM SATU LAPAN 
Error=32 
 
Shueling 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA SEMBILAN BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA LAPAN BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM TIGA BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN TIGA SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH LAPAN SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH SEMBILAN DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH LAPAN EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA DUA DUA SEMBILAN  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA DUA DUA ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH DUA TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   TUJUH SATU LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA SATU DUA SEMBILAN  
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TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU EMPAT EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    TIGA SATU EMPAT DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA SEMBILAN DUA SATU TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    SEMBILAN ENAM TIGA  
LIMA SATU    TIGA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA BELAS SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM ENAM TIGA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA BELAS LAPAN 
Error=32 
 
Yenping 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT SATU BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN EMPAT BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH LAPAN TUJUH PULUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA DUA SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU PULUH EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    TUJUH DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA ENAM SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN ENAM  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA BELAS LAPAN PULUH  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=15 
 
Szuhwee 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN TUJUH SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH BELAS SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH SEMBILAN LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA PULUH BELAS SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    TIGA PULUH EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    TIGA TUJUH ENAM SATU DUA DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA DUA LAPAN TIGA  
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TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA ENAM SATU TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA SATU LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=16 
 
Total of Insertion, substitution, and deletion =209 
Total of correct words =71*9=639 
Recognition accuracy = 67.29 % 
 
 
 
A.1.2 Test with Manual Segmentation & Bi-gram 
Specification:  
Feature: 15 MFCC 
Training: Manually segment isolated token database from continuous Malay digit 
  database for 9 speakers. 
  Build up 5 state CDHMM model with 4 mixture components for each 
  digit from all the corresponding token from 9 speakers using VB training 
  algorithm with 10 iteration. 
Language HMM: Bi-gram-model. 
 
Fai 
 
DUA BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA EMPAT BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    TUJUH PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    TUJUH PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    TUJUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   TUJUH DUA EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    TUJUH PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   TUJUH TUJUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   * PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   *PULUH TUJUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU DUA EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA ENAM TUJUH ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA * SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=20 
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Hengchoy 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
TIGA BELAS    TIGA LAPAN BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN LAPAN  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA LAPAN  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM LAPAN  
TUJUH BELAS    DUA BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA LAPAN PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA LAPAN PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA LAPAN PULUH DUA ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA LAPAN PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA LAPAN PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU DUA EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA LAPAN SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA ENAM DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA LAPAN TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA LAPAN PULUH  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    SATU DUA LAPAN LAPAN 
Error=20 
 
weesern 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT EMPAT  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA ENAM BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH * 
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    *PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH TIGA    *PULUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   *PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA LAPAN PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH ENAM   *PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA LAPAN PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA LAPAN PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA LAPAN PULUH SEMBILAN ENAM  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU ENAM  
LIMA SATU DUA    TIGA EMPAT SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA LAPAN DUA SATU TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    TIGA ENAM SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=25 
 
Yeochoy 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
TIGA BELAS    TIGA * 
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EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH * 
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN LAPAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA * 
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH SATU TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH TIGA LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH SATU ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH TUJUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA PULUH SEMBILAN LAPAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA LAPAN  
SATU EMPAT    SEMBILAN LAPAN SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA LAPAN SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN LAPAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN LAPAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=18 
 
Ting 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SATU SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    TUJUH PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   *PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU * 
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA LAPAN DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN EMPAT SEMBILAN TIGA EMPAT   
     SEMBILAN TIGA  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA * 
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM EMPAT LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA* 
 
Error=20 
 
Jamie 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
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ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH LAPAN BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    TUJUH ENAM PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    TUJUH PULUH SATU DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    TUJUH PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA ENAM PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    TUJUH ENAM PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   TUJUH PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA ENAM PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   TUJUH PULUH SEMBILAN TIGA  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU TUJUH DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    TUJUH ENAM DUA ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA ENAM TIGA ENAM SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN ENAM SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA ENAM LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    TUJUH ENAM SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA ENAM SATU LAPAN 
 
Error=31 
 
shueling 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA SEMBILAN BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA LAPAN BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM TIGA BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN TIGA SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH LAPAN SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH SEMBILAN DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH LAPAN EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA DUA DUA SEMBILAN  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA DUA DUA ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH DUA TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   TUJUH SATU LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA SATU DUA SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU EMPAT EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    TIGA SATU EMPAT DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA SEMBILAN DUA SATU TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    SEMBILAN ENAM TIGA  
LIMA SATU    TIGA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM ENAM TIGA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=32 
 
Yenping 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN EMPAT BELAS  
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SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH LAPAN TUJUH PULUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA DUA SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    TUJUH DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA ENAM SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN ENAM  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA LAPAN LAPAN PULUH  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=14 
 
Szuhwee 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN TUJUH SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH SATU TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH SEMBILAN LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    TIGA PULUH EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    TIGA TUJUH ENAM SATU DUA DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA DUA LAPAN TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA ENAM SATU TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA SATU LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=14 
 
 
Total of Insertion, substitution, and deletion =194 
Total of correct words =71*9=639 
Recognition accuracy = 69.64 % 
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A.1.3 Test with Segmental K-Mean & Uni-gram 
Specification:  
Feature: 15 MFCC 
 
Training:  
1. Manually segment isolated token database from continuous Malay digit database      
for 9 speakers. 
2. Build up 5 state CDHMM model with 4 mixture components for each  
 digit from all the corresponding tokens from 9 speakers using VB training 
 algorithm with 10 iteration, as initial model for segmental K-mean  training. 
3. Run 1 iteration of segmental K-mean algorithm with 5 iteration VB based model 
re-estimation for each digit based on all tokens from 9 speakers. 
Language HMM: Unigram-model. 
 
Fai 
 
DUA BELAS    PULUH BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    PULUH PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    TUJUH PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    TUJUH PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    TUJUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   TUJUH PULUH * 
DUA PULUH LIMA    TUJUH PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   PULUH PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   TUJUH PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   * PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   PULUH PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU PULUH  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA LIMA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA ENAM TUJUH ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA *SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA BELAS SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA BELAS SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=22 
 
Hengchoy 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN LAPAN  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    DUA LAPAN  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN LAPAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU PULUH  
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DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH EMPAT TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA LAPAN PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA LAPAN PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA LAPAN PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA LAPAN PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA LAPAN PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU DUA EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA LAPAN SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA ENAM DUA ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA SATU TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA LAPAN PULUH  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    SATU DUA LAPAN LAPAN 
 
Error=22 
 
Weesern 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    *PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH TIGA    *PULUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   PULUH PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA LAPAN PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   *PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA TUJUH PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA LAPAN PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   TUJUH PULUH PULUH SEMBILAN ENAM  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU TUJUH ENAM  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA SATU DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA BELAS SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA BELAS SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA BELAS LAPAN 
Error=20 
 
Yeochoy 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
TIGA BELAS    TIGA * 
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH * 
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN LAPAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA*  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH LIMA  
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DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH SATU ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH TUJUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA PULUH SEMBILAN LAPAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA LAPAN  
SATU EMPAT    SEMBILAN LAPAN SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA BELAS SATU PULUH DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA LAPAN SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN LAPAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN LAPAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA BELAS SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=19 
 
Ting 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   PULUH PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU PULUH  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA BELAS SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN BELAS SEMBILAN TIGA EMPAT   
     SEMBILAN TIGA  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA * 
LIMA SATU    LIMA BELAS SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM EMPAT LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=17 
 
Jamie 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT SATU BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA SATU BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH SATU BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN SATU BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    TUJUH ENAM PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    TUJUH PULUH SATU DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    TUJUH PULUH SATU TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA ENAM PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    TUJUH ENAM PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   TUJUH PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA ENAM PULUH LAPAN  
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DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   TUJUH PULUH SEMBILAN TIGA  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    TUJUH ENAM DUA ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA ENAM TIGA BELAS SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN ENAM SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA SATU LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    TUJUH ENAM SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA ENAM TIGA LAPAN 
Error=31 
 
Shueling 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA LAPAN BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM TIGA BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN TIGA BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN TIGA LAPAN SEMBILAN  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA DUA LIMA SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH SEMBILAN DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH LAPAN EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA SATU DUA DUA SEMBILAN  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA DUA DUA LAPAN ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH EMPAT TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   TUJUH PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA SATU DUA SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    TIGA EMPAT SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA SEMBILAN DUA SATU TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    SEMBILAN TIGA  
LIMA SATU    TIGA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    BELAS TIGA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA BELAS LAPAN 
Error=32 
 
Yenping 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT SATU BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN EMPAT BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH TUJUH PULUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA PULUH SEMBILAN BELAS  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU PULUH EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA SATU DUA DUA  
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DUA DUA TIGA    TUJUH DUA EMPAT TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA EMPAT TIGA ENAM SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN ENAM  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA BELAS LAPAN PULUH  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=17 
 
Szuhwee 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS    SEMBILAN LIMA SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU    DUA PULUH BELAS SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA    DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA    DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA    DUA PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN   DUA PULUH BELAS SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    TIGA PULUH EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA    LIMA ENAM SATU DUA DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA    DUA LAPAN DUA LAPAN TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU    TIGA ENAM SATU TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA * 
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=14 
 
Total of Insertion, substitution, and deletion =192 
Total of correct words =71*9=639 
Recognition accuracy = 69.95% 
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A.1.4 Test with Segmental K-Mean & Bi-gram 
Specification:  
Feature: 15 MFCC 
 
Training:  
1.  Manually segment isolated token database from continuous Malay digit database 
for 9 speakers. 
2. Build up 5 state CDHMM model with 4 mixture components for each digit from 
all the corresponding tokens from 9 speakers using VB training algorithm with 
10 iteration, as initial model for segmental K-mean training. 
3. Run 1 iteration of segmental K-mean algorithm with 5 iteration VB based model 
re-estimation for each digit based on all tokens from 9 speakers. 
Language HMM: Bigram-model. 
 
Fai 
 
DUA BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS   SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    PULUH TUJUH PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU   TUJUH PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA   TUJUH PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA   TUJUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   TUJUH PULUH * 
DUA PULUH LIMA   TUJUH PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   TUJUH PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   TUJUH PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   * PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  TUJUH PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU DUA  
LIMA SATU DUA   LIMA SATU DUA LIMA  
DUA DUA TIGA   DUA ENAM TUJUH ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU   TIGA * SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=20 
Hengchoy 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
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TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN LAPAN  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA LAPAN  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM LAPAN  
TUJUH BELAS    DUA LAPAN  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS   SEMBILAN LAPAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU   DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA   DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA   DUA PULUH EMPAT TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA LAPAN PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA   DUA LAPAN PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA LAPAN PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA LAPAN PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  DUA LAPAN PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU DUA EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA   LIMA LAPAN SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA   DUA ENAM DUA ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU   TIGA SATU TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA LAPAN PULUH  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    SATU DUA LAPAN LAPAN 
 
Error=23 
 
Weesern 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
TIGA BELAS    TIGA * 
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT EMPAT  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA * 
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH * 
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS   SEMBILAN TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU   *PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH TIGA   * PULUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   * PULUH SATU EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA   DUA LAPAN PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   * PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA TUJUH PULUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA LAPAN PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  DUA LAPAN PULUH SEMBILAN ENAM  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU TUJUH ENAM  
LIMA SATU DUA   LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA   DUA SATU DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU   TIGA TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
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LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=21 
 
Yeochoy 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA * 
TIGA BELAS    TIGA * 
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH * 
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS   SEMBILAN LAPAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA * 
DUA PULUH SATU   DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA   DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA   DUA PULUH SATU TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA   DUA PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH SATU ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH TUJUH TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  DUA PULUH SEMBILAN LAPAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA LAPAN  
SATU EMPAT    SEMBILAN LAPAN SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA   LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA   DUA DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU   TIGA TIGA LAPAN SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN LAPAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN LAPAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LAPAN LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=16 
 
Ting 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS   SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH SATU   DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH TIGA   DUA PULUH TIGA  
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DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH LIMA   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH * 
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  *PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU * 
LIMA SATU DUA   LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA   DUA DUA TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU   TIGA TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN EMPAT SEMBILAN TIGA EMPAT  
     SEMBILAN TIGA  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA * 
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM EMPAT LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=16 
Jamie 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH SATU EMPAT BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS   SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU   TUJUH ENAM PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA   TUJUH PULUH SATU DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA   TUJUH PULUH SATU TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA ENAM PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA   TUJUH ENAM PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   TUJUH PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA ENAM PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  TUJUH PULUH SEMBILAN TIGA  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA   LIMA SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA   TUJUH ENAM DUA ENAM TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU   TIGA ENAM TIGA ENAM SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN ENAM SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA SATU LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    TUJUH ENAM SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA ENAM TIGA LAPAN 
 
Error=31 
 
Shueling 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
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TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA LAPAN BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM TIGA BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN TIGA BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS   SEMBILAN TIGA LAPAN SEMBILAN  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU   DUA DUA LIMA SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA   DUA PULUH SEMBILAN DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA   DUA PULUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH LAPAN EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA   DUA SATU DUA DUA SEMBILAN  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA DUA DUA LAPAN ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH EMPAT TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   TUJUH SATU LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  DUA SATU DUA SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA   TIGA EMPAT SATU DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA   DUA SEMBILAN DUA SATU TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU   TIGA TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    SEMBILAN TIGA  
LIMA SATU    TIGA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM SATU TIGA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
 
Error=32 
 
Yenping 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA EMPAT BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT LAPAN BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN EMPAT BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS   SEMBILAN ENAM BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU   DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA   DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA   DUA PULUH TUJUH TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA   DUA PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH TUJUH PULUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    SATU EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA   LIMA SATU DUA DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA   TUJUH DUA EMPAT TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU   TIGA EMPAT TIGA ENAM SATU  
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SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN ENAM  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA LIMA  
LIMA SATU    LIMA LAPAN PULUH  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=14 
 
Szuhwee 
 
DUA BELAS    DUA BELAS  
TIGA BELAS    TIGA BELAS  
EMPAT BELAS    EMPAT BELAS  
LIMA BELAS    LIMA BELAS  
ENAM BELAS    ENAM BELAS  
TUJUH BELAS    TUJUH BELAS  
LAPAN BELAS    LAPAN BELAS  
SEMBILAN BELAS   SEMBILAN LIMA SEMBILAN BELAS  
DUA PULUH    DUA PULUH  
DUA PULUH SATU   DUA PULUH SATU  
DUA PULUH DUA   DUA PULUH DUA  
DUA PULUH TIGA   DUA PULUH SATU TIGA  
DUA PULUH EMPAT   DUA PULUH EMPAT  
DUA PULUH LIMA   DUA PULUH LIMA  
DUA PULUH ENAM   DUA PULUH ENAM  
DUA PULUH TUJUH   DUA PULUH SATU TUJUH  
DUA PULUH LAPAN   DUA PULUH LAPAN  
DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  DUA PULUH SEMBILAN  
TIGA PULUH    TIGA PULUH  
SATU EMPAT    TIGA PULUH EMPAT  
LIMA SATU DUA   LIMA ENAM SATU DUA DUA  
DUA DUA TIGA   DUA LAPAN DUA SATU TIGA  
TIGA TIGA SATU   TIGA ENAM SATU TIGA SATU  
SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN SEMBILAN  
LIMA LIMA    LIMA * 
LIMA SATU    LIMA SATU  
DUA SATU    DUA SATU  
ENAM LIMA    ENAM LIMA  
DUA LAPAN    DUA LAPAN 
Error=13 
 
Total of Insertion, substitution, and deletion =186 
Total of correct words =71*9=639 
Recognition accuracy = 70.89% 
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APPENDIX B 
SOURCE CODE OF THE CDHMM MODLEING (PROGRAM FUNCTIONS) 
B.1. Overview of CHDMM Modeling and Decoding Function 
 
Class Name: CCHMM_processor (CHMM_processor.h & CHMM_processor.cpp) 
 
#include "Inputc.h" 
#include "Vectorc.h" 
#include "B_j.h"  ////Supporting class. 
 
Class Member Function: 
 
Processor Initialization Function: 
CCHMM_processor(CInputc **obs,int number_obs,int stage ,int *time,int 
statenum); 
 
System Level Function:  
void BW_VBTrainer(int itr);//// Implement training algorithm of combination of 
BW& VB. 
void VBTrainer(int itr);///// Implement VB training algorithm. 
void BWTrainer(int itr);/////Implement BW training algorithm. 
 
K-Mean Initialization Function: 
void KMeanInit(); 
void sectionate(); 
 
BW Training Function: 
void Reestimateparameter(CInputc **obs,int number_obs, int state,int *time); 
BOOL aij_reestimate(CInputc **obs,int number_obs, int state,int *time); 
BOOL bpara_reestimate(CInputc **obs,int number_obs, int state,int *time); 
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double calc_fi_t_j_k(double *alpha,double *beta,CInputc obs,CB_j jpara,int 
time,int state,int tn,int jn,int kn); 
void Backward(double *beta,CInputc *obs,int state,int time); 
double Forward(double *alpha,CInputc *obs, int state, int time); 
 
VB Training Function: 
 
void StateSeg(); 
void KMeanEstimate(); 
void simpleestimate_a(int i); 
void estimate_parameter(); 
void calc_mixcoeffi(double *mixcof,CInputc *cluster,int num_mixcof,int time); 
void calc_diagonalmat(double **diagonal_mat,CInputc *cluster,int 
num_matrix,int time,double *matrixmag); 
void calc_mean(CInputc *meanvector,CInputc *cluster,int num_meanvector,int 
time); 
void Reclustering(CInputc *cluster,int clusternum,CB_j B_jpara,int compnum); 
void Relocate_cluster(); 
void Viterbi_seg(double *delta,double *optipath,CInputc *obs,int state,int time); 
 
Observation probability Density Calculation Function: 
 
double calc_b_jm(CInputc meanvector,double *diagonal_mat,double 
mat_mag,CInputc obsvector,int stage); 
double calc_b_j(CB_j B_jpara,CInputc obsvector,int num_mixcomp); 
 
Parameters Handling Function: 
 
void copyamatrix(double *source,double *target,int row,int column); 
void copyb_para(CB_j *source, CB_j *target,int state,int lpcstage,int comp); 
double Get_A(int row,int column);  
double Get_Pi(int row);  
void Set_A(double value,int row,int column); 
void Set_Pi(double value,int row); 
   
Viterbi Decoding Function: 
 
double Evaluate(double *delta,double *optipath,CInputc *obs,int state,int time); 
 
Destructor: 
 
virtual ~CCHMM_processor(); 
 
 
Class Member Variables: 
 
Buffer for Multiple Observations: 
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CInputc *storemulti_obs[200]; 
 int storemulti_time[200]; 
 int num_of_file; 
  
Buffer for CDHMM parameters: 
 int lpcstage; 
 int state; 
 int numofb_comp; 
 int itr; 
 double *pi, *a, *anew,*scale; 
 CB_j *B_statej, *B_statejnew; 
 
Buffer for clustering: 
 CInputc *cluster[5]; 
 int *numcluster; 
 
 
B.2. Description of CHDMM Training Implementation (System level) 
 -BW Training 
 -VB Training 
 -BW+VB Training 
 
B.2.1 BW Training 
 Theory: 
 
  
 Implemetation: 
  
 void BWTrainer(int itr); 
  Function Description: Implement BW training algorithm. 
  Input: int itr – training iteration. 
 
 
Model Initialization 
using uniform state segmentation 
Reach 
Preset 
Iteration? 
HMM 
models 
λ  
λ  
Parameters Reestimation 
Using BW estimation 
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B.2.2 VB Training 
 Theory: 
 
 
Implemetation: 
  
 void VBTrainer(int itr);; 
  Function Description: Implement VB training algorithm. 
  Input: int itr – training iteration. 
 
 
 
Model Initialization 
using uniform state segmentation 
Reach 
Preset 
Iteration? 
HMM 
models 
λ  
λ  
VB State Segmentation. 
 
Highest Likelihood clustering. 
Simple Average Estimation. 
 
void CCHMM_processor::BWTrainer(int itr) 
{ 
 int i; 
 KMeanInit(); 
 for(i=0;i<itr;i++) 
 {  
 Reestimateparameter(storemulti_obs,num_of_file,state,storemulti_time); 
 } 
} 
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B.2.3 BW+VB Training 
 Theory: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model Initialization 
using uniform state segmentation 
Reach 
Preset 
Iteration? 
HMM 
models 
λ  
λ  
VB State Segmentation. 
 
Highest Likelihood clustering. 
Simple Average Estimation. 
 
Parameters Reestimation 
Using BW estimation 
 
 
void CCHMM_processor::VBTrainer(int itr) 
{ 
 int i; 
 KMeanInit(); 
 for(i=0;i<itr;i++) 
 {  
  StateSeg(); 
  KMeanEstimate(); 
 } 
} 
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Implemetation: 
  
 void BW_VBTrainer(int itr);; 
  Function Description: Implement VB & BW training algorithm. 
  Input: int itr – training iteration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
void CCHMM_processor::BW_VBTrainer(int itr) 
{ 
 int i; 
 KMeanInit(); 
 for(i=0;i<itr;i++) 
 {  
  StateSeg(); 
  KMeanEstimate(); 
  Reestimateparameter(storemulti_obs,num_of_file,state,storemulti_time); 
 } 
} 
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